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Fully digital, fully automated /resetable production console. Axiom is a single system with integrated multitrack
recording, non -destructive drop -ins, editing sequencing
and playback, all with the same high audit quality

The ultimate analogue console. SL 9000 J Series offers a

familiar control surface with new, powerful automation
capabilities. Plus the option of SSL's DiskTrack " hard
disk multitrack recorder /editor for in -built digital storage and manipulation
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ScreenSound V5

Scenaria

with VisionTrack

Digital Audio/Video
System

OmniMix
Digital Surround
Sound Audio /Video

"Wititirdesr

Latest version of the leading audio for- video editor with faster processor, plus advanced editing features
such as internal reconform to EDLs.
Now with SSL's VisionTrack hard
disk video option.

World- beating digital audio recording, editing and mixing system.
Combines a 24 -track random access
recorder, multi- channel editor, 38d-annel digital mixer, and random
.access video.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England.
Tel: (111865) 842300

Fax: (01865) 842118

Paris: (1) 34 60 46 66 Milan: (2) 262 24956 Tokyo: (3) 5474 1144
New York: (212) 315 1111 Los Angeles: (211) 463 4444

All the benefits of Scenaria, plus

unique Surround Sound mixing
capabilities, simultaneous stem
mixes and dynamic /editable panning and Spatial Processing

'

effects.
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DIGITALLY YOURS
The new D940 Digital

Mixing Console from STUDER offers you more...

...more sonic transparency
owing to Studer AID technology

...more value for less money by
tailoring the console exactly to
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...more flexibility because of
modular interfacing and
on -line channel structure
configuration

Channel Structure
User Label
F911

...more operational safety by
providing direct access to all
important functions on the
channel strip

...more user-friendliness
introducing WYSIWYG for
mixing consoles...
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Need to know more?
Contact us to find out how the
new D940 Digital Mixing
Console from STUDER can
become «digitally» yours...
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Chaos theories
Barriers -we love 'em. At least, we love tearing them down. And technology is our
favourite tool. But there is often more to problems and their solutions than meets the eye.
Situations have causes, and causes can have unpredictable effects
Whether it is bridges over rivers, ships over the seas or telecommunications all over the
globe (and beyond), we seem to love a challenge. Sometimes our apparent disregard for the
barriers we build for ourselves makes it difficult to believe that we would really rather not
have them. Did SPDIF, MIDI, MADI, SDS, OMF and their like really need to be solutions
rather than parts of their respective developments? It seems so.
Some barrier breakers may be taking us further than we realise, however. Certainly,
more established means of media transmission have presented problems in the control of
world current affairs, news and wartime intelligence information.
Let us take an example. The world has been watching the 0 J Simpson murder case. The
whole world. From the live television of the infamous car chase to the protracted
machinations of the court system, the audience has numbered in the millions. `Only in
America...' , scolded `civilised' Britons. But `Only in America' is just about the mark. And
the mark is about to become somewhat indistinct.
You see, the American legal system recognises the media circus attracted by a football
star -cum -actor as part of the nature ofjustice and the current events it must embrace. In
Europe, for example, such a sequence of events would have developed entirely differently.
But for how long?
The allied forces involved in the Iran- Kuwait conflict certainly realise the power of the
news media to influence world affairs.
And what of music and video? That piracy problems already abound in certain territories
is beyond dispute, and our consistent endeavours to make transmission of digital audio and
video programme material around the planet may be about to exacerbate the problem
considerably.
Even in the pro -audio press, improved communications have already presented
problems. Last year the European launch of Yamaha's ProMix 01, for example, was
brought into line with its US release as soon as it was realised that the product could not
be expected to retain its `secret' status once American magazine correspondents were
alerted to its existence.
Even earlier, in 1987 I found myself quizzing Mr Kakehashi, the Japanese founder of
Roland, on his home turf. `What,' I wanted to know, `was the company's policy regarding
musical controllers for synthesisers and samplers?' `Simple,' I was told, 'we have a
pitch-to -MIDI convertor which addresses the problem perfectly'. My report of Roland's
philosophy-which had certainly come with authority-left me in deep water with the
company's UK branch as the unit was not destined to brought into Britain.
I admit that the moral of this eclectic collection of stories is a little obscure, but such is
the nature of anticipating the future. I am certain of one thing, however -that we cannot
put the lid back on the Pandora's Box of communication. The channels will proliferate in
both number and capacity and this alone ensures the development of further problems.
Their precise nature remains to be discovered, but it is essential that we remain alert to
them in order that we can contain them.
But then, not all problems require solutions-some simply collapse of their own volition.

Total average net circulation of 18,834 issues during
1993. UK: 7,357. Overseas: 11,477. (ABC audited)

Tim Goodyer
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The Wonderbra" and our new 488 DYNA -Squeeze"
Compressori1n=erface were designed to perform the same,
remarkable feat: To gently squeeze and push up.
While the result of the Wonderbra is strictly visual, the
effect of the DYNA -Squeeze is purely audible. And that's
where his seemingly ridiculous comparison ends.
With the eight channel DYNA -Squeeze connected
between your console and digital recorder, critical gain riding
instantly becomes a faded memory. Now you can get back
to recording hct, just like the good old analog days.
And by gently pus ling more sound into the upper end
of your recorder's dynamic range, DYNA -Squeeze lets you
maxim ze resolution, wh le simultaneously minimizing low
level distortion
To get your hands on a DYNA -Squeeze in the UK, ring
Sound Technology at +44 (0) 462-480000. Or for the name
of the distributcr in your country, call Symetrix in the US at
(206) 787-3222 or FAX (206)787 -3211.
II may nct improve your
looks, but we guarantee it'll do
wonders for your sound.
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World Events
March 1995
March 8th -12th,

Light & Sound, Messe Frankfurt,
Frankfurt, Germany. Tel: +69 75 75
6415/6907.
March 8th -12th, ITA
Seminar: The Converging World
of Entertainment, Information
and Delivery Systems, Westin
Mission Hills Resort, Rancho Mirage,
California, USA.
March 9th,
Sound Sense Show, Swallow Hotel,
Gateshead, UK. Tel: +441491838575.
March 14th, AES Conference:

Patents and Audio Engineering,
Imperial College, London, UK.
Tel: +441628 663725.
March
15th -17th, The Television Show,
London, UK. Tel: +441203 717897.
March 25th-27th, The Pro Audio
Show, Karachi, Pakistan. Fax: +21
493 2535.
March 26th-28th,
ECTS, Olympia Grand Hall, London,
UK. Tel: +44 181 742 2828.

April 1995
April 3rd -5th, Cable &
Satellite 95, Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 910 7849.
April 4th -5th, Television
Distribution Technology 95,
Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 637 4383.

April 4th -6th, REPLItech

Europe, Austria Centre, Vienna,
Austria. Tel: +1 914 328 9157.
April 4th -7th, Communications

Tokyo Exhibition, Tokyo
International Trade Fairgrounds,
Tokyo, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3586 7865;
US. Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

Broadcast
Technology Indonesia, Jakarta,
Indonesia.
April 26th-28th, 5th
Australian Regional AES
Convention: Making Waves,
April 26th-29th,

Frankfurt Pro

April 6th,

Sydney Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Sydney, Australia.
Tel: +61 3 534 5755.

May 1995
May 1st, LEE Audio Engineering
Place, London, UK. Tel: +44 171 240
1871 ex2206.

May 9th -12th,

Pro Audio, Light & Music
China 95, Beijing Exhibition Centre,
People's Republic of China.
May 13th-21st, MultiMediale 4,
ZKM/Center for Arts and Media
Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany.
May 14th, National Vintage
Communications Fair, NEC,
Birmingham, UK. Tel: +441398
May 15th-20th, Expo
331532.
Comm Moscow Sviaz 95, Krasnaya
Presnya Fairgrounds, Moscow,
Russia.
May 23rd -25th, Midem
Asia, Hong Kong. Tel: +44 171 528
May 30th -31st, Leipziger
0086.
MedienMesse Hörfunk, Leipziger
Messe, Leipzeig, Germany.
Tel: +37 412 230.
May 30th -June 1st, ShowTech
95, Messe Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 3038.

June

1995

June 8th -10th, 2nd Annual
South American Pro Audio Expo,
Centro de Extension, Santiago, Chile.
Tel: +56 2 635 1994; +1 914 993 0489.

BAFTA, London. Tel: +4 171 323
April 7th -12th MIP -TV 95,
3837.

June 8th-12th, China Sound
Light & Music, Beijing Exhibition

Cannes, France. Tel: +44 171 528
0086.
April 9th -13th, NAB 95
Symposia, Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas, USA.

Centre, People's Republic of China.
June 8th -13th, International

Value of Industrial Design,
Imperial College, London, UK
Tel: +441628 663725.
April 21st -23rd, MEMS 95,
Olympia 2, London, UK.
Tel: +441225 442244.

9th International Audio, Video,
Broadcasting and
Telecommunicationas Show.

Advanced Audio Technologies for
Audio -Video and Multimedia,

IBTS, South Pavilion, Milan Fair,
Milano- Lacchiarella, Italy.

Television SymposiumExhibition, Montreux, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 21 963 3220.

June 10th -12th, 12th ShowBiz
Expo, Los Angeles, USA.
Tel: +1 714 513 8400.

June 13th-15th, REPLItech
International, Santa Clara

Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 948 5522.

October 19th-23rd,

Sunshine City Convention Centre,

Tel: +39 2 481 5541.

October 24th -26th, REPLItech
Asia, Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition Centre,

July 1995
July 12th-14th, Pro Audio &
Light Asia 95, World Trade Centre,
Singapore. Tel: +852 865 2633.
July 17th-19th, WCA 95.

Wireless Cable Association Show,
Washington Convention Centre,
Washington, USA. Tel: +1202 452
7823.
July 20th, British Music
Fair, London, UK.

August 1995
August 17th-20th, Popkomm,
KölnMesse, Köln, Germany.
August
Tel: +49 221 8210.

25th -28th, Beijing International
Radio & TV Broadcasting
Equipment Exhibition 95, Beijing
International Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, People's Republic of China.

September 1995
September 6th -9th, 1995 World
Media Expo, New Orleans
Convention Centre, New Orleans,
USA. Tel: +1 202 429 5350.

September 10th-12th, ECTS,
Olympia Grand Hall, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 742 2828.

September 10th -13th, PLASA,
Earls Court 2, London, UK
Tel: +44 171 370 8179.

September 14th-18th, IBC 95, RAI
Centre, Amsterdam, Holland.
September 19th -24th, Live 95,
Earls Court, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 742 2828.

September 21st -24th, Nordic
Sound Symposium XVII, Bolkesjo

Singapore.

October 25th -28th,

Broadcast Cable and Satellite
India 95, Pragati Maidan,
New Delhi, India.

November 1995
lst-5th, Audiovideo -95,

November

Lenexpo Exhibition Complex,
St Petersburg, Russia.
Tel: +7 812 119 6245.

November 2nd-4th, Broadcast
India 95, World Trade Centre,
Bombay, India. Tel: +91 22 215 1396.
November 7th-9th, Wireless
World Expo 95, Moscone Centre,
San Francisco, USA.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

November 9th, 20th Sound

Broadcasting Equipment Show.
SBES, Metropole Hotel, NEC,
Birmingham, UK. Tel: +44 1491
838575.
November 21st -23rd,

Visual Communications 95,
London, UK.

December 1995
December 5th -9th, Expo Comm
China South 95, Guangzhou Foreign

Trade Exhibition Centre, Guangzhou,
Peoples Republic of China.
Tel: +86

1

841 5250;

US. Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

September 1996
September 18th-23rd, Photokina,
KölnMesse, Cologne, Germany.
Tel: +49 221 8210.

Mountain Hotel, Norway.
Tel: +47 2 79 7730.

Convention Centre, Santa Clara,
USA. Tel: +1 914 328 9157.

October 1995

June 19th -20th, Radio Festival
Trade Exhibition, International

October 5th-8th, 99th AES
Convention, Jacob K Javits Centre,
New York, USA.

Convention Centre, NEC,

October 17th -19th, Vision 95,

Tokyo, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3403 6649.

Colloquium, IEE Head Office, Savoy

The Music Radio Conference,

Tel: +1 617 965 8000.
April 10th -13th, NAB 95, Las
Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas,
USA. Tel: +1 617 965 8000.
April 11th, AES Conference: The

Birmingham, UK. Tel: +441491
June 21st -23th, Audio
Technology 95. Formerly APRS,
National Hall, Olympia, London, 1.1K.
Tel: +441734 756218.
June 21st -23rd, 7th Japanese
Regional AES Convention:
838575.

November 1996
November 5th -9th 1996, PT/Expo
Comm China, China International
Exhibition Center, Beijing, Peoples
Republic of China.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
7

International News
In-brief
GRAMMY Awards Spatlalized
The Spatializer3 -D sound system
continues to find favour in an increasing
variety of applications; the 37th annual
GRAMMY Awards Show was broadcast
live to 1.4 billion viewers worldwide by
CBS on March 1st using the system,
which is designed to give 3 -D surround
sound from any stereo television. The
system was also represented in
nominations for eleven different
GRAMMY categories, including
The Lion King, Barbra Streisand's
Barbra: The Concert, and Bonnie Raitt's
Longing In Their Hearts.
Spatlalizer Audio Laboratories Inc, US.
Tel: +1 310 268 2700.
RADAR price drop and new drives
Otani have announced a price reduction
on the RADAR range of 6 %, bringing
the price of a 1GB 24 -track system
below 40,000DM. This comes with the
announcement of a new 2GB version,
offering more than 48 minutes
longitudinal recording time at 44.1 kHz.
Also newly available is ADATLINK, a
digital 24 -track interface for direct digital
track -to -track transfers.
Otani Germany.
Tel: +49 2159 50861 3.
Chipping Norton Studios for sale
Chipping Norton Studios, one of the
UK's original residential studios, is up
for sale as cofounder Mike Vernon
concentrates on running his new record
label, Code Blue, and producing its acts.
The property consists of the studio
building itself along with four cottages
and contains a total of 14 double
bedrooms, and is being sold with all the
equipment and the goodwill of the
business for £650,000. There is also the
possibility of selling a 50% share if the
right partner can be found.
Stephen Budd Management Ltd, UK.
Tel: +44 171 916 3303.
Genelec award
Genelec have been awarded the
'President's award for excellent export
achievements.' President Martti
Ahtisaari of the Republic of Finland has
made the award for the company's
export increases during the last five
years, their distinctive marketing
methods, and their heavy commitment
to R & D. Genelec export 95% of their
total production, the largest single
market being the United States. In all
the company's products are exported to
around 50 countries.
Genelec, Finland. Tel: +358 77 133 11.
Dolby Surround for Sudwestfunk
German broadcaster Sudwestfunk has
recently signed agreements with Dolby
Laboratories to produce programmes in
Dolby Surround. Sudwestfunk's first
production was Flitterabend, broadcast
at the end of January this year
8
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ITS German

expansion
The International Teleproduction
Society has announced its first six
German member companies,
following meetings in Munich and
Frankfurt. It is apparently the first
time the heads of German facilities
have sat round the same table to talk
to each other openly about industry
issues, which was one of the main
benefits when the ITS UK Chapter
was set up nearly three years ago.
The six new members are: ARRI TV
(Munich); Hippo TV (Munich);
Bildwerk (Frankfurt); VCC Video
Copy Company (Hamburg); IVT
Maz-Produktion (Frankfurt); and HSG
Film & Videoproduktion (Frankfurt).
Further meetings were planned in
Dusseldorf and Hamburg in March.

International Teleproduction
Society (UK Chapter).
Tel: +441707 260216.

DG 4D

goesto

third generation
The Deutsche Grammophon
Recording Centre has developed a
third generation upgrade of the Stage
Box system central to the 4D
recording chain. All recordings made
by the Recording Centre since
October 1994 have used the new DG
AD III technology, whose convertors
feature the new Crystal CS5390
delta -sigma 20-bit A-D convertor ICs
to provide 23 -bit digital- floating
delta -sigma A-D conversion. The
process employs two 20 -bit
convertors, one handling the input
signal at unity gain and the other
operated with 18dB gain.
A sophisticated DSP algorithm
regulates the crossfade between the
two convertors, producing three bits
of supplementary resolution. The
DSP program was modified to allow
the DSP chip to handle 20 -bit
convertors at its inputs and a 24 -bit
wordlength at its outputs. Quoted
specifications include THD +n of
-121dBFs with an input of 997Hz at
-30dBFs and linearity errors within
1dB down to -135dBFs, together with
a largely flat noise-spectrum.
A further improvement is the
development of the Authentic Clock
Recovery system, permitting superior

reconstruction of the master clock

signal under real world operating
conditions such as long cable runs
and numerous interconnected PLLs,
where phase modulation of the clock,
jitter, becomes a limiting factor on
overall system performance. Because
Authentic Clock Recovery uses
crystal PLLs driven at 512Fs, as
opposed to the current 256Fs
standard, A-D conversion at up to
96kHz is possible, with full
oversampling capability.

Deutsche Grammophon,
Germany. Tel: +49 4044 181115.

Audetel at Cl
Conference
Audetel, a system for adding
commentary to TV programmes, was
demonstrated at the G7 Ministerial
Conference on the Information
Society in February. The system uses
a special data signal carried in the
television picture to provide an audio
commentary describing what happens
in the programmes during gaps in the
dialogue. A special set -top receiver
allows the commentary to be heard
through either headphones or a
loudspeaker. Originally developed by
a consortium of broadcasters,
consumer electronics companies and
organisations working with the
visually impaired and older people,
the additional audio commentary is
also expected to appeal to viewers
who can follow a wide range of
programmes without looking
continuously at the screen.
There are an estimated 10 million

China: Chinese News and Entertainment ICNEI have agreed

visually impaired people in Europe.
The G7 showcase was an opportunity
to demonstrate the technology to
Ministers, industrialists, the
European Commission and
Parliamentary officials, and the
media to enable other European
governments to evaluate its potential.
The Audetel project has already
been awarded the 1994 Royal
Television Society Communications
Innovation Technology Award. A
four -month period of experimental
transmissions on both ITV and the
BBC was broadcast between July and
November last year in association
with the Royal National Institute for
the Blind (RNIB).
The Audetel consortium is led by the
Independent Television Commission,
and the members are the Age Research
Centre, University of Manchester, the
BBC, the ITA, Motorola, Portset
Systems, RNIB, Seleco SpA, Softel Ltd
and SPEKA Ltd.

EBU restructures
The European Broadcasting Union is
to be turned into a more flexible and
less cumbersome organisation, more
able to react to and anticipate
developments, thanks to management
methods imported from private
industry. The terms and conditions of
this restructuring were adopted in
February by an extraordinary
General Assembly of its members.
The changes will take place without
detriment to the associative nature of
the EBU `club' -the spirit of
solidarity prevailing among its
members, especially in connection

a

lady news delivery deal with ITN giving the Chinese

broadcaster access to ITN's resource of news footage for inclusion in

a

daily programme of world and European

news accompanying CNE's Far Eastern coverage. The extended coverage comes in response to research indicating
a

huge demand for authoritative world news to be presented by Chinese community broadcasters

and identified with the Dolby logo in the

with programme exchanges. The EBU
will remain a not -for -profit
cooperative, but has given itself the
means of meeting the foreseeable
requirements of broadcasters, in view
of the unprecedented upheavals in
audio -visual media distribution and
programming looming on the horizon.
At a time when most of the EBU's
contributing members are
experiencing financial problems, the
reorganisation is being linked with a
three -year economy drive aimed at
cutting expenditure by 11.3m Swiss
francs, equivalent to 15% of the fixed
budgets. Once restructuring is
complete, operational activities
(Eurovision and Euroradio) will have
to be self-financing. It is hoped that
the decision -making process will be
both simpler and faster, and the
Union will step up those services
likely to assist its members in
fulfilling their public service remit
and defining their national strategies.
This will entail, among other things,
studies of future trends and
developments in the audio-visual
media environment, together with
lobbying activities.
Over the past few years the EBU
has invested a great deal of effort in
adapting to changed circumstances: it
has admitted the eastern European
broadcasters, opened its internal
transmission network to outsiders, and
regrouped all its permanent activities
in Geneva. `Now we must go even
further, before external conditions
force us to do so,' declares Secretary
General Jean -Bernard Munch.

European Broadcasting Union,
Switzerland. Tel: +41 22 717 21 11.

SADiE
enhancements
Studio Audio are currently designing
an Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) networking solution for their
SADiE disk editor. They plan to
implement the network in two stages,
firstly as a peer-to -peer network to
allow small groups of users to share
common disk drives. Subsequent
software releases will expand this
system to incorporate full clientserver protocols to allow the use of
large capacity servers. Also in the
pipeline is a JPEG video card to work
alongside the SADiE editor, intended
for video replay in audio post
facilities to replace traditional VTRs.
This should also avoid tying up
nonlinear video editors off and on -line

opening sequence. A further six

programmes of this popular game show
are scheduled for broadcast in Dolby
Surround throughout the year. Other
scheduled programmes already
prepared include Ohne Filter, a series of
live rock concerts, the annual ARD

Christmas Concert and Christmas
Service, plus a number of
drama productions.

Dolby Laboratories, US.
Tel: +1 415 558 0200.
TL Audio Asian representation
During the AES Tony Larking
Professional Sales Ltd appointed VW

Marketing as their Sales and Marketing
representatives for the Asia Pacific
region. VW Marketing already represent
SA &V and hope to establish a suitable
network of local agents from Korea and
Hong Kong/China to India and Australia.
VW Marketing,UK.

Tel: +44 1372 728481.
US support for DAR
Digital Audio Research have announced
a new support structure for their
UN: The

British Telecom Network Management Centre in Oswestry, played its part in securing

BBC to supply the comms network for the broadcaster's phone-in

a

contract with the

facilities. Serving all five of the BBC's National

radio stations, the service fulfils part of the public service broadcasting remit

during the audio conforming,
tracklaying and dubbing process.
Studio Audio & Video, UK.
Tel: +441353 648888.

Audio Technology

for Europe
The Australian dSP (Digital Studio
Processing) range of products are now
to be offered in Europe. dSP have
enjoyed success in Australia for the
last four years, having been marketed
and distributed by Yamaha alongside
their range of digital mixers. dSP
have developed their editors in a close
relationship with Yamaha and the
result has been comprehensive
dynamic automation facilities
integrated into the dSP editor's user
interface making most automation
functions transparent to the user.
The most recent development is the
Postation system, an integrated,
totally- digital studio solution
incorporating digital editing, fully
automated dynamic mixer automation,
and nonlinear digital video with a
highly ergonomic user interface.

Digital Studio Processing Pty,
Australia . Tel: +61 2 557 2292.
HL Audio Sales, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 694 9754.

interchange standard.

Digital Audio Research Ltd, UK.
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dSP workstations

workstations in the US market. The
SoundStation Sigma and Delta systems
are to be supported by SSL Inc New
York, with whom DAR have also
entered into a joint development
programme to create a practical media

Briefings

Following last year's success, Audio
Technology 95 (aka the APRS Show)
will again this year feature a series of
Briefings and workshops throughout
its three days. This year's programme
is organised by Gateway Studios'
Dave Ward, who explains:
`The success of last year's seminars

highlighted visitors' enthusiasm for
lively, highly practical sessions which
convey real -world information
-rather than esoteric papers.
Improving on 1994, we have two
dedicated rooms in which we can
make as much noise as we like, and
we can have some really live sessions!'
The large seminar room holds up
to 250 people and will feature topics
of relevance to the project studio,
while the smaller room will be
dedicated to high level topics. The
preliminary schedule includes session
on Multimedia developments with
Tim Frost and Andy Bereza, ISDN,
Radio Mies with John Wykes of Audio
Engineering, Theatre Automation
Systems with John Leonard,
Synchronisation with John
Watkinson (sponsored by Studio
Sound), a Broadcast forum, ISRC

Tel: +44 1372 742848.

Solid State Logic Inc, US.
Tel: +1 212 315 1111.
M5000 standard for SAE
tc electronic's M5000 Digital -Audio
Mainframe is to become a standard
piece of equipment in the 18 colleges of
the School of Audio Engineering as a
result of an exclusive deal finalised late
last year. All students on audio
engineering courses at the various
colleges will be trained on the M5000,
and tc electronic look forward to
feedback from the trainee engineers to
contribute to the continued development
of the system.
tc electronic, Denmark.
Tel: +45 86 26 28 00.
Antony David joins Sony*
Antony David has joined Sony
Broadcast & Professional Europe as
General Manager-Professional Audio,
replacing Chris Hollebone who leaves
after more than 14 years with Sony.
David joins from SSL, and takes on
overall responsibility for Business and
Applications Development as well as
Product Management roles.
Sony Broadcast & Professional, UK.
Tel: +44 1256 483646.
9

Contracts
Astral DAR
DAR have announced that Astral
Communications Inc, referred to as
Canada's leading motion-picture
production house, has taken delivery
of two Sabre and three SoundStation
Sigma workstations. Astral recently
opened a new $9.5 million technical
facility in Montreal which includes new
and highly advanced laboratory and
dubbing facilities.
Digital Audio Research, UK.
Tel: +4413727 42848.
SSL SL 90001 Serles in US
Three US studios have purchased
Solid State Logic SL 90001 Series
consoles. Nashville's new Starstruck
Studio will open with two 72- channel
Series, both with 48 -track DiskTrack
Digital Multitrack Recorder -Editors.
Right Track in New York are
expanding with a 96 -input Series,
also with 48 -track DiskTrack, and
Record Plant in Hollywood have
announced the purchase of an
80- channel DiskTrack- equipped
Series and an 80- channel 4000 G
Plus console with Ultimation.
Solid State Logic, UK.
Tel: +44 1865 842300.
Graham -Patten D -ESAM
for Ulster TV
Graham -Patten Systems have
supplied Ulster Television, based in
Belfast, Northern Ireland, with a
D -ESAM 800 Series Digital Edit Suite
Audio Mixer, due to be installed within
a new Serial Digital Edit Suite currently
under production at the station's video
production facility.
Graham -Patten Systems, US.
Tel: +1 916 273 8412.
Drake in China
Drake Electronics are to supply their
second large intercom-talkback system
to China. In a contract worth over
£180,000 Drake are supplying a 3000
System to Central China Television
(CCTV) via their Hong Kong agents
Macostar Technology Engineers. The
purchase comes a year after a similar
installation at Jiln TV Station.
Drake Electronics, UK.
Tel: +44 1707 333866.
GEC -Marconi Indonesian contract
Chelmsford -based GEC -Marconi
Communications Ltd have won a major
turnkey contract for the supply and
installation of a shortwave
broadcasting system for the Republic
of Indonesia. The contract, worth over
£12 million, follows a 1991 £29 million
order, and includes the system
planning, civil works, and installation
close to the capital Jakarta.
GEC -Marconl, UK.
Tel: +44 1245 275930.

j

j

j
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USA: The Hollywood Todd -A0 #2 stage recently saw the completion of the rebuild of the ADM console. Improvementsinclude new input modules, microprocessor -controlled

routeing, MC systems and the inclusion of Flying Faden. The project was undertaken by Martech -developers of the Flying Fader system in 1988 and immediately adopted by
Neve for the V- Series console. Left to right: Dale Manquen, Joe Martinson and Toby Foster from Marctech;

presented by Re -Pro, and a
presentation by PAD, the Pressers
and Duplicators Group.
APRS, UK. Tel: +441734 756218.

Harman move on
March has seen the mighty Harman
group move further into the
professional A-V field with the
acquisition of the German DAVID
operation and intent to take Becker
GmbH with its slew of pro, consumer
and `automotive' products.
Subsequent to the DAVID
acquisition a new division of Harman
is to appear combining the activities of
DAVID and Studer. German
coordinator Gerhard Möller comments,
DAVID will contribute an important
element in the new RadioFrame
plug -in and play approach to digital
radio. By integrating advanced audio
and computer technologies we will
provide software and hardware
components to form a powerful
broadcasters' system. Besides the
DAVID applications we will integrate
and interface systems from Studer AG,
Studer Digitech and Studer Editech as
well as other vendors' products.'

-a

EMI regrets...
Two famed British studios, The
Manor and Town House Three, have
been closed by EMI Music
International. In the official

statement, UK studio VP Martin
Benge claimed `purely commercial
reasons' for the closure- despite good
business being conducted by both.
`Rather than dilute our energies
and resources into running less
profitable businesses,' said Benge, `we

can now concentrate our efforts and

make increased commitment to the
continuing success of Abbey Road,
The Town House, Olympic and The
Manor Mobiles.'
The Manor was famed for its
involvement in Mike Oldfield's 1973
album, Tubular Bells, which helped
put Richard Branson's fledgling Virgin
label on the map. Town House Three
became part of the Virgin operation in
the early 1980s but was originally
called Ramport and owned by The Who.

Neumanns stolen
Six Neumann TLM50 mics have been
stolen from the Decca Record
Company. Serial numbered 313, 320,
328, 332, 333 and 340, Andrew
Groves or Mike Mailes would be
pleased to hear from anyone able to
assist in recovering the mics.

Decca Record Co, UK.
Tel: +44 181 742 5595

Ampex '

Hi -8

Addressing the demand created by the
Tascam DÁ88 modular digital
multitrack machine, Ampex have
introduced the 488 Hi -8 tape. 488
offers dual-layer tape formulation,
durable shell construction and comes
in 60 and 113 -minute audio
programme lengths. Both lengths come
in a clear case and include a j -card and
SPARS -APRS reference labels.
Ampex Recording Media, US.
Tel: +1 212 255 8491.

Newsworks
Lightworks have taken their
initiative into the broadcast

Bill Ritter and Dave Turkow from Todd-A0

newsroom with the launch of the
Newsworks editor. Designed as a
stand-alone unit with ready
compatibility with server systems,
Newsworks is set to appear at the
NAB show and offer high -resolution
picture quality, intuitive userinterface and high speed of operation.
Lightworks, UK.
Tel: +44 171 494 3084.

The vision
Mag media manufacturer 3M have
adopted their American Visionary
Award in Europe. Established for
three years in the US, the award
recognises musical success where the
production process has involved 3M
tape-`Top 3' placings being required
for qualification. The first two awards
have been presented to French artist
Patricia Kaas for Je te dis Vous (3M
275LE Digital Mastering Tape) and
the British Elegant Slumming LP
(3M 996 Analogue Mastering Tape
and 'Is -inch 996)from M People.
3M Professional Audio -Video
Group, UK. Tel: +441344 858614.

Tapeless goes 4dß
Sypha's Tapeless Audio Directory has
recently seen its 4th edition and now
contains details of nonlinear systems,
file compatibility, target markets and
development plans. The Directory
contains over 200 entries and is
divided into two sections covering
editing systems and broadcast
systems-including certain systems
not yet available but scheduled for
imminent release.
Sypha, UK.
Tel: +44 181 761 1042.

KLOS -FM / Los Angeles

Advantage Audio / Los Angeles

Townhouse Studios / London

Record Plant Studios / Hollywood

Tape To Tape / London

THEY SAY IT'S THE BEST
SOUNDING STUDIO DAT
RECORDER IN THE WORLD
;it 1rNF'UìtCN
POWER
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THE INDUSTRY STANDARD PANASONIC SV -3700
Legendary sound quality has established the Panasonic SV -3700 as the industry- standard studio DAT recorder, with countless

hit records, movie soundtracks, TV and radio productions to its credit. Many of the world's Reading audio facilities will not

contemplate mastering to anything else. In addition to sonic superiority, superb build quality and an uncompromising list of
professional facilities, the SV -3700 also features an extremely competitive price tag

- thanks to HHB,

the world's leading

BEIM

independent supplier of DAT technology. We'll even give you more than 40
hours of free recording time on HHB DAT Tape when you buy an SV -3700 or

I

SV -4100 from us, or one of our authorised dealers,

between February 1st and

December 31st 1995 *.
If that sounds good

to you, visit your
nearest HHB DAT
Centre or mail the

INTRODUCING THE NEW
PANASONIC SV -4100
Just thick of the new Panasonic SV -4100 DAT

recorder as an

'

SV3700 on steroids ". with ded cated

additional features for video post production and
broadcast users, including video and word

c

ock

sync. quick start with trim and rehearsal and f'ame-

accurate indexing and assemble editing.

coupon below.
'Certain conditions apply. Conditions available on request from HHB Communications Limited

For full details of Panasonic SV -3700 and SV-4100 DAT recorders, and the free tape offer, please mail this coupon to HHB Communications

Name:

Address:
Post Code:

Tel.

HHB Communications Ltd. 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK. Tel: 0181 962 5000

.

Fax: 0181 962 5050

SS

Digital Audio Tape

In-brief
RCF DWM wireless microphones
RCF Electronics (UK) Ltd have
launched the DWM range of VHF
high -band wireless microphones.

Hand-held (WM1000) and belt pack
lavalier (WM3300) models are
available, both using Audio Technica
capsules. Additional features include
Tone Lock Squelch circuitry, reducing
interference from other local radio
microphones, and a rackmount
receiver with a claimed ultra -low noise
performance. Initial stocks will be on
173.8MHz- 174.5MHz and 175MHz,
and coming soon are three additional
models in the 191 to 216MHz band,
added to the Radio Microphone
Spectrum for general purpose use and
requiring a licence.
RCF Electronics, UK.
Tel: +44 1268 570808.

RCF wireless mic
AKG CK77
Intended for use as a concealed
microphone with a belt -pack radio
transmitter, the new AKG CK77 is a
dual -capsule unit offering an omni
polar pattern and protection against
environmental damage. In hairline use,
if the microphone becomes
contaminated with sweat it can be
cleaned and put back into service
rather than being treated as
disposable, and it is designed for use
with AKG's existing wireless
microphone systems or any other
suitable transmitter.
Harman Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 181 207 5050.
AKG Acoustics, US.
Tel: +1 818 909 4500.

AKG CK77mic
12
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Symetrix 620 A-D convertor

Symetrix 620
Symetrix have introduced the latest
product in their 600 series of Digital
Productivity Tools, the model 620
20 -bit A-D convertor. The 620 is
intended for a wide range of
professional applications, including
use as an alternative to the onboard
convertors in DAT recorders.
The new convertor features true
20-bit quantisation, selectable output
word size, dither and noise shaping,
and compared to stock onboard 16 and
18-bit convertors, Symetrix claim
clearly audible sonic improvements
when mixing to DAT, CD mastering,
sampling or hard -disk recording.
The 620 delivers digital data in
either AES-EBU or S -PDIF digital
formats at sample rates of 48kHz,
44.1kHz, 32kHz or 22.05kHz. Digital
inputs are provided as well, and for
multimedia production applications,
the 620 down-samples from 44.1kHz
to 22.05kHz as well as bit -rate
converting from 16 to 8 bits.
Symetrix, US. Tel: +1 206 787 3222

Multimedia

HHB CD -R
Following the success of their DAT
cassettes, HHB Communications
have announced the launch of an
HHB Recordable CD as part of their
expanding Advanced Media
Products range.
The 680Mb, 74- minute, recordable
CD employs a new Phthyalocyanine
organic dye recording layer which is
claimed to be far less susceptible to
the effects of UV light and therefore
more stable than the recording
compounds used in conventional
CD -R blanks. Recent tests conducted
to Orange Book standards suggest
that data recorded on the new discs
will be secure for a period of 100
years under normal archiving
conditions. In addition, the discs are
double coated for further protection
against scratches, fingerprints and
the effects of extreme temperature
and humidity. They are compatible
with all leading CD writers and are
capable of recording at speeds of up to
6 times real time (921kB /s).
PIHB Communications, UK.
Tel: +44 181 962 5000.

E-mu

disk

recorder
The MusikMesse saw the launch of
the E -mu Systems 8 -track digital
hard -disk recorder. Intriguingly
christened the Buckeye, the system
offers dedicated tape- machine style
control including a jog -scrub wheel,
high -resolution graphic interface,

SPDIF I -0, optional 1Gb internal
drive and compatibility with a
variety of OEM drives. Availability
is expected to be in the third quarter
of 1995.
E -mu Systems, US.
Tel: +1 408 438 1921.

Studio
Macromedia have announced the
availability of Director Multimedia
Studio for Windows and Macintosh,
a package that provides multimedia
developers with a complete cross platform production solution. It
includes four separate production
tools: Director 4.0, Sound Forge 3.0
(for PCs) or SoundEdit 161.0 (for
Macintosh computers), MacroModel
1.5 and Adobe Premiere 4.0. The
whole package is designed for the
creation of corporate presentations,
entertainment and educational
multimedia titles, interactive kiosks,
simulations and product
demonstrations, and applications
created with Director may be
distributed royalty -free under the
`Made with Macromedia' program.
Macromedia, UK.
Tel: +441344 761111.

mixer and using `Software 4' for
recording, editing and mixing. The
system's cue -based automation
features dynamic volume, 3 or 4 -band
parametric equaliser, selectable shelf
curve on the low and high EQ,
2 stereo assignable sends, stereo
panning, and 2 stereo returns. The
basic unit is a 3 -unit rackmount box
housing all the audio electronics for
eight tracks, and multiple processors
can be linked for larger systems.
DRM Labs, US.
Tel: +1 213 874 3411.

Precision Amps
Well known for years for their

DA WN IImx
On show at AES was the
DAWN IImx, the latest in DRM labs'
range of editors and workstations.
The new model is a complete
self -contained production tool,
combining a DAWN workstation with
an embedded Total Recall automated
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www.americanradiohistory.com

loudspeakers and microphones,
Electro-Voice have now produced a
range of amplifiers, the EV Precision
Series. The range comprises five
models, all bipolar designs and
topped by the P3000. The P1250
incorporates switchable
low-frequency box equalisation for
use with E -V's Sx200 loudspeakers,
and all models feature protection
against overheating, overload,
short- circuit, RF burn -out and DC on
the output. The whole range carries
built -in comparator and limiter
circuits, which constantly compare
the input and output signal to
prevent overload or clipping. The
limiters have `acoustically

Professional DAT.
Could you seriously use
anything less than a Sony?

Looking for

a DAT

machine? You'll find them just

that incorporates self- diagnostics to make servicing simple. Something

professional edit suite. Something that

beyond the video games and train sets. That's third floor, past children's

designed to interface with

sportswear, and on the left.

stands up to professional punishment.

a

Sony professional DAT is the only format for serious users. It's built

Are we serious?
Are you?

to last. It's built for professional sound reproduction. And it's built by

The fact is, many DAT machines are just consumer electronics.

the people who invented DAT

Which is excellent- for home use. But not for professional applications.

Get serious.

Serious users need something rather more robust. Something

Get a Sony.

- Sony.

SONY
SONY BROADCAST
SIMPLY CALL US ON: AMSTERDAM 020

6581911: BRUSSELS 02724:71. COLOGNE 0221 59660: COPENHAGEN 13 995100: DUBAI 04 313472; HELSINKI

PARIS 01 4945 4000. PRAGUE 02 232 7713: ROME 06 549 131: STOCKHOLM08 7950800: VIENNA 01610500:

0

8, PROFESSIONAL EUROPE, JAYS CLOSE. VNELES, BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE. RG22

458, UNITED KRYGDOM.

50291. ISTANBUL 0212 224 5961, LISBON 01837 2566: MADRID 091 536 5700: MILAN 02 61838440; MOSCOW 0501253 4854; OSLO 02 2303530:

WEYBRIDGE, UK 0932 816300: ZURICH ISCHLIERENI 01 733 3511', EAST CENTRAL EUROPE. CIS, BALTIC STATES -

Ui 0256 483294:

MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA
Sony

5

a

GENEVA

022 7336350: AFRICA-

re48teree Uademarn of

tl-t

UK

0256 483248.

Sony Corporation. Japan.

Barcelona radio

installation

Spirit mics

-

Ampex Recording Media
Corporation, US.
Tel: +1 415 367 3888.
Micropolis AV Gold
Micropolis have introduced their next
generation AV product range, the AV
Gold Series, offering a 4Mb /s
sustained data rate which is over 35%
faster than previous Micropolis drives.
Similar to the original Micropolis AV
drive range introduced in 1993, the
new AV Gold Series has been
specially optimised for the
uninterrupted delivery of audio -video
data required in applications such as
multimedia, digital editing and video
servers. Available in 2,4 and 9GB
capacities, the range offers the
flexibility of either an internal drive for
a Macintosh -PC or a modular
14
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Called Project X, the desk is intended
to be a direct partner for any of the
current modular digital tape
systems-Tascam DA88, Alesis
ADAT and Fostex RD -8. Project X
comes in five units-Master Module,
2- Channel Modules, rackmount
Central Processor, 8- channel mic
preamp and power supply. The
console is expandable up to
64 channels (8 buses) and features
20 -bit conversion, 24 -bit internal DSP
and comprehensive automation.
RSP Technologies, US.
Tel: +1 810 853 3055.

Onda Rambla, the latest radio station
in Barcelona, has been equipped with
two 16- channel Soundcraft SAC200
consoles, a 20-channel /OS, and a
new computer based system for
digital -audio automation and
commercials management. The new
system, which is called Radioexe, has
been developed and installed by
Lexon, and consists of several
modules which can be adapted to the
needs of different radio styles.
EasyRadio is a DOS application for
publicity and customer database
handling, and produces commercial
logs which are transmitted through
the local network to the on -air station
where the APL module (for Windows) The latest in Procion's range of
AV- Workbench products providing
can broadcast them in any chosen
PC -based automation of routers,
mode -manual, automated or
VTRs and General Purpose I -O lines
synchronised.
is the AV-401 Sequencer. This gives
The APL module connects through
touchscreen programming of event
Windows to the GDS module, which
lists, which can be constructed using
records and plays audio files
resource keypads and on- screen
compressed in ISO -MPEG layer II
numeric entry panels. Event lists for
format. Onda Rambla has five
workstations which can be configured VTR replay -record, router crosspoint
switching and GPI triggering can be
to work as production controls or on
quickly built using direct on-screen
air systems, and the whole network
`point to select' programming. Event
has been equipped with a
lists can be replayed manually, or
Pentium -based file server with a file
automatically on time, event follow or
storing capacity of more than
GPI triggers. Suggested applications
60 hours of stereo audio.
Lexon, Spain. Tel: +34 3 203 48 04. include tape duplication and simple
compilations, tape playout systems
and automated line switching, where
routes can be switched automatically
throughout the day with manual
A brand new digital console from US
override and last -minute
company RSP Technologies surfaced
reprogramming capability.

Procion AV-401

Spirit microphones
The Spirit by Soundcraft range of live
sound products has expanded to
include three dynamic microphones,
the VMOl and VMOl S vocal mics and
the /MO/ instrument mic. All three are
built to withstand the punishment of
stage use with audio quality to match
the Spirit mixing range. All feature
neodymium magnets, elastic capsule
suspension, a frequency response of
80Hz-20kHz and high sensitivity. The
differences are in the polar patterns
the vocal mics are hypercardioid while
the instrument model is cardioid-and
the provision of a switch on the
VMOIS.
Spirit by Soundcraft, UK.
Tel: +441707 665000.
New media from Ampex
Ampex have announced plans to
introduce a series of five new format
professional audio products, beginning
with 489 Extended Play S -VHS
cassettes for ADAT recorders. These
will be followed by audio Hi8 and
European shipments of certified RDAT cassettes, and later in the year by
CD -R blanks and DDS data storage
cartridges.

at the Frankfurt Messe this year.

Sequencer

optimised' time constants, and their
speed can be switched on the rear
panel. Further distinctive features
include E -V's Dual Differential
Discrete input -stage topology, and in
the larger amplifiers a fully- floating
power supply which enables the
output voltage to be twice the voltage
seen by the output devices, enhancing
reliability and sonic performance.
Mark IV Audio, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 32 51 68 33.

Sony OPS-Vil
At Frankfurt Musikmesse Sony
introduced a new multisignal
processor for professional and
high -end amateur studio use.
Building on the success of Sony's
previous DPS digital effects series,
the DPS -V77 combines capabilities of
the DPS -D7 delay, the DPS-R7
reverb, the DPS -F7 filter and the
DPS -M7 sonic modulator in one unit.
High speed effects- control processing
is provided by two effect blocks plus a
level mixer block, and there is a
choice of 50 effects for each block to
provide a range of edit parameters
giving a high degree of flexibility in
sound design.
The unit supports both AES -EBU
and SPDIF digital interfaces as well
as analogue I -0, and other features
include a new morphing function to
crossfade from one effect to another
to avoid the muting as effects are
changed. 198 factory presets are
complemented by 198 user -memories.

Sony Broadcast & Professional,
UK. Tel: +441256 483646.
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Wavotable
256 Presets (64 RAM /192 ROM)
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contains200 presets including classic analog

and digital synthesized basses, as well as electric, acoustic, fretless and
slapped sounds The Spectrum Bass ircludes sustained and legato versons of
most presets sounds. Up to 4 presets car be layered on separate MIDI
channels to create incredibly fat combinm-ion sounds. Individual presets can be
edited using thePC -1600 MIDI control r
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Dynamc Resonant Filters and 24 LFO'a
Poly and Legato Receive Modes
Hard Sync and Pulse Width Modulation
Stereo Audio Outpats

2 Mb 16-bit Classic Synthesieer Sample

ding analog, dlgi al and hybrid sounds. With 24
synthesizer prmets including
dynamic resonant filters, hard syncanc pulse width modulation, the Spectrum
Synth emulates classic analog synt'reszers better than any other digital
instrument. Presets can be edited and naved to RAM locations using the
PC -1600 MIDI Controller.
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32 Oscillators
32 Voice Polyphonic

Spectrum- Synth contains 256 (64RAM /192ROM) classic

'

Mb 16 -bit Classic Organ Simple Wevetable

128 Presets

jazz, gospel and pipe organ sounds Each preset includes individual vibrato,
distortion, reverckey click and release dick settings. These settings car oe
globally altered f -om the front panel or _sng MIDI controller messages. h
addition, each pmset contains four drawoar waves which can be accessed in
real time using the PC--1600 MIDI Cort-dier.
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is a true programmable araog
filter system which can be used to prooess any sound. It offers a 3- channel
input mixer followed by a classic vitae* controlled resonant 4-pole filterand
voltage control ed amplifier. The filter trait includes an ADSR envelope
velocity and ka. track amounts, and sPA DI controllable. The amplifier crcuit
also offers an ADSR envelope and maater volume. 100 program locaticrs
allow settings tc be stored in memcry.

Spectrum~ Analog Filter

Classic Analog 4-Pole FilterCkc r. it
100 Programmable Locatiora
3 Audio inputs
MIDI Note Triggering

PC° 1600 MIDI

16 Programmable
16 Programmable

Controller This general purpose MIDI ccrtroller
offers 16 slide's and 16 buttons thatcar be programmed to send system common
or system exclueive MIDI messages In 3d]ition, 2 CV pedals and the datawheel
can be used as alternate controllers Th3 PC -1600 has many uses including
programming
controlling any of he Spectrum series sound modules. The PC1600 comes whit 50 presets offering a varety of synth editors, sequence
All presets are fully programmaole, so
controllers, light?tg system controlles
as other needs cevelop, they can be prcgrammed by the user very easily.
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Audio Trigger and Envelope Follows.Filter Frequency Velocity and Key Trackirç
MIDI Controllable
Mono Audio Output

60mm Sliders

Buttons

2 Programmable CV Pedal Inputs
Multi -function Data Wheel

50 Programmable Memory Location
100 "Scene" Memory Locati ns

Setup String Send on Patch Recall
MIDI Dump/Load Capability
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In a world of keyboards and sound modules which claim to offer "every instrument sound known to
man," Peavey realizes that you probably don't want, or need, all of that! The Peavey Spectrum Series
sound modules are each designed to do one thing --offer specific instrument sounds you do want. The Spectrum
Organ, Synth, and Bass units offer unique features and capabilities needed to produce the most realistic
reproduction of its particular instrument family.
Complementing the Peavey Spectrum Series sound modules are the Spectrum Analog Filter and
the PC -1600 MIDI controller --offered to make the Spectrum Series modules even more powerful. The
Spectrum Analog Filter will add that fat, classic and true analog sound to whatever you plug into it. And the
Peavey PC -1600 MIDI controller allows programming and controlling of any Spectrum module.
Amazing sounds, amazing simplicity, amazing flexibility, and truly amazing prices! The only thing
about the Spectrum Series that is not amazing is it's from Peavey...the company dedicated to giving musicians
everything they need...and want!
For complete Peavey keyboard information. pick up the latest edition of KEY ISSUES at your local Peavey dealer.

Peavey Electronics (U.K.) Ltd. Hatton House Hunters Road Weldon Ind. Est.
Northants NN17 5JE United Kingdom Tel: 0536 205520 Fax: 0536 269029

Corby

MICRODISKAV external
storage subsystem.

Micropolis Corporation, UK.
Tel: +441734 751315.
Gold Line FD-23
feedback detector
Gold Line have introduced a new
product designed to make it easy to
stop feedback. The Model FD-23, used
with any equaliser, makes use of third octave analyser circuitry to light an
LED showing the frequency of any
feedback which may occur, allowing its
reduction by a sufficient amount
to extinguish the LED.
Gold Line, US. Tel: +1 203 938 2588.

Sennheiser
Black Fire microphones
At the Frankfurt Musikmesse

Sennheiser introduced two new
dynamic microphones, the BF 811 and
BF 812, BF standing for Black Fire.
They feature the specially developed
Synthetic Calibrated Spring system,
designed to drastically reduce handling
noise, and the BF 812, specifically for
vocals, incorporates a reed switch for
click-free on -off switching.

Sennheiser electronic, Germany.
Tel: +49 5130 600 0.

Soundscape 8
Frankfurt's MusikMesse provided the
ideal opportunity for Soundscape to
announce availability of v1.16 software
for their disk recorder-editor. The
system now supports 8-track audio
scrubbing, automated punch in -out,
noise gating, 100 markers and
real -time fading and 'volume

contouring' among other
new functions.
Soundscape Digital, UK.
Tel: +44 222 450130.
Soundtracs Topaz
Consolidated at the MusikMesse was
Soundtracs' Topaz range of consoles.
With the Mini, Macro, and Maxi
catering for entry to 8 -track levels, the
Project 8 continues to feed the
pro audio level with
Windows PC -based fader
automation newly available.

Soundtracs plc, UK.
Tel: +44 181 388 5000.
In -ear, In budget
Garwood's cost-effective PRSII
System is set to bring the advantages
of in -ear monitoring to a wider
audience. Launched at the Frankfurt
MusikMesse, PRSII comprises a
1 unit -high, half -rack processor and
belt receiver and offers single -channel,
stereo operation on up to
12 frequencies over a range of 300ft
(approximately 92m).
Garwood Communications, UK.
Tel: +44 181 452 4635.
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Procion Innovative Control
Solutions Ltd, UK.
Tel: +44 1734 756 936.

Steinberg declick
Famous for their MIDI sequencing
software and subsequent
developments, Steinberg have recently
announced a declicking DSP plug-in
for Digidesign's TDM technology. The
unit features control over `sensitivity
and effectiveness' via two faders and is
compatible with Pro Tools III although
recommended for use with Steinberg's
own Cubase Audio 3.0.

Steinberg, Germany.
Tel: +49 40 210 330.

NAB Highlights
Amek to debut digital console
Amek will premier their first digital
console in prototype form at the
NAB Exhibition in Las Vegas. With
no rush to get the product to
market, the project's three principle
criteria are a flexible control surface
allowing operating modes from
traditional analogue to a virtual
screen -based environment, sufficient
processing power to be transparent
to the user, and an attractive price.
Also new from Amek is the RCMA
Remote Controlled Microphone
Amplifier, using mic -amp circuitry
designed by Rupert Neve for the
9098 console. Up to 64 microphone
channels can be operated from the
Remote Control Unit, and
eventually each mic amp's
transformer- balanced line -level
output will be augmented by an
optional 20 -bit AES -EBU digital
output card.
Amek Systems and Controls, UK.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.

Systembase C200xr
On demonstration for the first time
outside Europe at NAB 95 will be

Speaker Sights
For precise aiming of loudspeaker
cabinets, the Technical Laser
Company have introduced Speaker
Sights, a pair of devices that attach
to the midrange driver or tweeter.
The universal design allows use
with any size of driver up to 8 inches
diameter, and once centred within
the chosen components, the units
emit laser beams perpendicular to
the cabinet allowing optimum
speaker alignment. Suggested uses
include optimum alignment of
control -room and mixing-positions,
and home theatre systems. An
accuracy of .001 -inch is claimed for

the new Systembase C200xr ISDN
audio codec. Based on the apt -X 100
coding system, the unit can operate
in various modes, from 7.5kHz mono
for voice applications up to 15.2kHz
stereo for FM stereo applications,
such as studio to transmitter
backup. An additional Broadcast
mode is supported which allows a
7.5kHz mono channel to be
transmitted to four separate
destinations.
The C200xr also incorporates two
unique facilities over ISDN; the first
is the capability of upgrading the
software revision of a unit within
seconds, and the second is the
ability to perform remote diagnostics
to assist fault -finding. The 1 -unit
rackmount unit also features a full
digital vu metering system ranging
from +12 to -48dB, and
self-calibrating analogue inputs for
maintenance -free operation.

Systembase, UK.
Tel: +441256 882797.
Avid news
At NAB 95 Avid Broadcast will
unveil the Avid-Ikegami dockable
disk -based video camera and a
prototype of the company's
AuidNews next -generation
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the lasers. At present only the Pro
model is available, but a consumer
version and an industrial strength
version for sound reinforcement
will follow soon.

Technical Laser Company, US.
Tel: +1 805 255 5500.

Lexicon LARC
Extending the sphere of LARC
control, Lexicon have incorporated
the 224XL, 480XL, 300L into the
control protocol via the unit's 3.5L
ROM software.
Lexicon Inc, US.
Tel: +1 617 736 0300.

newsroom computer system. The
Avid-Ikegami camera, the final piece
for tapeless news production,
records footage direct to disk,
providing broadcasters with
immediate access to media for
editing and playback. Representing
the combined technology and
expertise of Avid, BASYS and
SofTECH, AvidNews integrates all
of the various media types used in
creating news stories-text, video,
audio and graphics-into one
workstation.
Avid Technology, UK.
Tel: +441753 655999.

Audiomation Systems launch
Audiomation Systems will launch
Audiomate 64, a new low-cost motor
fader automation system that is the
first to run on a Macintosh.
Following interest in the showing of
the prototype at last year's San
Francisco AES, the system is going
through its beta -test phase and was
available in production form at Paris
AES. Audiomation say it costs half
the price of any motor -fader system
on the market and only a fraction
more than the average VCA system.
Audiomation Systems, UK.
Tel: +441207 529444.
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PREAMPLIFIER

TI Audio Dual
'entoile Valve
Preamplifier
Tony Larking's TL Audio company
have had a bigger hand than most in
the resurgence of interest in both
vintage equipment and modern

equipment incorporating vintage
ideas. They, as much as anyone, have
seen the growth in demand for the old
way of doing things and the increased
recognition that new technology is not
necessarily better technology, and
have responded not by jumping on a
bandwagon but by designing
thoughtful, useful products based on
their experience of what people
actually want.
Here then is the TL Audio Dual
Pentode Preamplifier
snappy name
for a box which seems singularly
unconcerned about its image. Unless
of course the basic, blue -grey finish
with its trademark perforated grille is
a conscious attempt at image and not
just an easy way of looking retro.
Everything about the preamp slots in
perfectly with the rest of TL Audio's
range, which some will see as praise
and some not.
The preamp provides two very
straightforward channels of
microphone preamplification, with the
bare necessities well provided for but
little else besides. It should be
remembered that the TL Valve
Compressor, Valve Equaliser and
Preamp -DI also incorporate mic amps;
the ones featured here are a bit more
special, using EF86 pentodes followed

-a

by ECC83 -12AX7 triode stages.
Microphone inputs are on rear
panel XLRs, although unbalanced
1/4 -inch jacks on the front allow the
unit to be used as a valve
preamplifier for musical instruments.
Phantom power is independently
switched for each channel, and
overall nominal output level is
switchable between +4 and -10dB to
the balanced output XLRs.
Each channel provides a coarse
INPUT GAIN control, giving 20dB to
50dB of gain in 10dB steps, together

with a centre -detented TRIM control
offsetting by up to + /-12dB, giving a
good overlap. An OUTPUT control is
calibrated only from 0 to 10, and
appears to provide nominal level at
maximum. Metering of level is
provided by means of three LEDs
marked Signal, Peak and Clip, but as
these are post the output control they
give no indication of internal levels,
and it is quite possible to overload the
unit without having any visual
indication of impending problems.
I am assured, however, that
production units will be metered pre
the output level control.
The only other facility is simple
filtering. A high -pass filter offers
cut-off frequencies from 50Hz to
150Hz and the low-pass filter goes
down as low as 5kHz, although it also
has a nice subtle 15kHz setting.
Adjusting these reveals the preamp's
Achilles heel; the whole unit is
microphonic, producing a gentle glassy
ringing sound on both outputs as the
switches are clicked round. In fact
tapping the casework has the same
effect, making it vital that the unit is
placed very carefully in the equipment
setup. Microphonic behaviour is not
altogether surprising in valve

TL Audio's Pentode Valve Preamp-The best vocal sound...
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equipment, and should not be a
problem under normal circumstances,
but it does mean the preamp should be
treated with care and not adjusted
during recording itself.
All of which is worth putting up
with simply for the sake of the
preamp's sound. Not long ago standalone microphone amplifiers were a
rarity, intended more as problem solvers than as desirable elements in
the chain. Nowadays people are more
aware of applications for units such
as these. At one end of the spectrum
is simple 2- microphone recording,
where a good preamp avoids having
to use the mic amps in a recorder
(assuming it has any) and also
removes the need to lug a mixer
around just for the sake of two
channels. In these situations
something like the TL Audio box
provides everything that is generally
needed -this kind of work rarely
needs EQ or added reverb, but could
make use of the filtering. At the other
extreme is the acknowledgment that
the mic amps in many consoles-even
top -flight ones -could stand a little
improvement, and it is by no means
uncommon to fmd units like this
being used to bypass the console
channels altogether, feeding line level
straight into the multitrack.
While I had the TL Audio box I had
the opportunity to try both these
ideas. The first was a concert of
Tippett and Saxton wind pieces in
London's Barbican Hall, with a slung
pair of figure -of-eight Sony Is. This is
a hall- and -microphone combination I
know very well, but this preamp gave
me something I had not heard before.
There was an openness and depth to
the sound which surprised me,
together with a remarkably clean

heard in our studio.'
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performance-noise levels were below
those of the monitoring system and
only by deliberately misadjusting the
unit could I get any kind of distortion
or even strain to appear. Quoted
specs include EIN of -122dBu at 50dB
gain, distortion at less than 0.05% at
40dB gain, and frequency response
within 1dB up to 40kHz, and I can
well believe it.
Back in the studio, I tried the
classic setup for vocal overdubs, this
time using a 414 straight into the
multitrack, and the result impressed
everyone in the room, one person
even saying it was the best vocal
sound he had heard in our studio.
Everything I put through it, from
bright clean KM84s to Tandy PZMs,
gave me the impression I was hearing
more of what the microphone was
producing, and given the chance I
suspect I would find myself using it
virtually all the time.
There are, of course, several
microphone amplifiers on the market
now (see Sam Wise's recent review for
details of two of them) but most have
a rather more esoteric price tag on
them than this one. TL Audio have
come up with a design that provides a
genuine improvement on many signal
paths at a per -channel price which
probably beats any mixers capable of
giving comparable results. Whether
or not you're looking for The Valve
Sound on your microphones, this is
worth checking out.

Dave Foister
TL Audio, Letchworth SG6 1UJ,
UK. Tel: +441462 480009.
Fax: +441462 480035.
US: Sascom Marketing Group.
Tel: +1 905 420 3946.
Fax: +1 905 420 0718.

Now the
Midas Touch

is within
everyone's reach.

The legendary sound and precision

control of Midas consoles has long been
the choice of the world's leading sound

reinforcement professionals.
Now available for the first time in a

mid -price mixing console, the XL200 gives
you the unique Midas feel and superb

sound at an amazingly competitive price.
A

pure performance begins with the

specification.
At the crucial front end

console's sound quality

- so critical to a

- the input amplifier

delivers sonic purity, followed by the
section which has won Midas marque a host
of awards down the years: our equaliser.

It's a 4 -band design of unmatched

smoothness and musicality, with parametric

-414-

mids sweepable frequency and switched
`Q; giving you

the Midas touch in your mix

AV-AZOV',

every time.
Each channel can be assigned to any

LIVE PERFORMANCE CONSOLE

combination of 8 VCA sub group faders, 6
mono and

2

A TOUCH MORE
ACCESSIBLE

stereo audio sub group faders

and 8 automute scenes

- there's also a 13 x 8

matrix as standard.
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Midi Automation is another step

forward: the XL200 offers you optional
Midi mute control with 128 snapshots

available in the events programme.
Newly

developed

construction

techniques enable us to build a console

I
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that's a touch more reliable on the road, yet
costs no more than ordinary mixers.

Join a brilliant audio heritage. With
the new XL200 live performance console

a MARK IV

company

DESIGNED FOR A PURE PERFORMANCE

from Midas, you can reach for the best

mark 1 clunk PLC, Walter Nash Road, Kidderminster. Worcestershire DYI, 7HJ, England. Tel: (01562) 741515 Fax No: (01562) 745371.

name in the business.

Mark IV Pro Audio Group, 448 Post Road, Buchanan Ml 49107. USA. Tel: (616) 695 4750 Fax No: (616) 695 0470.
Mark IV Audio Canada, 345 Herbert Street, Gananuque. Ontario K7G 2V1, Canada. Tel: (613) 382 2141 Fax N. (613) 382 7466.
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L'TCL-2
Welcome to Dave's Valve Corner. For
the benefit of those readers who
picture me puffing at a pipe in a

rocking chair, reminiscing with misty
eyes about the good old days when all
the equipment glowed so much you
didn't need lights or heating and you
could toast muffins on the power
amps, I should like to point out that I
grew up with solid -state equipment,
and that the only technology for which
I carry a torch is good technology that
helps me get my job done properly. I
feel compelled to point this out
because I am starting to forget when I
last had a piece of solid-state
equipment to review-not through
personal choice but a direct result of
the nature of the marketplace at the
moment. The status of the valve has
passed through the cult stage with its
attendant wacky ideas and
opportunist rubbish, through the stage
of being taken seriously as equipment
with occasionally something to offer,
and has now, it seems, reached the
stage of being the norm -every new
compressor, microphone amplifier,
equaliser and even DI box seems to
have valves in it.
This month's offering is the
VTCL -2 compressor from Demeter.
Demeter have already made their
name in the US-so much so,
apparently, that they have felt little
need to explore other markets. The
discerning elsewhere, however, have

noticed their products' potential, with
one major London studio reportedly
buying Demeter DI boxes by the
crateful whenever they were in town.
Now moves are afoot to make them
available in the UK and elsewhere,
along with microphone preamps,
power amps and this compressor.
The VTCL -2 is a 2- channel/stereo
compressor with few frills and an
evident heavy reliance on its circuit
design to mark it out from the
competition. It looks the part, with its
fairly basic, black, front -panel design,
which just stops short of looking
home -made. Its facilities are similarly
basic, in fact surprisingly so. None of
the controls are calibrated, being
marked simply Min -Max or Slow Fast. This is understandable in the
case of the RELEASE control, as the
release time is dependent on the
amount of compression, but the
others are not programme dependent
or interactive in any way and a few
numbers would not go amiss. In
particular, calibration of the Input
and Output levels-or at least a
clearly marked unity gain setting
-would be useful.
But by far the biggest surprise is
that there is no ratio control. The
ratio varies in a predetermined way
as the amount of compression
changes, with an initial ratio of 4:1,
which increases to 6:1 when more
than 6dB of gain reduction is being
applied. When the gain reduction
exceeds 10dB, the ratio becomes 20:1,
effectively limiting the signal. This is
in many cases very useful, as the
characteristics have been well chosen
for a number of routine compression
applications. There are, however,
times when a little more control would

be helpful, particularly for more

gentle compression. Unlike many
valve designs, subtlety is not the
VTCL -2's forté. Specific compression
effects are no problem, and it is very
effective on vocals; I particularly liked
what it did to bass guitar, producing a
big round controlled sound which sat
ideally in a mix without too much
fiddling about.
As a stereo -programme compressor
it undoubtedly delivers the goods, but
again unobtrusive gain riding is not
easy to achieve; this kind of role
would probably never need a ratio
even as high as the 4:1 the Demeter
uses as its starting point.
In view of the lack of calibration, it
is as well that the metering
arrangements are reasonably flexible.
Each channel can be individually
switched to show input level, output
level or gain reduction (labelled
simply Change) and the meter
sensitivity can be increased by 10dB.
Switching to stereo hands over
control of Threshold and time values
to Channel A, and does apparently odd
things to the settings. With a steady
tone through Channel A, I was
reading a gain reduction of 5dB;
switching in the stereo link changed
this to less than 1dB, even though
there was no signal present on
channel B. This puzzled me,
suggesting as it does that control
signals are not being summed the way
one would expect. This aside, the
stereo linking works well, maintaining
the stereo image the way it should.
The rear panel is not without
surprises, carrying as it does TT jacks
as well as XLRs and'/4 -inch jacks.
Despite the presence of XLRs,
balanced operation requires optional

Demeter valve compression - mimicking the Fairchild 670
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Jensen transformers, and as supplied
the unused pin is shorted to ground
-not mentioned in the manual and of
interest to those with balanced inserts
on their consoles, I would have
thought. On the plus side, each XLR
has an associated switch to configure
it as pin 2 or 3 hot -something not
enough manufacturers think about.
For those who expect every new
valve processor to be able to reproduce
the characteristics of a vintage model,
Demeter include in the manual a
table of settings to mimic (Demeter
actually use the word duplicate) those
on a Fairchild 670 or a UreiTeletronix LA2A. How accurately the
imitation is achieved I am not in a
position to say, but since many people
are, it would surely be foolhardy to
make these suggestions without being
reasonably sure of oneself.
If some of this review appears
negative, it is only because some
details could in my opinion do with a
bit more thought, and because this is
quite clearly a compressor with a
character all of its own which will not
suit every job one might ask it to do.
That same character is also its
strength; there are things it does very
well indeed, producing smooth, warm
(there's that word again) powerful
compression which in many cases will
be exactly what is required.

Dave Foister

Demeter Amplification, 2912
Colorado Avenue 204, Santa
Monica, CA 90404, USA.
Tel: +1 818 986 7103.
UK: The European Office, 56 Albion
Road, Pitsone, Near Leighton
Buzzard, Beds LU7 9ÜY.
Tel: +44 1296 661 748.
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Behind the Legendary
C 12 Sound.
It's a quality so unique, engineers and

performers have been try ng to describe
the sound for decades.

"More open." "Detailed amd airy."
"Velvety, almost liquid." 'A cleaner high
end." "Smoother low end."
Fact is, the C 12 sound wcs an

engineering anamoly. Each capsule was
assembled, tensioned and suspended by
hand. So, in reality, to C 12's could
sound somewhat different. Creating
them was an art, mastered by a score

of Austrian technicians a! skilled as
any Swiss watchmaker.
Then again,

if you're after a C 12

Timeless
Technology for
Purist Engineers.
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like sound, look no furthe -.
The legendary sound is back

The C 12 VR comes in this professional flight

in the C 12 VR.
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Harman International Company

AKG Akustische u. Kinogeräte Gesellschaft m.b.H
Lemhöckgasse 21-23,
A-1230 Vienna /AUSTRIA
Tel )43 -1) 86 654 -0, Fax: (43 -1) 86 654 -245

Harman International Industries

timed

Unit 2, 8orehamwood Industrial Park,
Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Harts WD6 5PZ/England
Tel: (081) 207 5050, Fax: (0811 207 4572
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DIGITAL DELAY

Yamaha

al

D5A2
Engineers can easily be split into two
main groups: those that like
multieffects processors and those who
prefer separate effects units dedicated
to dealing with the creation of one
aspect of the effects chain. While the
convenience of having all your effects
in one box cannot be denied,
accessibility and flexibility are almost
always compromised along with
reduced control possibilities. Separate
effects units were how it all started
but signal processing has come along
way since then-the dedicated reverb
device, for example is about as
common these days as the dedicated
replacement for the old-fashioned
tape delay. Many will therefore

MAW LEVIO.

Yamaha D5000 - `old fashioned values from a time when processors were designed to provide
solutions rather than demonstrate technological prowess'
welcome Yamaha's D5000 digital
delay as a nod to the times when
things were a little more

purposes. Data entry is via the now
ubiquitous `alpha' dial.
A dual -concentric pot controls
straightforward and immediate.
input level, while another pot
The `true stereo' D5000 has 20 -bit
controls the wet and dry mix with
A D and D A convertors working to a
connections parallelled on balanced
sampling frequency of 50kHz with 100 XLRs and stereo jacks switchable for
user-programmable presets. Layout is +4/-20 operation. You also get MIDI
typically SPX in nature, albeit the
In and Out -Thru plus footswitches for
latest incarnation and evolution of this program increment -decrement,
popular concept. Activity centres
bypass and trigger.
around an LCD panel, 2 -digit LED
The D5000 handles four different
preset number read -out, two bargraph program types: a Dual- Stereo mode
meters, a block of four cursor buttons
which uses two delay units for the two
(two of which also deal with saving
channels with three taps in each; a
and recalling presets) and a block of
Mono Delay with six taps (predictably
eight parameter buttons for editing
twice the delay time available in the
Stereo mode at 10.4s); a Freeze mode
with recording and playback; and a
Sample and hold for grabbing and
playing back in sequence. Two MIDI
controllers can influence parameters
in real time for all programs apart
from sample and holds.
The selected program type dictates
the way in which you program the
device from the Parameter Edit mode
accessing parts from separate function
buttons. Buttons are provided for
accessing the delay, Feedback,
Modulation and Ducking sections of a
preset, and it amounts to extensive
control over fairly basic parameters.
There is nothing fancy here but the
unit is still very `in- depth'.
For the delays you can alter pan,
levels and time parameters in
seconds, distance, frames and tempo
respectively. These are entered by
`tapping' on the front panel TRIGGER
switch. There are high and low-pass
filters covering 20Hz-4kHz and
400Hz -20kHz respectively with
bypass. Feedback is programmable for
...for reliable connections
phase, level and high and low -pass
in analogue and digital systems...
filters, while modulation can be
controlled by sine wave, triangle wave
J for digital AES /EBU as well as for analog
or autopanning, speed, depth and
patching and routing
phase. There is also a sophisticated
LI complies with IRT requirements
ducking and gating section tied into
conforms to AES /EBU specs
the delay which is a much underrated
GHIELMETTI
power separation and connection fields
and interesting means of control.
Communications Techniques Ltd
with parallel switching facilities in one unit
The freeze section takes care of the
4562 Biberist, Switzerland
Tel. + +41 (0) 65 321 196
setup for triggering of recording in
Fax + +41 (0) 65 321 324
mono, or stereo with editing,
overdubbing, looping, trigger delay
Communications Techniques
and masking plus of course pitch
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shifting while the sample and hold
mode is the one you would want to
use if you are hoping to catch and
spin back lines in a live scenario.
In use, the D5000 is an absolute
dream and to my mind proves the
validity of such extended stand -alone
control over delay effects.
I especially like the speed of setup,
delay-time tap entry and the useful
LCD graphics that even give note
displays for tempo sub division.
Sampling is quick, precise, editable
and triggerable (from front panel,
MIDI or audio input) making it a real
workhorse replacement and spin -in
device. It will appeal to studio and
live engineers as well as undoubtedly
finding its way into serious musician
rigs. It proves that there is a purity of
embellishment possible with well constructed delay taps that is missing
with stacked multi- effecting.
I cannot hide the fact that I love
this box because it's a no- nonsense
piece of kit that is nicely optimised
for the task. The sound is flawless
-mirror image as opposed to
brighter than the real thing -with a
beautiful depth to the modulation
effects that makes it sound more
analogue in smoothness than that
more usually associated with digital
devices. It's also impressively quiet
and while I originally wished that a
few more knobs could have been
provided, in practise the layout and
menu structure is well planned.
In a way, the D5000 is the sort of
unit a machine in the mould of the
once industry- standard BEL BD8OS
should have become because it tugs
at old -fashioned values from a time
when processors were designed to
provide solutions rather than
demonstrate technological prowess.
As such, the D5000 is a valid
implementation of the delay unit
that will definitely earn its keep in
the rack.
Zenon Schoepe
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music (UK)
Ltd. Tel: +441908 366700.
Fax: +441908368872.
USA: Yamaha Corporation of
America. Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
Fax: +1 714 739 2680.
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Last year we sent them reeling with the
stunning, high -end Jade Production console.
And if Jade turned them green with env sri, r
mid -range Solitaire is set to give th
Awash with feátures and function, s}i o itaire
Production Console combines the finest audio

quality with DSP multi -processor control
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including the option of motorised faders.
Like someone once said
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" Innovati)

in design,

dynamic in operation ".

Present on every channel the \pique FdB
Parametric EqualiserTM overcomes the problems
of non -linearity in music and the ear providing
precise control of all frequencies in the audio
spectrum.
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In addition, all monitors have a 2 -band equâliser

plus access to the FdB Parametric EqualiserTM.

The on -board ADP, (Assignable Dynamics
a comprehensive range of
gating, compression, expansion, limiting, modulaProcessor), provides

tion and auto -pan functions on each channel.
Plus there's the precision automation, in
motorised fader or VCA flavours.
Quite a specification. - Quite a console.

Solitaire
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much more than moving faders.
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LIVE SOUND NEWS
TOURING AND TRENDS

ARTIST SERIES
H;-E,ARCr

of an immense 1950s Chevy

Gigs and gear
`When was the last time you went to a
loud rock concert ?' was the greeting I
received from ZZ Top's FOH mixer,
ML Procise in anticipation of the
bearded Texans' imminent show,
`because these guys are loud! In the
event, I have to report that my ears
were not singing at the end of the
show even though the sound was loud
and, more importantly, powerful.
The Antenna tour stomped its way
through Europe until the end of 1994
with Showco veteran, Procise, behind a
Harrison HM-5 32- channel console and
driving a Prism loudspeaker rig.
By his own admission a `company
man' who has been with Showco for
19 years, Precise can also be considered
the fourth member of ZZ Top for live
performances and knows every subtle
move of the Texan trio's arrangements
like the top of his console.
A long haul from Lille in France to
Lausanne, coupled with customs

NEW BREED
ON THE
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TOP
STAGES

audio technicao
1_1

INNOVATION

PRE CISION

Tel: 0532 771441
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Fax: 0532 704836

dashboard) uncluttered.'
For three musicians, ZZ Top make
a big sound and this came over
without anything being overbearing.
Also amusing to notice was the
general atmosphere at the mix
position-with ML Procise
`orchestrating' the various mix moves
while the lighting crew were dancing
behind their consoles. These guys
definitely have fun (monitors were
handled by Johnny Roberts and Bill
Sheppell with a Ramsa 840 console
and the new Prism wedges).
Looking ahead, the heavyweight
tours for 1995 include the Rolling
Stones' Voodoo Lounge tour (again
with Showco and using Prism
Stadium speakers and Harrison HM
and SM -5 consoles) and the Bon
Jovi/Van Halen package.
We can clear the decks for 1995 with
a look at some of the trends in

equipment that were noted at the
AES in San Francisco for live sound.
What I find encouraging is the
holdups, meant that the ZZ's setup
move towards the tightening up of
was running behind time and, apart
the various loose ends that still
from a line check, it was get them on
occur in live sound, such as a return
stage and go. Not that this seemed to
to basic principles that are still
worry Procise; his only concern being
valid (surprise , surprise), better
that the `band play well tonight and
systems management and
keep the programme reasonably
integration, user -friendly operation
varied'. He went on to explain: 'ZZ
and some sensible automation.
Top can give the mixer a hard time if
The increasing use of
they don't vary the material too much microprocessor -based equipment
as it is easy for many of the numbers
means that a poor quality mains
to sound the same -it's basically balls supply becomes a far more serious
to the wall rock 'n' roll and you just
problem than it used to be
have to go with it!'
(experiencing memory crashes and
In addition to being late, one of
glitches lately ?) and the power
ML's effects rack was suffering from
conditioners that are now on the
having been dropped from a forklift in market by people such as ETA or
France and several definitely needed
Furman are a worthwhile investment
the doctor. However, Procise seemed
for at least the control racks -if not
happier with the fact that the AMS
the whole system.
reverb was back working rather than
Integrated processors continue to
bothering about the damaged
increase with JBL introducing an
equipment. 'I can always get around
`economy' version of their Array Series
it-it's no big deal.'
speakers and BSS hitting the top end
Not that there was anything
with the Omnidrive system which pack
particularly special about the
an awful lot of control into 2U of rack
processing as most of the sound for
space. I must admit that the dynamic
the Antenna tour was dependent on
limiting function (complete with
the band itself. However, Procise
lockout) really appeals as the almost
likes to have some Summit Audio
ultimate deterrent for the system
TLA-100 limiters for the vocal, AMS
engineer against the overloading of
and Lexicon reverbs, Eventide H3000 certain frequency bands.
and dbx- Drawmer gain reduction.
New consoles seem to be springing
The loudspeaker configuration
up everywhere and the new Crest
consisted of left-right arrays of Prism Century mixers are no exception to
speakers in 4 x 4 clusters with
the rule, coming complete with LCR
subwoofers on the floor.
panning (why this has taken so long
`We don't use any front fills on the to catch on still surprises me).
stage in order to keep the sight lines Resolutely stereo -only, the latest
clean and the stage (in the form
offering from Midas, the XL4, corrects
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some shortcomings in the XL3 will
full flexibility routeing (audio groups VCA groups -auxes- matrix) and
onboard automation of switching
functions and the VCA masters. The
console can also be configured as
either 100% house or monitor
console
definite plus. At the lower
end of the scale, the new Fender (the
`guitar people') consoles have a lot
going for them, both in the MX-5200
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Series which when stacked increase
the total number of buses (two 16:4
consoles become 32:8) and the
PX -2200 powered consoles which
feature power amplifiers for both the
house and stage monitors. Yamaha
joined in with the PM3500 and
PM3500M consoles in house and
monitor versions which also feature
integrated automation for mutes
which can be fired via MIDI or
manually. Ramsa were not to be left
our and they showed a preproduction
`super 840 series' with VCA groups,
parametric EQ and 20 aux sends
(12 mono -4 stereo).
The Lone Wolf MediaLink network
system is now becoming a serious
proposition for system control and
Apogee have launched a digitally
controlled power amplifier which has
been expressly designed for
networked applications.
On the loudspeaker front, EAW
restated their engineering philosophy
towards systems with a White Paper
on Integrating and Application Data
with Loudspeaker Design Concepts.
Meyer Labs did much the same with
a guide leaflet on large systems based
around MSL -5s, DS -2s and so on.
Adamson Systems Engineering
have an interesting range and this
has been expanded with the Hi-Q
Array Concert System which features
very precise coverage characteristics
and three handling options.
The closing note is a mention of
some new software that John Meyer
is working on. A sneak preview of
John's work revealed an audio tool
that will be a real boon to system
designers and engineers. Though it
obviously has in -house applications
for Meyer sound, this extension of
the SIM II analysis system (see main
feature in this issue) will allow
engineers to look at various parts of
a system and zero -in onto which
components are interfering with
each other (badly placed horns
causing lobing, nulls, for example)
and be able to take corrective
measures quickly.

Live Sound News is compiled
by Terry Nelson

He spent a fortune on

a moving fader console.

Then he discovered the Soundcraft DC 2000.
Steady yourself, the price of moving fader consoles

just took

a

tumble. Available

in

a

variety of

configurations, with or without patchbay, the
Soundcraft DC 2000 integrates powerful

automation into

a

highly specified

Silent Integrated Automation

Tascam DA -88, Alesis ADAT and Sony 9 -pin,

host of other time (and money)
saving features.
The DC 2000 slashes the cost of equipping
a sound -for- picture facility and suddenly
makes adding a second or third room a
and offers

mixing console. And, thanks to our
revolutionary C3 Console Control and
CommunicationTM system, digital noise
is effectively eliminated.
Its touch screen facilitates machine control for

C OOO

industry standard formats, including the

all

real possibility.
To find out more call +44 (0)1707-668143 or see
your authorised DC 2000 dealer.

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD.. CRANBORNE HOUSE.
CRANBORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CRANBORNE RD., POTTERS BAR.
HERTS. EN6 3JN,

a

ENGLAND TEL: +44 (0)1707 665000 FAX: +44 10)1707 660482
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Charlie Lab

Digitar
Described humbly by the
manufacturers as a `Pocket MIDI
Guitar', the Italian Charlie Lab's
Digitar promises much to a world
that is still searching for an
affordable and dependable means of
string -driven MIDI control. Closer
inspection reveals that the
instrument is not quite what it is
cracked up to be-while it has six
`strings' its function is that of an
imposer of guitar picking action on
incoming chords which it interprets
and maps into guitar -type chord
voicings that can then be played from
the strings. Strings is also stretching
the description a bit because the six
strips of metal on the Digitar are in
fact metal bars that perform the
function of strings and stimulate
guitar -like note activity fairly
realistically and sensitively.
What you are looking at in the
Digitar is a small, but certainly not
`pocket', panel with the
aforementioned strings and some
control buttons. The unit is intended
to be attached to a belt that you strap
around your waist and strummed or
picked at with the hand of your
choice. Those of the Jimmy Page
stance of axe strumming will be
pleased to know that the device can,
with a bit of ingenuity, be strapped to
the thigh just above the knee while
the rest of us will be content to pick
away at our midriffs as if our
underwear elastic were too tight.
The controller panel connects via a
telephone -style socket and lead to a
small interface box which takes
mains power and provides MIDI In,
Out and Thru connections. For
starters, the interconnecting lead is
curly and the connectors are small,
fiddly and plastic with a dubious
ability to stay connected long-term
despite (fragile) plastic retention clips
on the plugs.
The implementation of controller
switches on the Digitar panel is not
elegant because it is cramped and
uses membrane buttons. There is a
4- character LED display and a
number of buttons that access
functions such as MIDI In and Out
channel, the Global and Utilities
menu, and least good of all is the fact
that parameter values are
incremented or decremented by
26
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The Digitar is `an excellent accompanying and embellishing tool for guitarists and
non -guitarists alike'.
pressing either side of the guitar
`bridge'. There are eight presets in the
Digitar each of which contains patch
change data, bank select, and
legato- staccato behaviour plus two
soft function buttons which can be
assigned to such things as switching
notes off, sustain, and fret noise in
GM (General MIDI). You can also
adjust volume from a dedicated
button and the bridge, and mute the
controlling device.
The Digitar operates in four
modes-Rhythm which extrapolates
chords from a 3 or 4 -note input,
Economy which is much the same but
employs only the top four strings, an
All- Channel mode which attempts to
process 12 MIDI channels of data
simultaneously for strum -along -a
sequences, and a Lead mode that is a
waste of time -given that you can
only lead on what a sending device
gives you.
Objectively, the Digitar is too
clever for what it is
good
strum-and -pick generator-and such
over-complexity of control dilutes the
efficiency of what it is actually best
at. This fussiness is misplaced
particularly as the Digitar is only
dealing with half of the task-you
still have to feed it the chords from
outside and none of extended control
features change this fact.
Left- handers can turn the belt
pack around after flipping high and
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low string assignments within the
Global menu but they will not be

spared the most irritating thing
about the Digitar which is the

bridge's function as a decrement increment switch. I do not think there
are many guitarists who don't either
rest their hand on or at least touch
the bridge while playing and doing
this by accident can change a
parameter -or even a sound-unless
you are restrictively careful in your
technique. It has also been overlooked
by Charlie Lab, who expect you to
hover over the bridge with your palm
to change settings while playing
could not do this, and I don't think
there will be many who can.
More annoying still is the fact that
if you hook the upper or lower strings
hard with a pick you can stimulate
the bridge into incrementing or
decrementing a parameter.
The manner in which the Digitar
interprets incoming chords into
guitar -style chordal voicings is at
times unpredictable, even surprising,
but it does add to the variety. It also
does not like to get too many fast
chord changes in rapid succession.
Despite all this the box has an
uncanny ability to generate realistic
strummed and picked textures and
it's creative and quick to use with any
sort of timbre and not just guitar
tones. It works.
You will not always have all six
strings active and you will not always
have obvious guitar voicings, but that
is part of the entertainment value
and as such the Digitar is an
excellent accompanying and
embellishing tool for guitarists and
non-guitarists alike. However, I
would say that the better your strum
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hand technique is the better and
more interesting will your
satisfaction be.
By far and away the best way to
use this device is to program all the
chord changes into a sequencer in
advance and then to pass these
through the Digitar on their way to
the sound of your choice. I believe you
will be inspired by the amount of
interaction that can be achieved and
if you are even nearly pretty good at
finger picking you will take to it
immediately.
It is amazing that the Digitar can
still impress against a backdrop of so
many minor irritations. It is too
clever by half, unnecessarily
complicated, has poor ergonomics and
requires a modification in playing
style yet it still produces reliable
triggering of strummed and picked
notes that are very controllable for
sensitivity and volume. But it is as
good a solution to injecting guitar
playing textures into the MIDI
domain as I have heard and if that is
what you want, then I think you will
be prepared to live with the
peculiarities. Ultimately, it is a very
clever idea.
Charlie Lab, 46100 Mantova,
Via S. Allende 17, Italy.
Tel: +39 376 365213.
UK: Audio Awareness, Eurotec
House, 31 -35 High Road, Chadwell
Heath, Essex RM6 6QW.
Tel: +44 181 598 8081.

Music News is compiled
by Zenon Sam*

ONE WORLD CLASS COMPANY...

55 SERIES

CAPRICORN

LOGIC 3

THREE WORLD CLASS CONSOLES...
DIGITAL POST- PRODUCTION POWER - LOGIC 3

The 'Digital Audio Workstation' with 4 faders (optional 4 fader sidecar) and 16 rotary controls delivering up to 32 inputs, 8
surround sound in all current/foreseeable multi -channel
Total (deskwide) Dynamic AutomationT"
subgroups /4 aux sends
user defined I/O configuration
Event Based AutomationT"
assignable signal processing
formats
optional dual joysticks
transfer of projects from Logic to
4 -band parametric EQ
limiter/compresor, expander, gate
Instant reconfiguration/recall

Multiple Machine Control (VTR, ASC VR,
optimum compatibility with third party systems (inc OMF systems)
Lightworks Digistation, Pioneer LaserDisk) up to 168 AudioFile tracks of non -linear audio
Logic

CLASSIC SOUND FOR THE DIGITAL AGE - CAPRICORN

The large scale multitrack recording, mixing and overdubbing desk with legendary Neve EQ and Total Dynamic AutomationTM
up to 256 channel /paths, 96 multi -track returns, 64 stereo AES /EBU
total assignability/reset
personalised desk configuration
relay control of
4 -band EQ, high /low filter
limiter,
expander
gate with side chain)
full
dynamics
(compressor,
digital inputs
up to 5 sections of 24 strips and
VCA style grouping/trimming touch sensitive rotary controls /faders
up to 5 multi- tracks
120 faders

MADI I/O

fully expandable

SEE US AT NAB 95

RELIABLE BROADCAST FLEXIBILITY - THE 55 SERIES

STAND NO. 13813

MATS Monitoring And
The affordable mid -range console with full stereo specification
10 stereo
Dual Mix minus providing clean feed on every channel
Talkback System
2 stereo aux, 6 mono aux sends providing up to 10 aux buses
sub -groups /outputs
34mm modules provide 36 channels in 6 foot
SALI Stereo Auxiliary Line Input
direct inputs /outputs on groups
console electronic switching for silent operation
transformer
dynamics in main outputs
MS decoder one every stereo channel
robust
24 -56 channel frame size
balanced MIC inputs and group/main outputs

construction
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USA Siemens Audio Inc.. Hollywood, CA. Tel: (213) 461 6383

Fax:

213)

461 1620.

Fax: (212) 450 7339.

New York, NY. Tel: (212) 949 2324

CANADA Rupert Neve Inc., Toronto

Tel: (416) 365 3363 Fax. (416) 365 1044
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POSTPRODUCTION

PINE WOO D D IGITAL
assing through the unassuming doors of the Sound
Department at Pinewood Studiós, you find yourself
in a corridor lined with awards and nominations
for achievement in sound-all of them major
movies. On the wall, a studio poster lists the better -known
films made here over the last 30 years and you will need
several minutes just to scan it. This is the home of serious
movie making.
Since it is not possible to rely solely on movies to support a
studio the size of Pinewood, moving into television
production -and meeting its increasingly sophisticated sound
demands -is a natural progression for the facility.
Pinewood is not new to television, however. The 1960s
and 1970s saw a lot of production and postproduction of
episodic shows such as Space 1999, Strange Report,
Shirley's World and Man In A Suitcase. These productions
were all shot on 35mm film but with the disciplines of
episodic TV
new theatre was even added specifically for
TV post. As TV production practice moved to 16mm,
Pinewood declined to follow and the TV post work slowed.
The 80s was a boom time for feature films and the studios
became fully occupied with their production. Eventually a
small investment in 16mm facilities was made as a gesture
towards TV work but digital audio as a medium had
appeared and it was decided to think longer term rather
than invest further in 16mm.
Mid -1994 saw the first of those moves with the introduction
of an Avid AudioVision system followed by a new Theatre 3,
dubbing theatre equipped with AMS Neve Logic 2.
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Background
Film production differs from music recording in many
respects
involves more people; it has more processes; the
sound is not an end in itself; aspects other than quality are
equally important; and there are established practices. The
significance of the last point is that unlike music recording,
frequently it is not possible to just substitute a digital process
for an analogue one and continue. With film, anything other
than digitisation at a very basic level can mean changing the
production process and the work of many people. Aside from
simply installing and learning to use the equipment, there is
the need to develop new techniques.
Pinewood has a background in using appropriate
technology. Theatre 2 had the UK's first automated film
console in 1981. A fully-automated SSL SL 5000 sits in
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Theatre 1.
The facility had also looked at digital technology several
years ago: 'At that time it was a brave production that

attempted to complete a feature film totally digitally,'
comments Graham Hartstone, Pinewood's Head of
Postproduction. `This was mainly because of the nature of
feature production where people are not so disciplined as TV
and changing your mind when working on a film with a
digital workstation was not the easiest thing to do- storage
capacity was limited and up and down load was slow.
`Coming from our automated mixing background, the
concept of a fully- automated digital console would have been
our idea of dubbing mixers heaven. We looked at the Logic 1
in the early days and although I liked it, it wasn't actually
man enough for what we wanted at the time and couldn't cope
with surround.'
Pinewood decided to watch the development of digital
technology until they felt the time was right. They also had the
belief that for the use of full digital systems to be commercially
effective it was necessary for their clients to be comfortable
working with video picture. While many of the postproduction
processes in film postproduction are now working with video
picture, not all are. Television however is fully ready to work
digitally, and the equipment to do it is here.
One of the first decisions Pinewood took was to concentrate
on the services with which they had established reputations
ADR, Foley and mixing. Sound editing is not a core service at
present, their attitude being that the choice of sound editor is
normally a production decision and that the chosen editor has a
preferred digital editing system and that at present it is more
practical to look to others to provide these services. To that end
Pinewood has been openly encouraging other digital- editing
facilities to set up independently on the Pinewood facility.
The considerations behind the choice in equipment was
quite straightforward for Graham Hartstone.
'I'm a great believer in compatibility with other facilities.
AudioFile is widely used in UK television and there are a lot
of operators out there. It also happens to be attached to what
I consider the ideal automated console so the choice was easy.
I do, however, feel that it is not so easy to handle ADR with
the AudioFile. In contrast, the Avid AudioVision has a good
ADR program and with the added bonus that the picture is on
the hard disk with the sound.'
With this in mind an Avid AudioVision system with
removable drives was purchased about six months ago. Rather
than install this in a fixed location, several of the rooms have
been prewired so that the Avid can be moved on a trolley
which ever one of three ADR-capable studios is free.
In October 1994, the new digital dubbing studio, Theatre 3
was completed. Centre place is an AMS Neve Logic 2 with
16-track AudioFile Spectra. The room was designed by Harris
Grant Associates (who are also based at Pinewood) and marks
a complete departure from other Pinewood theatres.
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Leading UK film studio Pinewood
new theatre
have a worldwide reputation based on The
'Strange
first requirement
-I've
large
are not suitable
major feature film production and are
explains Hartstone
taking first steps towards fully digital but wanted the large theatres theatre, and speakersan
the
theatre and
postproduction. Keith Spencer -Allen added perforated
speaker behind
follows developments
the
and right either
right surround speakers at the rear.'

as it may seem, my
was for a small
room
got
rooms and large rooms
for critical mixing for TV,'
`We have been
dubbing TV in
to close proximity
we
a living- room -sized
to work to
LCD projection TV. In fact, we mimicked
film
a
screen setup with centre
screen, left
to
side and discrete left and
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Dubbing Mixer Nic LeMessurier working on Gerry Anderson's new production Space Precinct in Pinewood's new Digital Theatre 3
complete with Logic 2 console and Audiofile Spectra
A major achievement of the design has been to fit a lot of
facilities into a relatively small space. Entering from the main
corridor, you are in a sound lock area with a small window
viewing across the console allowing confirmation that it is
okay to enter the studio. To the right is a small voice booth
that also can double as a producers office, also with a window
into the main room. You enter into the studio at the rear at a
level slightly higher than the front of the room. The rear wall
houses a set of diffusors and a many -angled wooden ceiling
that encourages multiple reflections into the diffusors and to
provide some scattering for the rear surround speakers.
Under the acoustic treatment is the guest seating area.
At the opposite side to the entrance, housed behind twin
sliding glass doors, lies the machine area containing the
Logic - AudioFile processing racks, the drives, the patching for
audio, video, digital signals and time code. All other machines
such as the bank of video machines and three Tascam DA88s
are also held here, making the main room a very quiet
environment. There is no direct access to sep mag machines
from this room, any material from such sources would be
copied to DA88 prior to use.
To the right of the console there are the racks for peripheral
devices and processors that will be added as required. The

surface above is prewired for an Avid AudioVision should it be
used here.
In front of the desk, the carpet is removable to reveal seven
Foley traps. It is not intended for heavy duty Foley but for
those occasions where there is a missing footstep. In this case
the electric roller screen is retracted to reveal a cavity area
that assists Foley acoustics while cues are taken from a video
monitor. One advantage not immediately clear to most audio
people is the ability of the EF LCD projector to zoom in on
parts of the picture which is very useful if you are looking at a
very precise piece of audio sync.
The speakers are all JBL 4410 for the front three and
Control 5s for the rear- chosen to match the larger JBL
systems that are in all Pinewood dubbing theatres. This has
enabled transfer of mixes between the different theatres with a
high degree of similarity in sound. The centre speaker behind
the screen is equalised through the Dolby house equaliser to
match the others but very little tweaking was needed. A single
pair of surround speakers is used and combined with the rear
QRDs creates the ideal diffused sound.
The colour scheme is designed to provide a pleasant
relaxing environment at the rear of the room with the use of
light oak wood and a blue wall colouring that graduates
29
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darker to the front of the room so as not to
detract from the picture.
The studio took about six weeks to build and is
in the heart of the sound department. This will
enable future digitisation to grow out from this
point with one central machine room allowing
easy access. This is important to the Pinewood
approach as Graham Hartstone explains.
`Originally I had been thinking about
networking, and thought that this would be the
answer in the digital environment. However,
and I know there are many who disagree with
me on this, in our situation and variety of work,
this could become an organisational nightmare
requiring a vast amount of housekeeping and

interaction between people who were on the
network. So that is not under consideration
at present.
`Besides coming from our film background,
the actual practice of physically carrying
something from one room to another is familiar
and very reassuring.'

Interchange
and transfer
If a network approach is not in favour, the ability
to interchange data and audio is. For the first few
months of operation the studio has been solidly

THEATRE PROJECTS MIXER
In 1980, Pinewood were looking to replace the
ageing, 36- channel Neve console in Theatre 2.
It was based firmly on music recording console
design practice with the exception of the
monitoring which was, and still is, primarily
outboard of the desk. The main desk was on a
raised platform at the rear of the theatre, with
another `panning desk' located at floor level
about 3m in front. All told, there could be up to
five or six people required for a mix-one each for
dialogue, effects and music, plus one or more
panning operators. Everything was manual.
At that time, few manufacturers were
making film consoles, mainly Quad Eight, a
floundering Harrison with their landmark
automated desk with processors in every
channel. Neve and Calrec in the UK were still
producing custom desks -but at a price and
extended time scale. Then there was Theatre
Projects with whom I was Technical Manager
and Dave Higton (now at Racal Recorders) was
the circuit design brains.
Somehow, Geoff Labram (then Technical Chief
at Pinewood) heard of us after his encounters
with Neve, Caine and SSL. Following a brief
discussion a meeting was arranged. At the end of
the meeting Geoff remarked `You have given me
answers before I asked the questions,' and a
successful relationship was in the making. A
quick trip to the `Academy' in Hollywood gave us
a frame of reference, and a design outline and
cost were put together. The contract was placed.
Even at the time we were amazed at his
confidence in appointing unknowns like us.
The time scale was short -about nine months
from contract to installation for a totally custom
48- channel, 20 -group console. A few months
later, the requirement was expanded to 60
channels and in three sets of 20, and
32 groups, with intermediate frames for effects
devices. Fortunately, our design had allowed for
expansion so there was no extra design cost.
Film -sound formats from mono to 6- channel
surround were required with separate mixes for
dialogue, effects and music. Automation was
essential to reduce mixing time, increase
accuracy and possibly reduce staffing levels.
One prime target was the `panning console'.
Our proposal was for what we termed
30

`programmable, memory -automated panning'
-which did not mean a device which had a few
knobs to automatically throw sound around, but
rather a system which could record real -time
panning motions and play them back. The concept
of using X-Y joysticks and recording each axis as
a fader automation channel seemed ideal. This
could then be replayed, processed and interpreted
by a separate computer -based sub system to move
the sound around. The only problem was that 60
channels plus six panners each requiring two

automation channels brought the automation
requirement up to 72 channels -still large by
today's standards. Since developing an
automation system was not in our budget, a
market survey was undertaken to find one we
could use. The only one which would allow us a
cost -effective solution was the Allison 65k system
with two fader-automation controllers. Each
recorded its information to one track of a 3 -track
16mm sep -mag film recorder-the third forming a
guard band and providing for the future use of
AMPTE time code. Thus, sync between the
automation and film tracks was provided by
locked sep -mag recorders, allowing frame slip or
track edits to be easily accomplished.
At the time, this console was one of the largest
automated consoles in the world, one of the few
with LCR plus width pan pots on each channel
and the only one with automated 6- channel
surround panners. The joystick controlled
panners could be selected into a number of modes
ranging from two-channel stereo to the plus-two
and five -plus -one formats. Later alternative
controllers were provided giving three -channel
left- centre-right panning on one knob and image
width on a second knob-matching but
automating the functionality of the manual pan
controls on each channel. All other hardware
remained the same and only new control law
tables were required. The console now contains a
mix of the two controller types.
Surprisingly perhaps, the project was most
successful for both parties. And this very month
we are visiting for only the second service call in
14 years and a possible upgrade to the
automation for a console which everyone still
loves. Any offers for 72 automation channels?
Sam Wise

CANADA: STUDER CANADA LTD.
Tel: 416 5101347 Fax: 416 510 1294
Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel: 42 2 322 552 Fax: 42 2 323 069
Contact: Jan Adam

DENMARK: INTERSTAGE A/S
Tel: 31 62 00 26 Fax: 31 62 06 40

Contact: Finn Juul
FINLAND: STUDIOTEC
Tel: 90 592055 Fax: 90 592090
Contact: Peter Strahlman

Tel:

1

FRANCE: S.A.V.
42 40 55 22 Fax: 1 42 40 47 80

Contact: Philippe Desgué
GERMANY: MEDIACOM GmbH
Tel: 05451 500185 Fax: 05451 500183
Contact: Uwe Seytert
GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS O.E.
Tel: 01 64 78 514/5 Fax: 01 64 76 384

Contact: Thimios Koliokotsis
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

Tel: 7210343 Fax: 3666883
Contact: Wilson Choi
IRELAND: C.T.I.
Tel: 01 4545400 Fax: 01 4545726
Contact: Jim Dunne

ISRAEL: MORE AUDIO PROFESSIONAL
Tel: 03 6956367 Fax: 03 6965007
Contact: Chanan Etzioni
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT SRL
Tel: 039 2000312 Fax: 039 2004700

Contact: Donatella Quadric'
NETHERLANDS:

K &D

PROFESSIONELE

ELEKTRO AKOESTIEK
Tel: 2526 87889 Fax: 2526 87362

Contact: Daan Verschoor
NORWAY: BENUM, SIV ING A/S
Tel: 221 45460 Fax: 22 1 48259
Contact: Egil Eide

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel: 2 226 4912 Fax: 2 635 5262
Contact: Bogdan Wojciechowski

SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA AND THAILAND: TEAM 108
Tel: 065 748 9333 Fax: 065 747 7273
Contact: Helena Lim
SOUTH AFRICA: EMS

Tel: 011 482 4470 Fax: 011 726 2552
Contact: Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: KASH PRODUCTIONS SA
Tel: 91 367 5222/377 0068 Fax: 91 367 5209
Contact: Jim Kashishian
SWEDEN: INTERSONIC LEAB
Tel: 08 7445850 Fax: 08 184354

Contact: Mikael Sjostrand
SWITZERLAND: AUDIO BAUER PRO AG
Tel: 01 4323230 Fax: 01 4326558

Contact: Roland Frei
USA: INDEPENDENT AUDIO
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422
Contact: Fraser Jones

HHB Communications Limited
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73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 SOU UK
Tel: 0181 960 2144 Fax 0181 9601160
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Digital Audio Tape

The first audio tester designed
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AM700. THE HIGH PERFORMANCE MIXED SIGNAL

AUDIO TESTER THAT'S VERSATILE AND EASY TO USE.

The AM700. It's designed for almost any audio test application

-

analog or digital. Making it the perfect choice for testing recording

equipment, radio and television audio broadcast systems, and more.
For starters, it's fast and easy to use. There are no complex

commands to learn. Just a simple interface that guides you to any

function you need. And a high performance processor that gets the job
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done quickly.
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Input and output ports allow you to generate test
signals for both analog and digital domains.

Plus, the AM700

lets you work any way you want.

Automatically, semi -automatically,
or manually. It's ideal for design

engineers working at the bench
level, test engineers on the production line, and everywhere in

between.

And it's completely portable, too. Everything's included in

one compact instrument.

Make an appointment for a demonstration

by calling your local Tektronix sales office.
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Tektronix

TV

POSTPRODUCTION

Digital recording media
the need for new
booked by Yorkshire Television. YTV
Dubbing Mixer Steve Haynes simply
brings the audio programme on
Magneto- Optical disk from Yorkshire
TV's own Logic 2 together with the
data on diskette and boots it up.
Apparently, even though YTV and
Pinewood's Logics are of differing
configuration, there are no problems in
the transfer of material.
Pinewood is also fully behind the
Avid proposed Open Media
Framework (OMF). The Logic 2 has
the full range of associated software

and drives-Exabyte, removable
Winchesters and magneto -opticals.
This has been high on the list of
operational priorities and is integral
to the philosophy of increasing
production efficiency.
Graham Hartstone: `OMF
interchange works. With the early
tests moving between the Avid and the
Logic we were using Beta software and
it nearly worked. We got most of it but
not the fades. Software modifications
have solved the majority of the
problems -now we've got the fades as
well. The remaining points will be
fixed with the next software release.'
Another method of interchange
standardised at Pinewood is the use
of the Tascam DA88 digital 8 -track
system.
`The DA88 has come into film and
TV in a big way. We use them as a
way of transporting digital tracks
rather than cabling, particularly for
getting from mag to digital. They are
also used when we work 16mm format
rather than using the 16mm bays. The
lack of ability to offset tracks against
each other is not a problem with harddisk editors available.
`We have clients bringing us
feature -film sound prepared on
workstation and transferred to DA88
in part and in whole. We move the
machines around as needed and they
work very well for music,
atmospheres and Foleys but they are
not so good for dialogues.'
This is explained quite simply;
traditionally dubbing mixers EQ and
balance dialogues when the audio
from the sep mag machines is running
forwards and backwards (play speed
reverse Ha unique learnt ability. This
saves time waiting for the picture on
film to rewind. The DA88 is fast in
rewind but it is also mute. Therefore
the dubbing mixer cannot make any
balance changes while waiting for the
film to recue. However running with a
digital desk and a picture sourced
from hard disk with instant rewind,
this is no longer a factor.
Efficiency of operation has also

been developed earlier in the
production process.
A major project shooting at
Pinewood at the moment is Gem
Anderson's new TV series Space
Precinct. Original dialogue, ADR and
Foley are being handled by Pinewood
in conjunction with Max Hoskin's The
Sound Company, the first independent
digital editing facility to set up on the
lot. TSC is equipped with Synclavier
and Avid AudioVision systems and has
formed a close working arrangement
with Pinewood's sound department.
Hoskins was asked by Gerry
Anderson to find an efficient method
of completing the original and post
sync dialogues and decided to go the
AudioVision route.
`Being more flexible than the
shooting schedule, I can fit in with the
actors,' explains Max Hoskins. `I can
be busy editing until I get a call the
an actor is available to do dialogue
lines. I then call the Pinewood ADR
stages, pull the removable drive out of
the Avid, walk with the actor to the
ADR stage where the removable drive
is plugged into the Pinewood Avid.
The actor is then presented with
picture sound and cue voices off the
disk. When it's completed, I pull out
the drive and go back to edit it. It's a
disgustingly efficient way of working.'
Graham Hartstone: `This a total
revolution in the way that sort of work
has been done. The Avid disk is also
cloned so that Foleys can be prepared
in the same way. It seems to work
both in theory and in practice. The
next step will, of course, be going
straight into the Logic via the OMF.'

A digital

future

Pinewood has also made commitments
to digital audio at other stages in the
post process. In the larger analogue
dubbing theatres it has facilities for
mixing to Dolby SR.D, Sony SDDS and
DTS digital film -sound formats as well

as the ability to create optical negatives
for SR-D and DTS. Additionally, their
Theatre 7 has the ability to exhibit all
three digital formats.
Since the inception of the digital
dubbing theatre, it has been busy. Nic
LeMessurier is the main mixer in the
new room having made the transition

quite seamlessly working with the
Yorkshire TV crew.
For all the investment, efficiency
and new post techniques that the
facility brings to TV production,
Graham Hartstone sees the real world
beyond this.

forms of dynamic control

with lower noise,
greater transparency
and absolute control of

signal level.

Red 3 from Focusrite meets all these

Focusrite VCA. The limiter is only in

needs and more, with a uniquely

effect after compression, which can

intelligent approach to the design

be easily set up

which minimises undesirable artifacts

for optimum results.

As with all Focusrite products,

whilst providing compression and

you can only appreciate the true

limiting in two channels, which may

benefits of RED 3 by putting it to

be linked

for true stereo operation.

work. Please ask your authorised
Focusrite Dealer for an on -site

The design is based around the

demonstration.

propriety Focusrite VCA which is

controlled by two other V.AS in a
side chain, the

first for compression,

the second for limiting. The audio path
sees only the one, high performance

Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Cores End Road. Boume End. Bucks SL8 5AS, Ergland
Tel:

44 (0) 1628 819456

USA: Group One Ltd. 80 Sea Lane. Farmingdale, NY 11735 Tel: (516)

Fax:

"44 (0) 1628 819443

2491399

Fan: (516)

7351020

West Coast 1310) 306 8823 Canada: Sonotechnique Tel: (416) 947 9112
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TV

POSTPRODUCTION

on increasing. There are a lot of hungry boxes out
there waiting to be fed. Home surround is here to

Graham Hartstone, Head of Postproduction (left) and Nic LeMessurier, 'Dubbing Mixer
`What we bring to TV mixing is our undoubted
expertise in surround -sound mixing. We've been
working with it for 20 years and seem to have
ironed out all the wrinkles. At the moment we also

need to remember that for TV, the vast majority of
viewers haven't got surround and so we have to
consider what it is going to sound like in their
kitchen. TV production however is just going to go

ACTIVE MONITORING
JECT
AUDIO

stay and growing.'
The new room has also been undertaking some
preparation work for feature films.
`I'm sure that this new theatre will handle
overflow work for temp mixes for features, or
premixing, and foreign language versions. Although
this room will be handling predominantly TV we
don't see it as segregated from our film work.'
What is learnt from this investment will also
effect future plans in other areas.
`It will influence my choice re- equipping the film
theatres when the time comes. However, much
still depends on the extent that there is a
willingness to work with a video picture. A lot of
film postproduction is going to editing with Avid
and Lightworks. It is rather different at the
mixing stage.
`In the longer term, we're looking ahead to a
digital future that involves TV and commercials
with home surround and digital stereo feature
films from rushes transfer to final release. This is
really just a first step.'

Pinewood Studios Ltd, Pinewood Road, Iver,
Buckinghamshire SLO ONH, UK.
PostProduction department direct lines.
Tel: +441753 656301. Fax: +441753 656014.

GENELEC®

PROJECT AUDIO LIMITED
UNIT 1, 321 ESSEX ROAD
LONDON N1 3PS.
TEL: 071 -359 0400
FAX: 071 -359 3393

OLVITIE 5
SF -74100 IISALMI, FINLAND
TEL +358 -77 -13311
FAX +358-77 -12267
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Mus!cTAxi VP®
THE ONE AND ONLY ISO /IEC 11172 -3 VARIABLE PROCESSING AUDIO CODEC WORLDWIDE

THE BASIC FACTS:
MUSICAM (56..384kbpsi

ALGORITHMS:

Layer

III

:32..320kbps)

G.722/G.711
AES /EBU

AUDIO IN /OUT:

/PDIF
Sample Rate Converter
Analog
S

EXTERNAL SYNC:

XLR, BNC

AUDIO MODE:

Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint Stereo

SAMPLING RATE:

32, 44.1, 48 kHz

REMOTE CONTROL:

RS232

ANCILLARY DATA:

RS232 /ZI according IRT

ALARM /CONTROL:

8 Bit bidi- ectional

DATA INTERFACE:

X.21

SMPTE TIMECODE:

LTC

B- CHANNEL SYNC:

ITU -T

ISDN INTERFACE:

3 x So (Basic Rate

SOFTWARE UPDATE:

Download via ISDN and

and VITC (Option)

J.52

Interace)
PC

THAT'S VP!

DIAL0G4®
A Worldwide Leader
in ISO /MPEG Audio, ISDN
and Satellite Transmission,
Networking and Storage.

For detailed information please contact the Headquarters:
DIALOGO GmbH

Businesspark Monrepos

D -71634

Ludwigsburg (Germany)

Phone

+

49- 7141 -2 26 30

Fax

+49- 7141 -2 26 67

t'e year... Most

`value for money product this year?
at ever the reasons, for the success of the Malcolm Toft Series 980, the
fact remains you owe it to yourself to take a closer look.

est n

ompany o

The new Series 900 extends the range and includes options such as,
Penny & Giles faders and Mosses & Mitchell patchbay.
The Signature Series EQ offers a dual mic/line pre amp together with the
`40 Hertz' four band sweep equaliser, as found on the desks.
r feature the same overall sonic performance,
The Series 980 and900
8 Aux sends, 6 Returns and 24 balanced bus routing.

Malcolm Toft Associates
Limited

We at MTA are committed to the philosophy of quality,

quality of components, build and superb sound.

In short, no compromise!
Series 980

1.00000 0 0 *0000400_
Signature Series EQ

Black Barn Studios - GRQ Music, Ripley Smrri
Nick Hogarth
"Great sound and csrellent value k,r money".

George Foulgham - Studio 2.
Video London,
aloe coupled with a fulfilled delivery date".

David Humphries, DB Post- por(lia rinn. Lmdor;
"d hure aitrq; s pre /crrcd the moor( of a Malcoim
Tort desk..

Terry. Britten, Songwriter - producer
"Simplicity combined wilt; powerful nu;s.int EQ
and its built like a brick oh- shed ".

Series 900

Other Series 980 Owners
Charlie Daniels, Nashville

- USA

DK studio - Belgium

Billie Ray Hems

USA

-

Studio 45, Connecticut
Scan

Mike Stork's Seelio - L ;ni;s..
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u' it: sonic integrity
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-

USA

Cole Street, LA

-

USA

Dino MKII, LA

-

USA

The Ranch - Tom Keans,
.Studio ì.

40
Video London .Sound Studios
'Meet
Rolm Tgft'.c proven truck record far desk
Classic Split console design
esign, quality and backup.
24 Balanced Busses, with faders
D Maui.
Two line inputs per channel (94 inputs on mixdown)'!"r
Dot
"Rigid constructicnt
8 Auxiliary sends, with pre/post and mute switching
6 Echo returns, with EQ and level &der
Aux's can be routed to groups, for extra 24 Aux sends
Auto mute groups on channels
Penny and Giles faders throughout (optional on 900)
Mosses & Mitchell patchbay as staidard (optional on 900)
Factory or Retrofit of any Automation, to customers choice
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USA
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The Old Farmhouse
Ash Hill Road
Ash Hampshire GU12 6AD

England
Tel + 44 (0)1252 318700
Fax + 44 (0)1252 345546

CONSOLE

SSL

Although the Axiom is SSL's
first digital console, it by no

means represents the
company's entry into the
digital arena. With products such as
ScreenSound, Scenaria and Omnimix
having already paved the digital way,
Axiom has been able to take full
advantage of proprietary technology
that has successfully proved itself over
the last few years. Those with longer
memories will also recall SSL's first
foray into digital, the small 01 desk,
that made a brief appearance nearly ten
years ago.
Of course, the great advantage of all
this is that a large percentage of the
ground work has already been done,
which has not only allowed SSL's `first'
digital desk to be put together relatively
quickly, but has also helped avoid many
of the teething problems, mainly
software based, that can dog new,
large -scale digital systems. Another
significant advantage is that the Axiom

becomes part of a mature family of
compatible digital products.
As with other SSL equipment, the
concept of integration has been a
fundamental issue, and like the
SL 9000j analogue console, the Axiom
has been designed to operate closely
with SSL's DiskTrack hard-disk
recording- editing system. However,
unlike the new analogue desk,
DiskTrack is fitted as a standard feature
and apart from offering a built -in

tapeless production environment
(minimum of 20 minutes continuous
random -access recording for every
channel on the desk), it also acts as an
important piece of system infrastructure
supporting input-output organisation.

Component

parts
Like other digital desks, the console
itself acts purely as a control surface

and does not pass any audio. All audio
processing takes place in the processor
rack that connects to the console via a
single umbilical up to 45 feet long. Also
housed in the processor rack is
DiskTrack which connects directly to the
processor via a `Highway Link'. This
Highway Link provides 95 channels of
audio both to and from the processor,
and is made up of a trio of cables
send co-axial and a return co -axial for
the audio plus an ethernet for control.
DiskTrack itself supports a number

-a

Completing his exclusive
review of SSL's latest
developments, Patrick
Stapley takes a tour of the
digital Axiom console
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CLOCKIT TIMECODE

E

very accurate portable timecode
IuIH,7JRn._

(

LOCKIT SYNCRONISER
Timecode and Videosync Generator
Very accurate time code /videosync source. As
good as or better than film cameras or Nagras.
Less than one frame a day timecode drift.

Features Outputs all TC even framerates sync
to PAL or 30 F/s NTSC. Outputs 29.97 NTSC
witrh 29.97 F/s TC or 23.98 F/s TC for film
work. Aaton compatible. Battery powered compact design.

Numerous uses Sync Betacams and audio
recorders in long multicamera shoots. Lock
Portable DAT and other Machines to a more
accurate timecode source etc.

CLOCKIT TIMECODE SLATE
Aaton approved Master timecode generator/reader. Set by hand or jam with ext TC or Aaton
ASCII. Set user without changing time. Many
other features.

Available end November
Clockit
Controller.Master generator.
Rcaltime clock. Recognise and comparg timecodes to 100th Frame. Hand shift Xtal in 0.2ppm
shifts. Use controller to tune other clockit units.
Events marker etc.

Clockit Nagra DAT Interface. Connect

to

Nagra and Lockit TC source. Automatic burst
recording at beginning of take. Pilot out 50, 60,
59.9, sync to TC.

Call us for info and dealer list

AMBIENT RECORDING
3 81543 Muenchen

Konradin str

.

Tel: int 49- 89- 6518535 Fax: 6518558

of things: firstly, there are Remote Input Output
(RIO) units which are either analogue or digital.
Each analogue RIO has 48 I -Os while each digital
RIO has 96 AES -EBU I -Os. Secondly, there are
mic -amp units each with 12 inputs. These contain

convertors in the Axiom mie amps are rated at
+104dB (CCIR weighted) after quantisation.

the preamplifier circuitry, A-D convertors and the
necessary multiplexing to put the converted data
onto a Highway Link. The Highway Link in this
case is also responsible for passing control data
from the console to set mie gains, impedance
switching, pads and so on before conversion. The
idea here is that the mie box can be placed as near
to the source as possible to provide optimum signals
prior to conversion. Up to six mie boxes may be
combined onto a single Highway Link providing
72 mie inputs, and the mie boxes themselves can be
sited over 185m away from the desk.
DiskTrack operates with up to 24 Highway Links
making a colossal total of 2,280 sources and outputs
which can be managed and organised without the
need for extensive cabling. Another feature of the
system is the shared aspect, and DiskTrack can link
to other studio consoles sharing sources and
routeing. This is particularly relevant in a broadcast
environment for easy patch -free linking of studios. It
also allows sources to be easily paralleled between
studios without complicated patching.
While on the subject of I -Os, it is interesting to
note that when SSL refer to their proprietary
convertors, they avoid talking in bits. Instead they
specify audio performance in terms of noise figures,
dynamic range, linearity and so on -the `B' word
simply does not get mentioned. As SSL Marketing
Director Colin Pringle points out, there is
something of a blind spot when people discuss bits:
`The most important aspect is how conversion
processes are optimised,' says Pringle. `There is
often little correlation in what a manufacturer may
quote in terms of bits and actual performance. We
spent some time measuring the performance of
other manufacturers' products, and discovered a
wide discrepancy in quoted bits against
performance, with many so- called 18 -bit systems
performing less well than competent 16-bit
systems. We feel it's time that manufacturers start
talking in dBs again rather than bits.' The AD

The Axiom is arranged in 8- channel bays, and the
maximum configuration is 12 bays providing
96 channels. Bays may be specified as mono or
stereo to suit user preference.
One of the control aspects that makes the Axiom
different from other digital desks, is that the
majority of channel controls and indicators are
dedicated to a particular function and are not
multiple function or assignable. This, of course,
makes for a more familiar, consistent method of
working, it also avoids control parameters from
becoming buried and lost under assignable layers.
In terms of operation, controls are organised in a

The Channel

`parallel' sense so that simultaneous parameter
changes can be made without restriction.
The arrangement of the channel strip, has an
almost analogue look about it with local, dedicated
controls for Source Selection, Remote Mic Gain,
Pad, Impedance, Channel Gains, Equalisation,
Dynamics, Delay, Reverb-Effects, Auxiliary sends,
Surround Panning, Stereo AFL -PFL, Cut, Solo,
Program Routeing, Integral recorder Controls, and
Motorised Fader.

Channel source
Spread across the top section of each 8- channel bay
are two banks of identical switches which are used
to access channel sources. Any channel can select
any source in the system (that is any I -0 from the
Axiom processor and DiskTrack) and each source
can appear on as many channels as required
without any degradation. The source -selector
panels are assigned to a particular channel by
selecting that channels SET key, this will then allow
selection to made from any of the source panels on
the console, but usually this will be the nearest to
the channel. Selection is made by choosing the type
of source (that is ADC, digital input, DiskTrack, etc)
and its relevant number from the 32 -key matrix
(note that if the number required is larger than

Diciicucim
We have never forgollen

that sound is above all a vibration

our role
simply revive and transmit it

1995 Digigram celebrates its 10th birthday
:

1995 Di9igrom launches a new line of products
:

Digigram
Simply digital
Parc de Pré Milliet - 38330 MONTBONNOT - FRANCE
Tel. (33) 76.52.47.47. - Fax. (33) 76.52.18.44.
:

:

www.americanradiohistory.com
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32, the keys can be shifted to higher numbers using
the A, B, c, and D buttons -for example by selecting
D, the keys transform from 1 -32 to 12 -160.
The selected source and number will be
permanently displayed in an ID window directly

above the channels SET button, this again being
very much in keeping with the philosophy that the
user should be able to see everything at all times.
The sourcing system also includes some useful
shortcuts, such as the ability to incrementally set
sources between two chosen channel positions-so,
for example, if I want to set 24 returns from
DiskTrack to 24 consecutive channels, I can do so
by pressing just four buttons.

Each channel also has an Alternate Input which
can be simply flipped by pressing the ALT key.
Additionally, there is a third channel -input source,
the Record Source which is the signal that will be
recorded direct to DiskTrack without passing
through the console-see next section.

Routeing
At the bottom of the channel strip below the pan
control is a bar -graph channel -input meter and a
number of buttons that have a dual function
depending on whether they are assigned to control
mic amps or DiskTrack.

DigíFifi audio comes down

Fo

earth

With the INPUT key selected, control is enabled
for a remote mic amp, providing this has already
been selected as the channel -input source. If this is
the case, the rotary control next to the input meter
will act as the gain control for the remote amplifier
and a gain value will appear in the electronic
scribble strip at the base of the channel. In
addition, three keys below the gain control will
provide Phantom Power, High -Low Impedance, and
20dB Pad switching. Once adjusted all these
settings remain attached to the mic source, so, for
example, if the mic is assigned to a different input
or picked up by another Axiom console, the settings
will automatically be defaulted to.
If the DISK key is selected rather than the INPUT
key, a new set of functions come into play. Firstly
the rotary control, instead of acting as a mic gain,
is used to scroll through the available takes on the
sourced DiskTrack track (DiskTrack allows takes
to be overlaid onto a single track). The selected
take will then become the playback take.
The PHANTOM POWER switch doubles up as the
DISKTRACK SOURCE button, and when this is selected
the channel source selector keys light up inviting a
record source to be selected direct to DiskTrack.
The channel then effectively acts as a monitor
-any processing applied at this stage is not
recorded to DiskTrack but will be duplicated when
the signal is played back through the same
channel. The DiskTrack track that is selected as
the playback source is also the track that will be
recorded to -thus if Channel 1 has been assigned
to source DiskTrack track 1, it will also record to

track

1.

Realising, of course, that users will also want to
use other multitrack recorders, SSL have
paralleled DiskTrack sends so that they can feed
an external machine-that is DiskTrack Send 1
will be duplicated to digital Output 1 and so on. If
processing needs to be recorded to a track, this can
be achieved by routeing the signal via a Small
Universal Bus (see later).

Channel signal
processing

When you wish to produce a result by means of an
instrument do not allow yourself to complicate it by
introducing many subsidiary parts, but follow the
briefest way possible.
Leonardo Da Vinci 1452 -1519

Natural

audio

Complete Digital Recording Systems supplied and tailored to your personal requirements.
With highly experienced staff who have already installed hundreds of systems, we really are the people to call.
Private on -site demonstrations available or by appointment at our regional offices.

Tel: 0438 861800 Fax: 0438 861944
Natural Audio Ltd.
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There are three signal- processing sections in the
channel strip -equalisation, dynamics and effects
processing-and each of these sections is function
dedicated. In conjunction with these, the
console's central colour screen also plays a
significant part in displaying graphical,
numerical and textual information.
The equaliser is a 4 -band design with each band
covering the full frequency range (5Hz to 18.2kHz).
The characteristic for each band may be selected
from nine contour types and these include various
parametric shapes, shelving, notch, and pass
filters. Each band has two continuous rotary
encoders and two keys associated with it. The top
rotary control will always control frequency
selection, while the bottom control can be switched
between Gain (default) and Q using the
GN /Q switch. The other switch, TIP, selects the EQ
characteristic for the band.
There are also a series of keys within the EQ
section that are used for more general purposes
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'NEVE.8036. 24 FRAME CONFIGURED 24/8/16. LEFTHAND PATCHBAY.
FITTED 24 x 1064's. 28 x 1943's, 3 x 1272 REV SENDS, 1 x 1272 T/BACK,
3 x 1272 CUE's, 1 x 1762 EMT CONTROL, 1 x 1466 OSCILLATOR, 18 x
1272 L /AMPS, 1 x 1278, 1 x 1458. 4 REV RETURNS. CONSOLE IN VERY
NICE CONDITION. PHONE FOR PRICE.
'NEVE.8058. 28 FRAME, FITTED 24 x 31102's, 28 x 32408 R /MODULES,
24 x 32404 AUX MODULES, 4 x 32264A COMP/LIMITERS. REMOTE
PATCHBAY. PHONE FOR PRICE.

'NEVE.8058. 16 FRAME CONFIGURED 16/8/16. 16 x 1064's, 4 x 2254A
COMP/LIMITERS, 25 x 1900 S/MODULES, 4 x 1901 ECHO RTNS, 2 x 1762
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«The Weiss 102 is an essent al ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios
success. don't know what would do without it. From the Grammy award
winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the 102 is my
most used piece of gear.»
I

I

Bob Ludwig

Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.

MODULES. LEFTHAND PATCHBAY. PHONE FOR PRICE.

'NEVE MODULES AVAILABLE.
SSL MODULES AVAILABLE
20 x NEVE 1064 EQ MODULES
24 x 611E SERIES MODULES
12 x NEVE 33114 EQ MODULES
12 x NEVE 33115 EQ MODULES
MICROPHONES
24 x NEVE 1271 L /MODULES
2 X NEUMANN M49's,
20 x NEVE 33415 L /MODULES
FULLY SERVICED WITH PSU
19 x NEVE 32404 (8 AUX MODULES)
AND CABLES
15 x NEVE 32408 (16 BUSS MODULES) I x TELEFUNKEM U47,
20 x NEVE 83049 MODULES
LONG BODY WITH PSU AND
12 x NEVE 83017 MODULES
CABLES.
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1
x NEUMANN U87
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2
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4
1
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these include EQ IN -OUT, EQ COPY allowing settings
to be copied between channels, EQ LOAD allowing
settings to be stored in a 32- memory EQ Library
for future use, and INPUT PHASE REVERSE.
The screen display shows all control values, as
well as plotting a graph of the EQ curve itself. In
addition, four boxes along the top of the graphical
display show the EQ type selected for each band.
The display automatically switches to the channel
being worked on.
The dynamics section offers limiting,
compression, expansion and gating in three
adjustable level -range bands -low, mid and high.
The low band is reserved for gating only, while the
middle and high bands can be used for
compression, limiting or expansion. All three of
these bands may be active at the same time on a
single channel, and as with EQ, parameter values
and a graphic illustration of combined processing
can be viewed on the screen. Depending on the
minimum and maximum operating thresholds set
for these bands and the type of processing
selected, the dynamics can perform in a variety of
ways, and quite differently to conventional
analogue devices producing some very unusual
dynamic effects such as high -level expansion.
Dynamic settings are controlled one band at a
time using two rotary controls which are assigned
between Attack -Decay and Threshold -Ratio
respectively. As well as the central display each
dynamics section also includes two bar graphs
showing gain change and input level.
The processing features automatic gain
make -up so that when the characteristic of the
dynamic is altered, the user hears a quality
change rather than a gross level change. Also
included is a side chain Reassign facility that
allows a channel's dynamics to be controlled from
another channel simply by pressing the SCH
buttons on respective channels. A side chain
advance (up to 20ms) can be set to provide feed forward limiting and gating facilities, and the side
chain can be pre or post EQ. Dynamics may be
copied between channels as well as to a
32- memory Dynamics Library.
Effects processing in the Axiom is also a
channel controlled facility and up to 48 time -based
effects processors are available -24 having both
reverb and delay processing, and 24 having just
delay processing. This is the only example of
function rationing in the console, otherwise all
facilities can be used all of the time on every
channel without restriction. Unlike EQ and
dynamics, effects processing must be assigned to a
channel before the controls become active.
Once assigned, the effects processor becomes
integral to the channel -there is no on -off switch,
and signal will continually pass through the
processor with the user controlling the wet -dry
mix. There are eight parameters -Early
Reflection Delay, Filter Frequency, Room Size,
Reverb Time, Dry Signal Level, Delayed Signal
Level, Reverb Level, and Delay Feedback Level
-that can be directly selected from dedicated keys
and controlled from a single rotary encoder with
parameter values being displayed locally.
Alternatively control can be made from the central
screen using the pen and tablet, and this opens up a

wider range of parameter adjustment. The screen
also provides a detailed diagrammatic display of the
processing showing the various components involved
and the signal flow between them.
Used as a straightforward delay, each processor
can provide up to 1.3 seconds of delay to
sub -sample accuracy, with three levels of control
resolution. This degree of accuracy makes the
system ideal for pulling phase- incoherent signals
back into sync, and for producing perfectly
coincident mic sources.
The whole subject of delay is one that SSL have
addressed very carefully in the Axiom, and
considerable effort has gone into minimising the
effects of overall system delay. By keeping all the
processing in all of the channels all of the time, a
constant delay is maintained through the console.
Also by virtue of proprietary designed DSP,
processing delay has been kept to a bare
minimum at just seven samples. This, of course, is
extremely important in maintaining accurate
phase relationships, and to avoid any signal lag
during overdubbing.
Effects settings can be chosen from a set of
32 SSL created presets, or as with EQ and
dynamics, from a user store of 32 presets. SSL
Preset 1 acts as a Bypass function by setting delay
and reverb levels to zero, providing a fast and
convenient way of removing effects processing
from the channel.

Auxiliaries
The console has eight auxiliary sends that have
been arranged into control pairs -thus their are
four rotary controls with individual toggle
switches that assign control between pairs of
sends. Additionally, each pair can be configured as
a stereo send by a prolonged press of the
assignment key-once configured the key will
determine the action of the rotary control by
switching between Level and Pan. Pre -post
switching is available on an individual basis.
A unique feature of the auxiliaries is the way
they have been bused. Rather than having
8 console -wide buses in the traditional sense, the
Axiom partitions each of the aux buses at the
boundary of every 8- channel bay. What this means
is that a discrete auxiliary submix can be accessed
for each bay thus providing 96 individually
accessible sends from a 96- channel desk. However,
it should be remembered that because the console
sums each baymix to produce overall auxiliary
buses, that aux levels for individual bays will also
apply to the console -wide buses. To be of real
benefit, the facility has to be used quite carefully
and with a degree of preplanning.

Pans and mixes
The main mix bus on the console is set up for Left,
Centre, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround and
Subwoofer, with simultaneous stereo and mono
buses being derived from it.
Every channel includes a rotary pan control
that normally acts as a left, centre, right panner.
However, by accessing the local PER key, the
control is switched to perform as a front, back
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pan. At the moment no provision has been made for
a joystick facility, but bearing in mind SSL's part
in popularising this facility, it would be surprising
not to find it included at some point in the future.
The main mix bus can be thought of in
conventional terms as a single bus running the
length of the console. However, the Axiom has the
ability to subdivide it into up to four parts for
creating stems and so on. This is achieved on a bay
basis, so, for example, in a film mixing situation
the desk can very easily be divided up into
separate groups of bays for Music, Effects,
Dialogue and Atmosphere using the bays as the
boundary points.

Universal buses
The Axiom has 64 Small Universal Buses (SUBs)
which are used to route signals within the console
and to the outside world. Each SUB has two inputs
with variable gain and phase inversion on one leg,
and a single output also with gain and phase controls.
The inputs can be sourced from any input source
or internal mix and assigned to any digital or
analogue-console output, or used to feed other
SUBs or channels. They may be used for many
different applications, but a primary function is to
output internal mixes from the desk for bouncing
down tracks, creating auxiliary masters, mix

A.S. McKAY LTD
A.S. McKay Ltd, the importers of the
Russian Microphones 'Okinva' and
'Nevaton' are pleased to present their used
microphones list.
Prices quoted are US$ and are negotiable in most cases.
(PHONE: +44 (0) 81 541 1177)

(FAX: +44 (0) 81 546 2779)

AKG C12 (With Power Supply)
$6,000
AKG C24 (With Power Supply)
$6,500
Neumann U47 (No Power Supply)
$3,000
Neumann U47 (With Power Supply)
$3,500
Neumann U47 (Long Body Original With Power)
$4,000
Neumann U67 (Stereo Matched Pair With Power Supply
$5,000 per pair
Neumann U67 (Single) With Power Supply
$2,500
Neumann U67 (No Power Supply)
$2,000
Neumann UM57 (No Power Supply)
$2,000
Neumann KM56 (No Power Supply)
$1,100
Telefunken (Schoeps) 221B (With Power Supply)
$1,500
Telefunken (Schoeps) 221B (No Power Supply)
$1,000
RCA BK 101 (Very Rare Ribbon)
$1,500 per pair

Lomo 19A9 (Russian Large Diaphragm with Power
Supply)

$1,200

A.S. McKay Ltd.,
6 BRIDAL CLOSE, SU BITON ROAD
KINGSTON UPON THAMES, SURREY KT1 2JW
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minus feeds, communications feeds and so on.
The SUB controls are organised in the centre of
the console each with a rotary control and two
keys
PHASE key and a SELECT key that toggles
control between the input and output paths. To the
left of the SUB controls is a source -selector panel
from which input and destination sources may be
assigned. This section also includes eight memory
keys enabling routeing configurations to be stored
and recalled. The SUBs facility works closely with
the centre screen where the currently selected SUB
will be displayed along with a signal flow diagram.

-a

Centre section
The console's centre section is 16 channels wide
and divided into various control areas which also
includes the screen and pen and tablet, plus group
and main faders.
Monitoring and meter selection is preconfigured
within the system (although it can be modified
later). All monitor and central metering (8 meters)
source selection is independently selected, and
main mix outputs include multichannel dynamics
with feedforward sensing.
The master control area of the console looks very
similar to the j Series. However, this is slightly
deceptive and although there are common
functions, there are also many unrelated ones. The
section is arranged into several groups of keys
offering functions for mix control, machine control,
master menu selection, macros and various
utilities. Also included is a prominent time-code
display and a jog wheel.
Some notable utilities in this section are: the
Record Groups function that lets the user store up
to 66 snapshots of channel RECORD key
configurations (for broadcast consoles these become
PROGRAM keys); Solo Isolate which allows the solo
bus to be split into two user-defined sections, so
that channels used for effects returns can be
positioned at one end of the desk and isolated from
SIP muting; Snap which takes a picture of all the
consoles settings and stores it in one of
66 memories -recalled snapshots can be Undone
returning the console to its previous state, and
channels may be individually isolated from
snapshot reset; Post Meter switches channel
meters from reading the input to the post -fader
signal; and Override Channel switches the screen
display to show detailed information on the
currently accessed channel.
The Events system is substantially more
powerful than on SSL's previous consoles. It allows
time -code events and real -time events to be run
side by side, so, for example, event triggers can be
programmed into mixes, and time of day triggers,
such as top of the hour station IDs, can be
permanently set up. Events control any function
accessible to a macro command such as snapshots,
routeing patches, gain changes and so on. This also
includes DiskTrack Freeplay mode which allows
pieces of audio to be fired instantly rather like a
giant sampler. Events lists can be stored on user
disks and even edited on a PC.
Machine control is the same as the j Series
console with four built -in serial control lines and
parallel control via synchronisers. Also identical is

TONY LARKING PROFESSIONAL SALES
PRCES

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCK OF USED PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMEN"r WORSERVICE

L
AREAt SIN',FI
Allen

, , .CTION FROM OUR LARGE STOCK OF USED EQUIPMENT

pEl1VER

& Heath

Allen & Heath Sabre MK2 28/16/24
63,995
immaculate
63,995
Allen & Heath Sabre 32/16/16
with
Heath
G3
channel
midi
Allen &
32
£2,995
muting automation
Allen & Heath System 8 16/8/16 vgc £995
Amek
AMEK Mozart 80 channels,
£60,000
Super True, private use
AMEK Mozart 56 channel,
£35,000
Super True, vgc
AMEK Mozart 40 channel, Super True,
P/Bay

£45,000

Automation

POA

AMEK BC2

DDA

double p /bay,
60 inputs with full EQ.in remix. Refurbished,
£24,995
immaculate.
DDA DMR12 56 channels, midi muting, private
POA
use, vgc
DDA D Series 32/8/24 inc 4 stereo mods + f /case
plus Bantam p/bay, ex con
Coming soon
NEW £4,495
DDA S Series 32/4/2
HEUOS - Classic Consoles
Helios 40/32 40 channels, 32 monitors, 72
inputs in remix, eq based on API 550 VCA sub
grouping, bantam p /bay (Famous console,
ex Townhouse, last Helios built) ... £25,000
Helios 32 channel, passive eq circuit, discrete
electronics, 24 monitors, p/bay. vgc.
£14,995
refurbished
Helios 24 -8 discrete electronics,
£9,995
manufactured 1974, vgc
DDA AMR24 36/24/24

Soundtracs CP6800 40 channel, p/bay
£7,995
64 inputs in remix
Soundtracs CP6800 32 channel,
£6,995
p/bay 64 inputs in remix
Soundtracs Megas 40/24/24 + p /bay,
68,995
midi muting, vgc
Soundtracs Megas 40/24/24 + p /bay
with Tracmix fader automation
£12,500
Soundtracs CM4400 28/24 p/bay
64,995
52 inputs in remix
62,995
MRX32/8/16 48 inputs in remix
61,995
Soundtracs MR24/8/16
61,995
PC
Midi
24
Soundtracs
E995
Soundtracs Solo Live + f /case
E995
Soundtracs 16/8/16
E995ea
Soundtracs FM8 /4 (2 available)
SSL

4000E 48ch, total recall, G comp, ... £95,000
SSL 4000E 56 frame fitted 48 channels, total

£155,000
POA

TAC
Tac Scorpion 24/16/16

£2,995

band modules mounted in 1U case
with bal mic & line in, bal out. Phantom
£1,495
power, hi & low pass filters
2 Neve 3

NEVE EQ & SPARES

£495ea
Neve 3 band classic EQ Modules
E50ea
Neve VU meters
£95
Neve stereo PPM meters (no drivers)
RAINDIRK CLASSIC CONSOLES
Raindirk Series 3 40 channels, p /bay VCA sub
grouping 60 inputs in remix VGC .. £14,995
Raindirk Series 3 26 channel console with
p /bay, to be refurbished & 24 monitors
£9,995
added, giving 50 line inputs.
Series 3 10/4 P &G etc. a true classic .£1,495
Concord 28ch in -line console + p/bay...E2,995
SONASAX
Sonasax SXT 9 stereo inputs, 2 + 2 stereo
2 available E5,995ea
groups VGC.
SOUNDCRAFT
Soundcraft 2400 28/24/24 p /bay,
P &G faders, vu meters vgc.
Soundcraft 2400 28/24/24 p /bay,
Late grey version
Soundcraft 6000 24/16/16
with patchbay
Soundcraft 800 18/8/16 vgc.
Soundcraft 600 32/8/16 p/bay
Soundcraft Spirit Auto 24/8

£7,995
£8,995
63,995
£1,995
63,995
62,995

SOUNDTRACS
Soundtracs Jade 32ch (64 inputs) Auto, fx

ret module, interface cables vgc £24,995
Soundtracs Jade 48ch (96 inputs)
£32,000
with full dynamics, 18 months
Soundtracs 13632 p /bay, Tracmix
£11,995
Automation
Soundtracs Quartz 32 (64 inputs)
£11,995
p/bay
Coming Soon
Soundtracs Quartz 48

64,995
61,995
£1,495

£1,995
£750

TEAC/TASCAM
ATR60 1/2" 2 track in console. vgc. ...61,500
£295
Tascam 22 -2 vgc

YAMAHA
Yamaha DMR8 20 Bit Mixer /Recorder system
including 2 Yamaha AD8X 8ch A-D ConvE11,995
erters, 3yrs, new heads + 30hrs

64,995

Fader automation,

Trident Vector 48 channels, 32 buss,
Mossess & Mitchel p/bay. ex demo 655,995
£19,995
Trident TSM 40/24/24 vgc
Trident TSM 32/24/24
Coming soon
£6,995
Trident Series 70 28/16/16 p/bay
E995
Trident Trimix 15/4

£995
AKG TDU8000 2 -8DDL
Altec 29 band graphic equalisers with filters
as

new

AMEK Medici stereo parametric EQ

6595pr
E2,995

Didital super effect - pitch
transposer
correct elec x over
Atari 1040 with SM124 monitor
Audio & Design
F69ORS Voice Over Limiter
Audio & Design F760 4 in rack
ART SGE

ARX EC1 Phase

TWEED

POA
POA

Tweed 20/8 classic console
Tweed 24 channels, p/bay
YAMAHA

Coming soon

E195
£95
E295

£995
E995

Audio & Design F768XR comp /lim/exp
Barcus Berry Sonic Maximiser
BBE 202R Enhancer
Behringer 2ch Single ended

POA
POA

NEVE - REPACKAGED MODULES

A80MK2 16 track, only 1,350hrs
Studer A80MK4 8 track 1,250hr
Studer A80MK2 8 track
Studer A810 2 track + remote
Studer A80 71/2 -15ips 2 track

TRIDENT

NEVE

Neve 8066 20ch frame, fitted 16/16/16
Coming soon
p/bay 1099 eq
65,995
Neve 12/2 frame fitted 8 inputs
Neve V3 48 channels,p/bay,
£125,000
flying faders,
Neve VR 72 frame 60 channels,
£175,000
recall, automation
Neve VR 60 channels, recall, auto £155,000

STUDER

Tascam 3700 32 channel, (64 in remix)

Mackie 32/8 cancelled order ...NEW 62,995
Neve 8108 56/48
Neve 8108 48 channels

Saturn 824 24 track
Wanted
Saturn 624 24 track + remote /auto E7,995
SONY
£19,995
Sony 3324 with appogee filters
POA
Sony 3324A private use x2
E250
Sony PCM701
E195
Sony PCM501
E295ea
Sony V05630 U -Matic x2
SOUNDCRAFT
£4,995
Soundcraft 760 MK3 24 track

TASCAM

Yamaha DMC1000

MACKIE

£100,000

recall, G computer,
SSL 4072G fitted 56 channels
SSL 80 G+ 64 chs. ultamation

SATURN

NEW DIGITAL RECORDERS..NEW LOW PRICES

Part exchange your old recorder for

1

or

noise reduction
BEL BF20 MK1 Hanger

E150
£195
E95
Canford Audio 20 pair video patchbay 695
E95
Denon PMA250 pre amp
E395pr
DBX K9 cards x2
Bokse SM9

more of these excellent machines
ALESIS

E1,795ea
Alesis A -DAT 3 months x 3
AMPEX
£1,995
Ampex ATR102 2 track 1/4"
Ampex Machines Refurbished by Tony Arnold
(UK Service Centre for Ampex)
Ampex AG440C refurbished with new DC
servo capstan motor and new 1/2"
headblock 15/30 ips Great Machine 61,995
65,995
Ampex MM1100 24 track
67,995
Ampex MM1200 24 track
62,995
Ampex MM1200 16 track
FOSTEX

Fostex M20 2 track with centre

track for time code
Fostex 4030 syncroniser + remote

£495
£495

MCI

£995
MCI JH110 2 track 1/4" VGC
MCI JH110 2 track, 71/2- 15- 30ips. 1/4"
61,500
& 1/2 " head blocks
MITSUBISHI

Mitsubishi 880 32 track, private use,
POA
only 10,000 hrs. vgc
POA
Mitsubishi 850 32 track
OTARI
£12,995
Otani MTR9OMK2 24 track
66,995
MTR9OMK1 24tr +remote & autolo
£9,995
Otani MX80 24 track, private use
£2,995
Otani MTR12 1/2" priv use, immac
Otart MTR10 4 track 1/2" &
£2,495
2 track 1/4" headblocks
£595
Otani MX5050 2 track
OTARI SPARES
£250ea.
Otani MX80 audio cards x 8
E300ea
Otani MTR90 MK2 Audio Cards
Otani MX80 32 channel 2 " head block
61,995
(as new) with 8 audio cards
EC402 resolver + MTR12 head block ....£995
£995
Otani machine sychroniser
REVOX
Revox
Revox
Revox
Revox

£195
£195

A77 15ips mono boxed/unused
A77 15ips
B77 71/2 &15ips
877 3 3/4 & 7 1 /2ips

6495
£195
£595
£595

DOLBY
XP24 SR +looms to XLR'S. vgc 2 ay..E7,995ea

£350ea
Dolby SR Catt 280 cards
61,995
Dolby -A SP24 24 channel unit
E995
Dolby -A M24H
£395
Dolby -A 365 2 channel unit
E395pr
Dolby -A 361 single channel units
OFFERS
Dolby 301 12 x 2 channel units
Dolby A & SR units
WANTED
£95
D &R 2ch mic amp
E360
Drawmer DF320 noise filter new
E695
Drawmer 1960
EMT 140 stereo transistor echo plate
£495
with internal motor
EMT 140 mono valve echo plate
E595
with internal motor
£1,495
Eventide H3000 D /SX Ultra Harm
£495
Fostex 4030 syncroniser + remote
GML Transformerless mic amp
£995
(2 chs fitted) (without psu)
Klark Teknik DN780 Dig Reverb x2 E1,250ea
E495
Klark Teknik DN405 para -eq
£1,195
Lexicon PCM70
Lexicon 480L with extra 224 software fitted,
66,500
private use, immaculate
£1,950
Lexicon Super Prime Time
6395
MXR Auto Flanger with rack/psu
MXR Rack with 2 auto Flangers & 2 auto
£1,250
Phasers. vgc
£295
MXR Pitch Shift Doubler
E295
MXR Delay System 2
£195
MXR 2 x 15 band graphic
Neumann extra heavy duty
x
2
E1S0ea
large 15ft. boom mic stands
£50
Nomad Active di box
NEVE CLASSIC AUDIO
Neve 2 channels of classic 3 band eq, 1U
high 19" rack mounting, balanced mic /line
inputs, balanced outputs, phantom power,
£1,495
240/110 volts
E495
Pye 2 channel compressor limiter

Racks
Studio Pod Mg doub rack width +castors....695

E125
3ft Alloy Rack
£195
Rebis RA701 Midi Gate
£295
Rebis RA402 stereo parametric eq
Rebis Rack 2 gates, 1 comp /lim
£195
1 parametric eq
E45ea
Stand Easy 13U trolley rack x2
E45
Stand Easy 8U Studio Rack
SE double angled studio pod 2 x 13U....695
E150
Slap -Back Scintilator
NEW E395
SPL Vitaliser Classic Stereo
E295
Symetrix 501 compressor
TAPE BARGAINS
£50
Ampex 406 1" pack of 5 (used)
BASF 2" PEM468 5,000ft on 14" spool ..NEW £95ea
E495
Teac/Tascam Mldiizer
£55
Teac PA4 2 channel phono pre amp
E795
TC 1128 programable EQ

E395
1210 Chorus echo
TLAudio 2 channel phantom power unit,
6150
1U rack mounting.
£495
Urei 530 2 x 9 band graphic eq
£250ea
Urei 539 cut only graphics x4
Valley People dual auto gate
E250
£295
Valley people 815 de esser
E495
Yamaha Rev 7
£295
Yamaha PB1 parametric x over
£125
Yamaha R100 reverb
£55
3 tier keyboard stand
AMPS (used)
E795
Amcron PSA2
£295
Crown DC300A
E350
QSC 1400
E75
Quad 50E
E395
Rauch PB44 Series2
E495
Studer A68
E495ea
Urei 6260 x2
E495
Yamaha 2350
PAIR
MONITORS (used)
£595
4's
drivers)
Acoustic Energy
(4
TC

E95
Acoustic Research AR18
ATC 50A pow speakers in teak cabs .62,500
Eastmill Sys +DDA X Ove /2 Rauch Amps 61,995
64,500
Genelec 1024 powered monitors
6495
JBL Control 10 pa speakers
6150
JBL Control 1 as new
£1,500
JBL 4430
E95
Wharfedale 425 as new
MICROPHONES & STANDS (used)
AKG 224E x2
AKG D190E
AKG D109 Lavatier mic
AKG D58E talk back mic
AKG N66E 6ch phantom power
Beyer MC740

Gefell

RFT

(x2)

E95ea
E75
POA

£45
E95
E695
E150ea

MANLEY valve cardioid reference series mic
£1,850
with psu & suspension ex demo
MANLEY Baby Tube Valve cardioid mic New E995

E5ea
Music Stands (x20)
£295
Neumann KM84 vocal version
6295
Neumann KM86
E495ea
Sennheiser MKH816 P48U x 2
£595
Sony C41 with psu
POA
Sony ECM44S
E25ea
Soundlab UD22 Dynamic (x2)
VTL CR -3A Ige capsule cond mic+wind shield
NEW E395
stand & suspension mount

The Old Rolling Stones
Mobile Recording Studio.

A once in a lifetime chance to purchase

this piece of rock & roll history.

For more information please contact

Tony Larking. tel. 0462 490600

..

SPECIAL OFFER

...

Timeline Lynx Synchronisers
2 for less than price of 1
time code modules
2 used, serviced Lynx
(supplied with full year warranty) for less
than the price of t new Lynx module.
1

1

i

£2,750 pair or £1,495 each
While stocks last. Call for details.

DIAL A FAX

A COMPLETE UP TO DATE EQUIPMENT LIST ON YOUR FAX
Dial 0336 413 733 on your fax machine & press start when

FOR
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instructed. Some machines may need to be switched to
polling mode to use this service. Calls (a) 39p per minute
cheap rate & 49p per minute all other times.
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CONSDLE

the control of DiskTrack nonlinear editing functions
from the screen, and these are very similar to the
facilities found in Scenaria and Omnimix.

Automation
The automation in the Ariom is quite different
from E and G Series consoles, having also evolved
from systems used in Scenaria and Omnimix
is
in the process of coming closer together with

-it

j Series automation, and j Series fader data can
currently be imported into the Axiom.
Compared to other SSL systems, the Axiom
contains a much larger number of automated
elements; to handle this, the system subdivides

Routeing selection provides access tc a
range of input soLrces: Dis1Track,
ADCs Remote We Pres, Digital Ins
r
-s

t

t

P

L4-

1

Effects and d aaics section provide
#hannel rever e, seperate delays and
fully featured zi_gital dynamics
.

.

/

%./,
2,//

r./

.40

e
Automated s :. ea pan control, plus gain
control for reri.te mie amps, together
with individual channel record arm and
choice of Cut- da or AFL -PFL switching
46

channel controls into various control sets -faders
and pans, equalisers, dynamics, auxiliaries/Baymix
sends, and effects-which can each be independently
controlled by different automation modes. These
modes include Protect (prevents new moves
overwriting previous data), Static (writes current
settings values to the entire mix-useful for setting
up block data at the start of a mix), Overwrite
(moves are recorded as the fader is touched or a
control moved-on release settings remain set to the
end of the mix), Snap with Overwrite (as Overwrite
but previous data will be resumed once control is
released), Rollback (As Overwrite but following a
rollback, playback of any previous data will resume),
Clip Fill (a defined block of audio will assume static
control settings that match release settings), Clip
End (similar to Clip Fill except that dynamics
movements are recorded up to release point after
which they remain static to end of the audio block).
Additionally faders may be set between Absolute
and Trim, and to Autoglide (automatic return to null
point on release of fader). Protect mode can also be
set locally where it isolates the entire channel.
Automation is enabled either by pressing the
AUTO key in the centre section of the console or by
stabbing the pen on the ENABLE button in the
Automation menu. A mix is then generated as soon
as `forward movement' is detected and a control
value is changed. When the system is stopped, the
user has three choices: firstly, to keep the data by
using a rollback command, secondly, to lose the
information by flipping the AUTO key on -off, and
thirdly, to continue writing data by simply
returning to play.
Once a mix pass has been kept it appears in the
Mix Pass List. This contains space for six mixes
and as each new mix is added it appears at the top
of a list -the others all shifting down one until
they eventually drop off the end. This basically
offers the user six levels of undo and should be
viewed as a temporary store. If mixes need to be
saved more permanently they are saved to the
Project file which contains a wide range of data
including I-0 routeing, disk assignment, audio
files, snapshots, macros and so on.
The system also includes an Overview display
which gives a graphical representation of fader and
control moves through the mix in relation to
scrolling audio Clips on each channel. The user can
choose which elements the display shows, and can
edit parameters directly from the display. This
includes changing switch data, drawing new levels
curves, copying automation data from one position
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to another and so on. The display also provides
direct access to location cue points.
Mixes from disk can be performed at any speed,
even down to frame jog using the built -in jog
wheel-this feature can be particularly useful
when working to picture to accurately match audio
events to visual action.

External control
An option for the Axiom is a small remote mixer

that connects via ethernet providing an 8- channel
submixer. This can be used by producers, assistant
engineers, musicians and so on. Each channel fader
may be assigned to any desk fader, and keys can
access macro functions. Also available is the
KeyPad remote box which provides macro keys
plus a time -code display, and up to three units can
be connected to the console at one time. A patchbay
is also available for the system allowing both
analogue and digital interconnection.
Projects in the Axiom can be fully backed up at
5 times real time to Exabyte, and this can be
performed as a background function. Real-time
backup-restore of audio to and from an external
digital multitrack is also a simple operation via
digital I-Os or MADI.

Conclusion
To those familiar with both SSL's analogue and

digital product range, the Axiom will appear as
something of a hybrid. On the one hand, dedicated
controls and the avoidance of control layering make
it operationally much closer to an analogue desk;
on the other hand new approaches to console
architecture and signal flow make it very different
to SSL's previous analogue designs. This is
certainly not a digital console in analogue clothing,
its a radical new concept that will require a major
shift in operational thinking by analogue users.
Many functions and facilities that have
appeared in SSL digital products, such as Scenaria
and Omnimix, have found their way into the
Axiom, adding established, proven features to a
brand new product. The inclusion of DiskTrack as
a standard facility, further develops SSL's
philosophy of integration, not only by offering a
comprehensive tapeless recording- editing
environment, but also by allowing resources to be
shared between networked studios.
The Axiom is a multifunctional console, that can
be configured for just about any application -here
again the digital solution and some innovative
thinking on SSL's part, has made this a reality.
That said, the early indications are that
broadcasters are currently showing most interest
in the desk, and this has been illustrated by the
BBC's announcement that they are to be SSL's first
customer for the Axiom. It will be interesting to see
if this trend continues, or whether the Axiom can
do what other top -end digital consoles have failed
to do, and spread itself evenly across all sectors of
the industry.

Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU,
UK. Tel: +441865 842300. Fax: +441865 842300.
USA. Tel: +1 212 315 1111; +1 213 463 4444.
Japan. Tel: +81 1 3 5474 1144.
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International, 167 -171 Willoughby Lane,
London N17 OSB. Tel: 0181 -808 2222

To: HW International, 167-171 Willoughby Lane, London N17 OSB. Please send me

Name

further information on Shure Beta Series Microphones

Address

Postcode
SS 3.95

Will your next
advertisement reach
thousands, or waste
thousands?

advertisement nobody
sees isn't an advertisement. It's a complete waste of
An

money.
But how can you tell

whether you're getting through
to people, or simply getting
through your media budget?
It's as easy as ABC.

The Audit Bureau of
Circulations provides the
industry- standard independent
verification of circulation figures
for nearly three thousand titles.

Book your next advertisement in a publication

with an ABC Certificate of
Circulation, and you'll have an
honest and accurate circulation figure to work with; and,
you'll know exactly how far
your money's going.
But spend a fortune
running your advertisement in
a publication without an ABC
Certificate, and you'll never
know whether or not it's
going to waste.

out and return the
coupon to find out
more about the ABC. We've
Cut

just given you thousands of
good reasons why you should.

No ABC. No guarantee.
Please send

me more

Information
about the
ABC and its

ABC

AUDIT BUREAU Of CIRCULATIONS

activities.
Name:
Position:

Company:
Address:

Tel:
Fax:

J

L

Audit Bureau of Circulations Ltd., Black Prince Yard, 207 -209 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 1AD

Tel:

01442 870800

Fax:

01442 877407

THE ZERO
Philip Newell explains and argues the
case for a studio design strategy which,
while over ten years old, is still regarded
as controversial
with other papers
In spite its
Nonenvironment
presented at the last Reproduced Sound
of

conflict

10

conference of the Institute of Acoustics , my
own paper was well received. The main
point of conflict was my advocation of the use of
control rooms which fell way outside the limits of
many accepted international specifications for
control -room acoustics, but growing experience
has shown that such low RT designs are
producing musical results which are highly
compatible with the end results which are hoped
for from conventionally specified rooms. Their
advantage is that they seem to allow their users
to obtain these results with far greater ease
and consistency.
Apart from the `standard' RT of control rooms
relating to the outside, domestic world, there are,
of course, the two other reasons; control room to
control room compatibility (which is particularly
necessary in the broadcast industry) and the
comfort of the users, but the intractability
of the compatibility problem prevails. This
situation is not helped by the fact that
specifications for control room design, such as
that of the EBU, are so loose as to be all but
worthless. The fact that the political problems
incurred in trying to settle on a specification to
which all 28 countries of the Union can agree, is
something about which only `men in suits' could
gain any satisfaction; to the `real world' of
musicians, engineers and acousticians, such
standards are little more than dams across the
river of progress.
Within the tolerances of such specifications,
rooms can be built which are so subjectively
dissimilar, that they do almost nothing to
address the discrepancies between mixes done in
different rooms. Furthermore, even if rooms are
built to an acceptably tight standard, they still
offer little overall chance of achieving any
significant level of compatibility as long as the
choice of the position of the monitors remains an
entirely arbitrary aspect of any design.
Inevitably, if a loudspeaker is moved to different
positions in any room other than an anechoic
chamber, then the cumulative response of the
direct and reflected sounds will be different for
each position. At least if one mounts the
loudspeakers flush in a wall, there is little risk
that persons will unwittingly move them from
their preferred location, and hence, perhaps,
move the performance of the room -loudspeaker
combination out of its desired range.

The principle behind 'nonenvironment' rooms is
that the variables which do exist are operating on

performance figures which are themselves very
small. A 50% variation on the number 10 is far
larger in absolute terms than the same variation
factor on the number 1. In a similar way, room-toroom subjective inconsistency will be greatly
reduced if the characteristics of the rooms
themselves (reflections and reverberations) are
reduced to very small quantities. This concept
moves many such rooms outside the more accepted
standard parameters for room design, but
experience has shown that working in this way has
not produced mixes which then sound `wrong' when
played in more conventional rooms, beyond any
subjective or objective `wrongness' inherent in the
loudspeakers and -or the room in which they are
being auditioned. Surely, this should be the case,
rather than the hit -or -miss situation which often
exists, where a mix done in a room which is
`somewhere within' the accepted specifications can
sound either similar, better, or worse than the
room within which it is reviewed.
Much of this is enshrined in the philosophy of
`near field' monitors, where a limited number of
loudspeaker types are widely used at close ranges.
By this means the characteristic sounds of a clutch
of loudspeakers could become well known to a great
number of recordists. It follows that if these are
auditioned inside the distance at which the direct
sound sinks below the reflected sound, then-even
if the loudspeakers are not particularly well
liked- room -to -room transfers of work can be
judged with minimal variation. Unfortunately,
such monitors frequently lack good transient
accuracy, rarely have the transparency available
from better units, almost universally fail to be able
to monitor the full frequency range of the
recordings, and usually lack the dynamic range to
be able to properly reveal low -level details in the
presence of peak level sounds. Nonetheless, there is
little in the concept of the near -field approach
which in any way conflicts with the philosophy of
the non -environmentalists. What the
nonenvironment approach does offer though is
the possibility of enjoying the positive aspects of
the near -field approach, without its restrictions
and limitations.
The terms `control' and `monitoring' imply some
degree of reference standard by which objective
judgements can be made. Unfortunately there are
some aspects of control rooms which the real
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world can never hope to standardise; for example,
control room shape and size is dictated in many
instances by a great number of factors, so to try to
derive a standardisation of size and shape would be
totally impossible. As discussed previously,
different rooms of conventional design will have
differently perceived acoustic characteristics, and
hence monitoring can never be considered to
conform to any reference standard unless the
monitoring acoustic can be reduced to almost zero.
The nonenvironment approach advocated here is
the only one currently on offer which addresses the
above problems and present rooms which are
comfortable for people to work in for hour after
hour, day after day. Until this option became
available, acousticians had not been getting
anywhere close to what the industry needed in
terms of achieving these compatibility levels. The
whole near -field concept was born out of the
recording staff taking the problem into their own
hands, and dealing with it in the only way that
they knew how. Given the fact that they chose to
suffer the limitations and privations of such
monitoring techniques, rather than work with
endless room to room 'correction factors' was a
strong statement of their dissatisfaction with the
general state of monitoring.
It was the seemingly intractable nature of the
compatibility problems which prompted Tom
Hidley's early retirement at the end of the 1970s.
Until this time, it was widely held that the third octave pressure amplitude response in the room
was the strongest governing factor in the
assessment of a room's 'rightness'. It made little
concession to phase response, and hence transient
response. That whole 'room voicing' concept by
means of graphic equalisers is now thoroughly
discredited and passe, but Tom Hidley, among
many others, learnt that one the hard way.
It was a chance set of circumstances in early 1980
which drew him towards the nonenvironment
concept. A previous client of his called him, just after
his retirement and asked if he could make some
changes to an older room. One current catchphrase
at that time was that rooms were 'over trapped'.
Nobody seemed able to clearly define exactly
what they meant, but it was a feeling that has
gained some widespread acceptance. After making
some modifications to the rooms, one of its
subsequent users was Stevie Wonder, who it was
noticed kept pointing when referring to the
loudspeakers, but to a point which was not
consistent with their location. Realising that
something was amiss, Hidley opted to increase the
room's absorption, even though this was contrary
to the suggestion that they were already 'over
trapped'. The move was greeted with general
approval, and Hidley returned to retirement with a
lot to think about.
Some years later, he was talked into visiting a
company in Japan who wanted two studios of
similar style to some of his earlier, well -liked rooms
in Tokyo. Hidley was a reluctant participant in all
of this, the compatibility impasse had still not been
resolved, but he eventually hammered out an
agreement such that he could design one studio as
the client wanted, and the other to his own current
but untested thinking, with the additional rider
that whichever of the two finished rooms was least
liked by the musicians and engineers, would be
demolished and rebuilt according to the designs of
50 Studio Sound, March 1995

the preferred room. The 'winning' room was that of
his first nonenvironment design, but it was
radical and different.

Trapping
Hidley came out of retirement to produce more
rooms, encouraged by what he had heard in the
room in Japan, but the rooms were monstrous by
the standards of the day, as the low- frequency
aspects of the absorption techniques were very
space consuming. In the meantime, I had been
trying to achieve consistency by pointing
directional monitors at an absorbent back wall, but
the problems still remained of what to do about the
room -to -room variation at low frequencies between
rooms of different shapes and sizes.
In 1987 I had come across the work of Drs Elliot
and Nelson at the ISVR (Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research), and their work on active
absorbers. Much work would still need to be done
on these systems, but the potential seemed to be
there for effective low- frequency RT control in

small rooms. I was already funding some involved
acoustic research at the ISVR, and was not in a
position to take on another open-ended programme.
Subsequently I discussed the matter with Hidley
-we enjoyed a useful exchange of ideas, the upshot
of which was that he had established compatibility,
but needed more information about infrasonic
absorption for the South African BOP TV projects.
What immediately became apparent to me was
that if these things would scale, then a more
efficient system of infrasonic absorption would lend
itself to building much smaller rooms within a
more conventional frequency range.
I was receptive to Hidley's ideas because they
immediately took me back to a control room of superdead acoustics which I had built in 1970 in London,
but which was soon rebuilt, not because of the
monitoring (which was well liked) but because people
simply hated working in there for long periods. The
introduction of a hard front wall and floor would
have reached the nonenvironment concept 15 years
earlier, and I was furious with myself for not
realising at the time that such a simple change could
have rendered the room successful.
Hidley came over to the ISVR, and after many
long discussions with the academics, we agreed to
cosponsor the MSc of Luis Soares, a Brazilian, who
would use a one-tenth scale model to investigate
the interaction of complex absorption systems. In
January 1991, with the research still in progress, I
began work on a full -sized 'model' which was
described in the November 1991 issue of Studio
Sound. The 'model' still exists as The Lab in the
Liverpool Music House. The rooms were still large
though, so although we felt that we had the
compatibility problem beaten in principle, that
was no help to the vast majority of much smaller
rooms, where the space for these designs could
never be afforded.
The breakthrough came with the use of
diaphragmatic walls, which in combination with
resonant cavities and wave guides, reduced their
depth to around 300mm for most practical
purposes in small rooms. Thanks to about ten
trusting clients, I was able to construct around ten
control rooms using such philosophies and
techniques, about six of which were in or around
Lisbon, which with its relatively small music
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industry, ensured that there would be a healthy
interchange of recording personnel.
This was an acid test, as the control rooms
ranged from 45m2 down to 10m2. The first obstacle
faced was that the rooms did not sound like their
previously accepted 'professional' rooms, but
eventually, people began to realise that the mixes
were translating well to the world at large. The
usual problem of taking something home to listen,
then remixing was becoming a thing of the past.
Three years later, people were moving between the
control rooms with absolute confidence and no
compatibility problems. All in all, there are now
about 50 rooms scattered around the world which
are built using these concepts. It was the success of
the compatibility of these rooms, both between
themselves and with the outside world, not only in
conventional home systems, but also on
headphones and in cars, which prompted the
writing of the IOA paper.
We (Tom Hidley, Dr Keith Holland and myself)
were all very conscious of the fact that yet another
proposal for a new concept of control room could be
greeted with a large international yawn. In actual
fact, before the presentation of the paper, I sent pre
prints to several US designers, including those
mentioned in the text. George Augspurger replied
that, 'Like every other neat theory, from
complementary tint cross -spot stage lighting, to
LEDE control room design, I guarantee that it is
an over -simplification', and then, 'My own gut
feeling is that, like long -range weather forecasting,
we must learn how to work with chaos rather than
trying to abolish it'.
Augspurger's comments were not entirely
unexpected, as in the paper presented to the IOA,
we had referred to other concepts of design
philosophy which had had their moments of glory,
then failed to pass the test of time. However, this
was one reason why I left a three -year gap between
my original Studio Sound articles in 1991 (March
and November) in which I was guarded in my
claims, and the November 1994 presentation to the
IOA. The intervening three years had provided the
time to gain much more experience of how these
things were accepted amongst musicians and
recording staff who had no axe to grind on any
particular approach. They just wanted something
which made their daily work easier, more
consistent, more rewarding, and which could help
them to relax into their work with the confidence
that hearing was believing.
I have no vested interest in any one design
approach or another. (My fees for studio design
remain the same, irrespective whatever method I
may choose to use to reach the mutually agreed
end result.) All that I am saying here is that there
is now a system which has been shown to work in
practical terms, and work very well indeed. To the
best of my knowledge, no owner(s) of any control
room of this type has either had it rebuilt to a
different standard (some are ten years old now)
and nor have they ordered any further control
rooms not of this type. Notwithstanding the
comments made by George Augspurger, which, in
fact, show quite a healthy reservation, the concept
of the nonenvironment approach deserves wider
consideration. It provides a consistency,
repeatability and ability to minor detail that
cannot as yet be achieved by any other means.
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With an extensive number of functions and a flexible
configuration, SEEPORT offers possibilities
previously never found in portable audio mixers.
8, 12

or

16

input channels in mono or stereo

4 auxiliaries, with returns
2 band equalizer in each channel

Pre fader listening and channel on switches
ll4/S switch in each channel
Penny & Giles long scale faders
2 stereo instruments
Combined power supply; 10-32v DC /88-264v AC

The Complete0/g/la/

Mterface Problem So/ver
Tired of not being able to interconnect your digital
equipment? Take a closer look at this unique digital
interface problem solver from Seem Audio.
DOC-1 allows you to

control all the important
parameters relevant to
Digital Audio:

Audio format
Sampling rate
Requantization
Synchronization
Level and channel
balance

Synchronous/asynch. conversion
Psycho acoustical optimal noise shaping
Sync loss protection
Automatic de-emphasis
Internal frequency synthesis
Remote control

The K6 Modular System
Every microphone for every application.
The K6 utoduL.r microphone system gives uti the
power to adapt whatever your requirements. Available
with either battery or phantom power, the basic K6
module is a master adapter for a comprehensive choice
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Sync inputs: AES/EBU. WORD CLOCK
Sync outputs: AES/EBU. WORD CLOCK
Audio inputs: AES/EBU. S/PDIF. OPTICAL
Audio outputs: 2 AES/EBU. S/PDIF.
OPTICAL
Word length: 14-24 bits

Up to 9 interchangeable ntic heads from cardioid to
omni, from vocal to miniature clip-on.

Integrated roll-off filter prevents impact sound and
structure borne noise.
Strong, streamlined and lightweight construction.

Other product lines from Seem Audio: audio matrices. remote controls. line amplifiers.
broadcast telecommunication equipment.
For more info, please call or fax to:
Seem Audio A.S., P.O. Box 233,
N -1361 Billingstad, Norway.
Tel +47 66 98 27 00, Fax: +47 66 84 55 40
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Exceptional value for _Honey.
Built to Sennheiser's highest professional standards,
the range is completed with a comprehensive list of
accessories for all possible situations.
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ORAM BONICS
Dave Foister probes the equaliser
that recognises no equals
Keith Spencer- Mlen's

recent

review of the Joe Meek
compressor serves as a
reminder that even in this
hard -nosed age a name can still sell a
piece of equipment. Rupert Neve's name,
for example, will sell an equaliser design
whoever has actually manufactured it,
and the names George Massenburg, Ivor
Drawmer and Clive Green continue to
sell products. The latest name to bank
on its own fame to promote its wares is
that of John Oram, late of Trident
consoles, who has launched a range of
equipment under the banner of Oram
Sonics. Each of the three current models
is of interest as having something about
it which sets it apart; typical is the
VU -More metering module, which
augments a pair of VU meters with red
and green phase check LEDs and a

feature for automatically displaying
residual hum and noise levels during
the gaps between actual signal.
John Oram goes so far as to describe
himself in his company's publicity
variously as the founding father of the
"British Sound" in audio electronics and
equalisation' and `the father of British
EQ', and it is perhaps fair to make the
connection between Trident's success
and the popularity of Oram's EQ design.
His involvement in the development of
the legendary Series 80 and the TSM
speaks for itself, and his stand-alone
equaliser, the HD -EQ2, applies his years
of experience to the problems of
designing a versatile outboard EQ
combining flexibility with a familiarly
desirable sound. Oram has high
aspirations for the unit; it is described
as being `designed as a reference
equaliser for the Media Mastering,
Broadcast and Live Sound
environments' and the construction is
described as `mil- spec'.
There is no doubt that among the
plethora of plainly -styled, hand -turned,
aluminium knobs there is little missing
from the list of what one would ideally
hope to find on an equaliser. The fact
that this is a two -channel unit with so
many facilities means it is not small
-3 units of hand -sculptured blue
aluminium are required to make space
for all the controls. The sculpting

H D -EQ2

only gets the right to call itself fully

parametric if it has an infinitely
variable Q or bandwidth control. The
variable gain and frequency are taken
as read, but on their own constitute no
more than a swept equaliser. The Oram
EQ splits the difference by having a
push button on each band to select
narrow or broad bandwidth, and for
most purposes this does the job. The
actual Q values for the two settings are
not specified, but the narrow is not too
narrow and the wide not too wide, and
the characteristics of the two are

consists of bevelled recesses into which
knobs and switches are set, and makes
the push buttons safe against accidental
operation without making them fiddly to
use. This expanse of what is undeniably
an unusual colour for an audio toy,
together with the plain silver knobs and
simple black and white push buttons,
usefully distinct.
makes the equaliser quite distinctive,
The frequency ranges of the four
although its individuality may not be to
swept bands overlap by an unusually
everyone's aesthetic taste.
sensible amount. Often adjacent EQ
The initial impression given by the
bands are designed to overlap so much
controls is that they are arranged in a
that the range of each band becomes too
bit of a jumble, but in fact a closer look
great for easy delicate adjustment, but
shows them to be very logically laid out.
the Oram avoids this in favour of the
The main EQ path includes six bands,
detail provided by dedicated bands. The
and the first distinctive feature is that
low goes right down to 35Hz and the
rather than having high and low bands
high right up to 18kHz, so nothing is
which are switchable between shelving
sacrificed in terms of overall range.
and sweep operation, both are offered
This degree of frequency control is
simultaneously. These are then
perhaps part of the justification for the
augmented by high and low mid bands,
unit's name -the HD stands for high
and all four swept bands are what one
definition-and the other part is the
might call quasi -parametric.
As far as I am concerned, an equaliser flexibility of gain adjustment.

Audio quality assured- John Oram's `High Defintion EQ' seen

with the MWS and VU -More

EQUALISER

MEYER CONTACTS
AUSTRIA
Erich Hofbauer
ATEC Audio Technology GmbH
Im Winkel 5 A-2325 Himberg - Velm
TeL +43 2234 74004 Fax: +43 2234 74074

BELGIUM
Paul Servranckx
Trans European Music
Pontbeeklaan 41 1730 Zellk Brussels
Tel: +32 2 466 5010 Fax: +32 2 466 3082

Boost-cut controls all have an adjacent DETAIL
switch, which reduces the range of the control from
±18dB to ±6dB, giving the possibility of much finer

HD -EQ2 provides most of the potential advantages
of such a configuration with the small omissions
more than compensated for by the large number of
adjustment.
bands, the precise control and the sheer quality,
The shelving bands also have this Detail switch, both objective and subjective.
but are otherwise much simpler. Shelf frequencies
The possibility of every band having 18dB of
are switched rather than infinitely variable, with
boost and cut affords the potential for quite vicious
both extremes having three possibilities, again
corrective equalisation, and yet it is very difficult
sensibly spaced to cover all eventualities-35, 60
to make it sound strained in any way. In fact it is
and 200Hz for LF and 3k, 6k and 20k for HF.
possible to do quite radical things to the sound
At the extreme ends of the bands of EQ are
without the result giving away the heavy
filters for the frequency extremes. They really are
processing, so musical does the final output
extreme -the LF goes down to 5Hz while the HF
remain. Particularly impressive in this respect are
all the way up to 80kHz, which even Oram admit is the high and low -pass filters, which are the
outside the audible range, although I am sure that
smoothest, least obtrusive I have heard.
there are many who would claim sufficient
At the other end of the spectrum of possibilities,
importance for those frequencies to justify having
the delicate control produced by using the DETAIL
control over them. Adjustment of both filters is
switches, in conjunction with the fine resolution of
infinitely variable, with a fixed roll-off of
the frequency sweep controls, offers extreme
12dB /octave, and at their inner limits they almost
subtlety (if that is not too much of a contradiction
meet in the middle, leaving a band of 300- 1500Hz. in terms) in dealing with the smallest nuances.
Input gain controls with associated peak LEDs
Coupled with the excellent noise and distortion
-lighting at +10dBu-precede the filters and EQ,
specs, this would make the unit an ideal choice for
and although the EQ bands have a single overall
mastering applications, and I should not be
IN-BYPASS switch, the filters are switched
surprised to see a demand for a switchable version,
separately. A pair of bar-graph meters keeps an
like that produced by Focusrite, to allow precise
eye on the final output level. The rear panel is
stereo matching specifically for this purpose.
sparsely populated, having only XLRs for inputs
However accurately controls are calibrated -and it
and outputs, but Oram maintain that running
seems that the Oram's are very well matched
is
either end unbalanced will give no problems.
simply not possible to set two channels of
Oram's published specifications for the HD -EQ2
continuously variable controls reliably to the same
are a curious mixture of very impressive hard fact
values. Whether the subtle effect of the `Gram
and subjective ideas which could be seen as
curve', when set flat is worth shouting about is a
controversial. For instance, the bypassed frequency matter for debate; there is a slight difference
response-which is not a hard wire-is absolutely
switching the EQ in and out, but whether it is
ruler flat, with mid -band noise levels of -100dBu,
significant enough to warrant being made a feature
but the response with the EQ switched in but set
of, particularly when some will object on principle
nominally flat is quite deliberately not. The
to an equaliser which is not flat when it looks as if
deviation is very subtle -the response is within
it should be, is questionable.
1dB from 20Hz to 40kHz -but John Oram claims
For general studio use all the above advantages
that the gentle droop towards the bottom of this
apply. On a recent overdub session I ended up, just
range and the slight lift above about 10kHz is
as the instructions said I would, with it left in
characteristic of Oram Sonics and is what gives his circuit for everything I recorded. As much as
designs their distinctive sound. He predicts that
anything, this was because its sensible control
the difference caused by this small deviation will
ranges make it extremely fast to set up and very
make users want to leave the unit in circuit all the
easy to get good results with. Although it may seem
time whether actually using the EQ or not, and
a bit beneath its dignity, I used the EQ on a pair of
backs up this idea with exemplary noise and
Tandy PZMs stuck inside a grand piano, and the
dynamic range figures which would make this less
inevitable boxy lumpiness of this otherwise
of an undesirable proposition than it might
splendid technique was soon ironed out, giving the
otherwise be. Not content with publishing simple
most natural sound I have so far managed to
figures for headroom and distortion, Oram provides achieve with it. On more conventional microphone
graphs of such functions against frequency,
techniques it seemed unusually easy to lose that
showing that the unit will deliver +26dBu
bit of room coloration, and to tailor, say, a vocal to
-balanced -right across the spectrum, and that
the requirements of the track.
THD+N at this level is less than 0.01% in the
This is not a cheap equaliser, but neither is it as
critical upper mid range. With worst case noise
expensive as it might be considering its capabilities
figures of -74dBu (all EQ and filters in circuit) this
and sonic excellence. Judgeing by the way so many
amounts to a technically impressive performance
people complain about the EQ on otherwise superb
for six bands of active EQ, and the more subjective
desks, I am lucky in that I get on very well with
claims for the unit are easier to swallow coming
the parametrics on my console, but the Oram is one
from a man who can design like that.
of the few outboard EQs which I would quite
And the result of all this design expertise is an
happily use routinely in its place.
equaliser that is a pleasure to use in all kinds of
Dave Foister
applications. I have never been much of a fan of
graphic equalisers, much preferring the more
Oram Consulting, 2 East Terrace, Gravesend,
flexible and to my mind more direct control of a
Kent DA12 2DB, UK. Tel: +44 1474 535888.
well -specified sweepable design. The Oram
Fax: +441474 560250.
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Mid-Field Monitor

"Great crunch guitar, and they're bullet -proof. Finally, a highdefinition monitor that's loud enough for guys who like it heavy!"
Kirk Hammett - Metallica

The HD -2

is designed specifically as a

sophisticated protection circuitry allows us to

mid -field monitor, powerful enough to be

push its components to the absolute limits of

placed on stands behind a console with no

their capabilities, producing stunningly

loss of impact at the engineer's position.

smooth highs and awesome lows.

Cancellations from console-top reflections are

The HD -2

is available

in a wide -

minimized resulting in greatly improved

coverage version for project studios and large

clarity for tracks and mixes that translate

control rooms, or a narrow -coverage version

flawlessly every time.

for small control rooms and remote trucks.

Like our renowned HD -1 Monitor, the

Both versions deliver uncompromising

HD -2 is powered for ultimate performance.

quality, pinpoint imaging, high peak power

Utilizing Meyer Sound's patented, high -

and great crunch guitar!

definition phase correction techniques, the

HD-2 offers unparalleled accuracy. And
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SHOW REPORT

AES PARIS 95
recorded music, then we should be happy
that the equipment is taking a less
critical role in the creative process. If we
believe that fiddling with equipment is
an end in itself, then disappointment is
inevitable. Personally, I have better
things to do. As equipment performance
Zeebrugge. I worked my passage as
gets closer to the ideal, the probability of
navigational consultant to Focusrite,
exciting developments must reduce.
skilfully guiding Richard Salter's red
The nature of audio manufacture is
anodized Land Rover to the Palais de
changing; it is no longer necessary to
Congres. More accurately described as
the Palais de Concrete, this neo- brutalist have the infrastructure of a large
traditional company to make high
1960s structure has never appealed to
technology products, particularly in the
me as a convention venue. Some of the
digital domain. In fact, the regrettable
smaller stands were so well concealed
little to differentiate the specifications of
tendency has been for large audio
that I doubt whether many visitors
these workstations, choosing one is very
companies to wring the last centime out
found them. And given the propensity of
difficult. I wonder whether the market
the Parisians for smoking, the ventilation of old designs rather than to adopt new
can bear such a large surplus of designs.
technology. The belated launch of an
arrangements should be better.
One price war could bring down the
eight -track recorder by Sony forced by
There are a number of long-term
trends emerging from the audio industry the success of the competition underlines whole edifice. Another concern I have
about workstations is that it is very easy
the fact that their audio division has
which I have suspected for some time
to produce a system which is a thinly but which were increasingly apparent at become reactive more than proactive.
As general purpose processors become veiled computer with ergonomics to
the Paris AES.
match. It is very difficult to assess the
more powerful, all you need to do is
The recession has not been kind to the
operational characteristics of a
write the software. The result has been
industry. Sales have been poor and for
workstation from a brochure. In contrast
a software driven fragmentation
many companies the little income which
to the sameness of most workstations,
was available has been used to stay afloat process. Hundreds of people have
the operator interface of the DSP
become disillusioned with their
rather than to fund R & D. Although
economic conditions are improving slowly, traditional employer, or have been made (Digital Studio Processing) system stood
redundant, and have gone into business out and may indicate a way forward.
we now have to face the legacy of the
I overheard a number of comments
making the easiest software driven
recession which is that for several years,
suggesting that this AES would indicate
fundamentally, very little new design has audio product, namely the digital -audio
that tape was dead. Such a view in my
workstation. The Paris AES was awash
been done. With few exceptions the
opinion is simplistic and misleading.
products displayed here were the result of with them, accounting no doubt for the
The DASH format is certainly reaching
dogged appearance of the ladies from
incremental improvements over earlier
the end of the road, but eight track
models, and hardly warrant any attention Sypha who have seen their database
cassette and DAT are alive and well.
grow exponentially. Since there is very
in a column of this kind. In that respect,
this AES Convention was disappointing
because there was nothing new, nothing
really exciting; a bit like the AES Journal
in fact. As the industry recovers things
will get better, but my view is that this
will be a slow process and we may be in
for a number of unremarkable trade
shows in the mean time.
The nature of audio equipment is
changing. In the good old days, audio
equipment was invariably imperfect and
it was quite normal to spend a lot of time
fiddling with the equipment to make it
work properly and choosing microphones
whose defects were not highlighted by
the sound to be recorded. With the
exception of loudspeakers, today's
equipment is reaching quite close to the
sound -quality ideal. We are starting to
take the quality for granted and to
compare on economic grounds. This is not
necessarily a bad thing. We should not
-.
confuse the means with the end. If, for
Seen
for
the
first
time in Paris: the 16 -fader AMS Neve Logic 3
wellexample, the end is the creation of
Travel to the 98th European
AES Convention was disrupted
for many exhibitors by the
industrial action of French
seamen which turned a one -hour crossing
to Calais into a six-hour cruise to

The Paris Palais de Congres
recently hosted the most
vibrant European AES
Convention of recent years.
John Watkinson, Zenon
Schoepe and Kevin Hilton
were in the thick of it

\
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Before audio discovered hard disks, they coexisted
with tape in the computer industry for decades and
I see no reason why things should change now.
Simple economics dictates otherwise. The relative
costs of storage on RAM disk and tape stay the
same as the absolute cost of all three come down. A
few years ago it became economic to store small
quantities of audio on hard disk, just as today it
has become possible to do the same in memory
using, for example the Vamos or Nagra solid-state
recorders. However, for mass storage, tape will
always win the economic race. A robotic tape
cassette or cartridge library is cheaper than a disk
farm and takes up less space. In standby it
consumes little power. In the IBM robocart the
tape is in containers having only one spool. The
other spool is in the autolacing transport, making

the tapes half as big as conventional cassettes. The
logical audio system of the future will be a hybrid
of RAM, disk and tape in order to give a range of
speed -cost facilities. That future is not far away.
It is 13 years since I left a mass storage job in
the computer industry. Back then a gigabyte was
serious stuff. Finding a large IBM storage system
at an AES Convention was a bit like coming home
after a long absence. My, how the kids have grown.

John Watkinson

Recording
This was not a show of tumultuous product
launches for the recording and post sectors in the
the way that Autumn's San Francisco event was,
but rather a case of enhancements and upgrades.
While SSL's Axiom digital desk, SL9000
analogue desk and DiskTrack random-access
multitrack undoubtedly attracted a lot of attention
for European first- timers, users of the company's
existing products enjoyed some tweaks.
New automation features for G Plus systems
included the ability to input song -tempo maps and a
selectable mix data join which permits faders and/or
cuts to be joined between mixes. Version 4 software
for Scenaria now includes cycle -based automation,
fader trim, autoglide and snap automation plus the
ability to edit automation off-line. Remote mic amps
are now supported and there are additional EQ
curves, events list editing and a multichannel audio
waveform overview display. OmniMix got enhanced
hierarchical submix displays, phase reverse on HSM
mix elements for things like mix minus feeds,
extended surround sound spatial processing with
the addition of a `centre size' function and more
reverb control parameters.
News that DAR equipment will be supported by
sister Carlton Communications company SSL in
the US was backed up the release of networking
plans. Part of DAR's open media drive -the two
Carlton Communications companies have entered
into a development programme to create a practical
media interchange standard -its network permits
audio from remote machines to be displayed on a
local station and stereo segments to be audiotioned.
It was backed up with Sabre Digital Audio
Workstation getting the Plus treatment for 16track projects, up to 20 -hours of hard disk and four
hours of optical. There is a high -resolution monitor
display and optional advanced signal processing for
58 Studio Sound, March 1995

Moving into serious mies -E -V with the
RE2000
mixing, panning, EQ, aux sends and returns.
Dutch manufacturer Augan revealed three
target develoment plans its OMX magneto- optical
disc -based Digital Audio Workstations. All
machines will be switchable for 16, 20 and 24 -bit
operation, Augan's networking capabilities will be
enhanced with the arrival of 100Mbit links next
year but the imminent arrival of the 2.6Gbyte M-0
drive will realise the most significant
development
machine that is capable of playing
back eight channels of audio from one drive and
OMF- compatible video on another. It is a direction
the company believe things will go.
Traditional desks launches were meagre the
most notable of which was Amek's 501 by Langley
live console
stripped down derivative of the
Recall sporting Showtime live automation, virtual
dynamics and a virtual- outboard-effects -control
module which will be made available across them
company's SuperTrue recording and Showtime
equipped products. The software has on- screen
templates for popular effects units allowing MIDI
control of parameters tied into scene changes and
real -time automation. Other bolt -ons for Showtime
are a relay interface for firing playback sources
from cues and a software -based matrix to expand
the hardware matrices on the Recall and 501.
Tweaks to existing desks included the release of a
Magtrax film monitoring panel for the Soundcraft
DC2000 moving-fader board, making it by far the
cheapest console to be equipped for multiformat work.
Dutch company Technica del Arte revealed an
innovative approach to digital mixing with the Lupa
console. DSP and I-0 rackmounts can be controlled
totally from a Windows program or individual pot
and fader controls can be substituted or paralleled
by moving pot, switch and fader modules allowing a
mix and match approach to be adopted.
The desk is built in 8- channel blocks and can be

-a

-a

interfaced digitally to Tascam DA88 and ADAT
machines in addition to AES -EBU, SPDIF, SDIF and
optical. Each channel has a noise gate, compressor expander, 3 -band EQ, adjustable high -pass filter,
6 auxes, pan, PFL, mute, fader and a peak meter.
Traditionalists flocked to Tube -Tech to view
the EQ1A, all-valve, 5 -band EQ with high and low
cuts. A single channel unit, the three mid bands
are fully parametric with ±20dB in addition to HF
and LF ±15dB shelves and switchable 6 /12dB -peroctave high and low -cut filters. All bands have
switched frequencies and are individually
bypassable and it looks beautiful. It also employs a
valve op -amp similar in principle to those employed
in early analogue computers.
Mic activity was high. Schoeps showed what
they described as the smallest classical professional
condenser in the CCM, which uses a non -electret
condenser transducer with a low impedance output
stage capable of operating at 12V and 48V phantom
powering with automatically switched current to
ensure consistent maximum SPL performance.
Characteristics and performance of the
omni cardioid is said to correspond closely to that of
the Collette series.
Sennheiser majored on radio mic systems with
the EM2004 Mikroport Diversity receiver offering
16 switchable frequencies within a UHF bandwidth
of 24MHz, the SKM5000 VHF hand -held
transmitter, and the SK2032 VHF budget bodypack
transmitter with six switchable frequencies,
external charging contacts and operation between
138 and 250MHz.
Electro -Voice are making a bid for serious studio
mic territory with their RE2000 condenser. The mic
offers transformer coupling, very low self-noise and
atenuation -roll off switching. Already field tested with
selected audio people, the Re2000 promises much.
Bruel & Kjaer contented themselves with the
limited 100-unit run of the 4040 valve mic and a
hydrophone. The DPA8010 is aimed at underwater
recording, humid envirionments or recordings in
gas -filled encloures. It is omnidirectional,
frequency compensated, has phantom power and a
built -in preamp.
Retrofitable moving-fader desk automation got a
lift with Audiomation demonstrating an affordable
package based on Apple Mac called Audiomate 64.
Features included touch-senitive faders and off-line
editing. At the same time AD Systeme showed a
moving-fader option available as a mix and match
for their existing Optifile Tetra system which
employs the same screen -based user interface.
A European AES would not be complete without
some innovative or problem-solving products.
Ultrasone Electroacoustics have developed
what they claim is the first 4- channel headphone
which reproduces the positional information effects
of multichannel recordings in the same that
speakers do while Harmonia Mundi revealed
digital interfaces for Sony's DPS series of effects
units (BB101) and the BB105 which upgrades
Yamaha's price- breaking ProMix 01 digital desk for
full and direct digital 16- channel operation with
Tascam, Alesis and ADAT, and Sony Hi8 digital
8- tracks machines.
Expanding their range of convertors, Prism
Sound introduced the DA -1 high resolution
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Introducing the Telex FMR -450
professional UHF wireless mic.
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The Telex, FMR -450 UHF Wireless Microphone delivers the
impeccable sound you get only from a UHF system
at a price
that sounds remarkably like VHF.
This new professional microphone breaks through old sound
barriers with lawless audio response. And because it operates
within the UHF band from 524 MHz to 746 MHz, you always get
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clean sound and virtually no interference or congestion. This
means you can operate up to 50 systems simultaneously in a
single location.
Plus like all Telex products, we designed the FMR -450 to hold
up uider the most demanding conditions.
and other Telex
For further information on the FMR -450
wired and wireless microphones, headsets and wired and
wireless intercoms
please contact one of our offices
listed below.
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THE WIRELESS INNOVATOR.
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APWIN... Windows Software for System One and System Two
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Ten years on from the 1985 NAB launch of the System One, AP bid for a second

industry standard test set

A and also the SNS4 noise shaper. The SNS4
offers four `graduated' noise -shaping alternatives,
employing progressively more shaping.
Capitalising on the reputation gained by the
System One over many years, Audio Precision
introduced the System Two and APWIN, Microsoft
Windows application. Intended to provide test and
measurement solutions suited to the advancing
world of digital audio-without abandoning that of
analogue -the System Two will be contesting
T & M turf into the next decade. Zenon Schoepe
D

Postpro Broadcast
With Europe's two premier broadcast technology
shows set to go head -to-head later this year, it was
surprising to see the amount of broadcasting and
postproduction related audio equipment exhibited
in Paris. At some turns it seemed more like a radio
event than a general professional sound display.
Digital and disk technology continued to
dominate proceedings
statement that is now
more likely to be greeted with disinterest as
opposed to whoops of joy. Towering above all PCbased Digital Audio Workstations was SSL's latest,
the Axiom, with which the company hope to finally
eliminate tape from the studio equation.
Featuring a fully digitally, completely automated
mixing console, integral hard -disk storage -editing
(up to 96- channels of concurrent access), a resource
management system offering shared access to full
analogue and digital ins and outs, and full reset
capabilities, the Axiom can be specifically
configured for a particular facility's needs.
SSL Marketing Director Colin Pringle
commented, `It is the industry's first opportunity to
have a digital -audio production system built to
order, according to the application.' The first

-a

installation of the system has been confirmed at
BBC Radio outside broadcasts, which is using a
48- channel version with 48 -track DiskTrack.
Digital Audio Workstations with more modest
ambitions were very much in evidence around the
Palais des Congres. DAR introduced the Sabre Plus,
a compact, economical extension of their established
edit console, which features up to 20 hours of storage
and optical disc drives with 4 track -hours capacity.
The company also announced new networking and
Open Media facilities for all their range.
Harmonia Mundi displayed the upgraded pdae
(Penguin Digital Audio Editor), which can now
compile programs directly from DAT and -or CD
without loading or unloading hard disks. Upgrades
were popular, with Akai introducing v1.3 software
for the DD1500 dedicated postproduction Digital
Audio Workstation.
A new range of integrated digital-audio products
came from Avid, building on v3.0 software and
giving end -users up to 16- channels of audio and
video from the budget digital player-recorder
configurations for AudioVision and AudioStation.
Claiming to be the first PC -based Digital Audio
Workstation specifically designed to work under
the Microsoft Windows 95 multitasking operating
system, PyraMix from Merging Technologies can
be connected to such multitrack recorders as
Alesis ADAT and Fostex RD -8.
Other usual suspects included DigiDesign's
Pro Tools, Sonic Solutions, Soundscape,
Spectral Synthesis and Studio Audio & Video,
with all the manufacturers attempting to provide
the best possible user -interface, given that most
editors find the mouse a cumbersome device.
Otani, who introduced a 2Gb hard drive for the
RADAR system, have also worked on the matter of
interfacing, displaying the RADAR -GIU, a
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prototype graphical interface. Two of the most
popular control surfaces currently on the market
are from JL Cooper, and Penny & Giles, who
have introduced a motorised joy-stick for surround sound mixing.
With the continuing boom in home cinema and
the growing awareness of multichannel
soundtracks, which can have an immense artistic
impact on a movie, surround sound is becoming a
priority for a number of manufacturers.
One of the specialists in the field, Magtrax,
have collaborated with Soundcraft to develop the
Interact TV routeing and monitoring interface for
the DC2000 moving-fader console.
Up to six independent outputs for monitor
speakers can be accommodated by the system,
along with automatic encoder-decoder insertion,
while the console's group outputs are used as
inputs to Magtrax TV's own routeing matrix.
Soundcraft's Mike Mann estimates that the system
adds £3,500 to £4,000 to the cost of a DC2000,
offering an integrated Dolby Surround console for
under £20,000.
On similar lines, Otani showed the PicMix, which
can be directly integrated into all of the company's
mixing consoles, as well as non -Otani multitrack
mixers. Offering up to 32-inputs, the basic modules
can be installed into a 19-inch rack and support all
current surround formats: Dolby Stereo, Dolby
Digital, DTS Digital and Sony SDDS Digital.
AMS Neve have also recognised the growing
demand in this area and now offer the Logic 3 and
AudioFile Spectra package with a dual joy-stick
pdule', while the Logic 3 itself got its first public
showing in 16 -fader form.
The other broadcast speciality evident in Paris
in almost unprecedented numbers was radio
automation. Studer Digitec introduced the
integrated Numisys II system, which now features
an improved acquisition software module, and
additional elements like loop management and the
naming of cuts in EDL.
Now that the ever -acquisitive Harman Pro
Group owns DAVID (Digital Audio and Video
System Integration and Development), this
company's editing -mixing software has been
integrated into Numisys IIFrench companies Audio Follow and Netia have
jointly introduced ABC (Audio Broadcast Concept), a
modular digital system for both radio and television
which automates recording, editing, archiving,
management, scheduling, and transmission.
Back with the multinationals, Siemens have
upgraded the CARAT (Computer -Aided Radio and
Television) system, which now adds archiving to its
other functions. During AES, live demonstrations
were given by Radio CD, an Austrian station who
have installed CARAT into their Vienna HQ.
Completing this radio feast were two Australian
contenders, ABC -Digital with the D -CART Digital
Audio Workstation and the new D -RADIO virtual
console, and Ogenic Technologies, who were
making their debut in Europe and are looking for
new distributors. Like their Antipodean rival, they
manufacturer digital audio storage -playout and
automation systems. The difference is that they still
deal with traditional analogue desks. How quaint.
`

Kevin Hilton

Audio Data Compression
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"apt-X audio compression
gives me quality
without compromise."
Jesse Rae
SINGER SONGWRITER

Cult Scottish funk artist Jesse Rae is yet

another convert to direct dial digital recording
using the apt-X based 3D2 and DSM100
Digital Audio Transceivers. Jesse joins
growing list of over 300 studios

a

- worldwide -

who use the DSM100 for recording over
both ISDN and Switched 56 networks.
When quality counts
is the

- apt -X audio coding

prefered choice. Ask over 100

leading manufacturers of professional

audio equipment who, after careful
evaluation. have opted for the most

robust

-

and most apt compression

solution. apt -X based equipment is
now incorporated in a wide variety
of products from digital cirema
playback systems to STLs
making it the natural choice for

-

audio professionals.
The apt-X audio compression

solution is equally applicable
to storage and editing
applications and is available
component, board level
and software products.
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Listen, then decide.
Call APT for details.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND:
TEL: +44 10)1232 371110
US OFFICE: 1E_: +

1

213 463 2963

JAPAN OFFICE TEL +81 3 3520 1020
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FRIENDLY CABLE

Any cable failure often results in problems where the
original cause is extremely difficult to detect. The
reliability and quality of Mogami cable ensures those
problems do not arise. Long -life, safety, efficiency and
economy make Mogami the No. 1 choice for cable.

J

BANTAM PATCH CORDS

HIGH DEFINITION 75Q AUDIONIDEO CABLES

LONGFRAME PATCH CORDS

MIDI SYNCHRO CABLES

STEREO MIC. CABLE AWG #24 (0.226M2)

CL2 RATED SNAKE CABLES

CONSOLE WIRING CABLES

CL2 RATED SUPER- FLEXIBLE STUDIO
SPEAKER CABLES

AES /EBU 11052 DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE

SCSI -II SINGLE ENDED A CABLE

PARALLEL DIGITAL VIDEO CABLE

MULTICORE CABLES WITH AND WITHOUT
OVERALL SHIELD

CALL OUR DISTRIBUTORS FOR A FREE CATALOGUE AND /OR MORE INFORMATION:
AUSTRALIA: GREATER UNION VILLAGE TECHNOLOGY (02) 550 5488 AUSTRIA: DIETMAR KOLLER RECORDING EQUIPMENT (0222) 450 43 43
CANADA: CABLETEK ELECTRONICS LIMITED (604) 942 -1001 CROATIA: AUDIO VIDEO CONSULTING (38) 41 624 622' DENMARK: D A DIS - RIBUTION APS (31) 61 07 55
FINLAND: SOUND MEDIA OY (0) 629 669 FRANCE: D.M.2.J. SARL (1) 39 57 90 44 - GERMANY: AUDIO- VERTRIEB PETER STRUVEN GMBH ('04106) 6 99 99
HONG KONG: ODYSSEY ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 5- 89881'11. JAPAN: MIT INC (03) 3439-3755 KOREA: AVIX TRADING COMPANY (02) 565 2565
NEW ZEALAND: DENCO AUDIO LTD (3) 3790743 NORWAY: LYDROMMET A.S. 22 37 02 18 SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 TECHNICAL SERVICES PTD. LTD. (065) 748 9333
SOUTH AFRICA: EMINENTLY MORE SUITABLE S.A. (PTY) LTD. (011) 482 4470 SPAIN: MEDIA -SYS. S.L. (93) 426 65 00 SWEDEN: TAL & TON ELEKTRONIK AB (031) 80 36 20
SWITZERLAND: ZAP SONO (22) 340 -05 -70 TAIWAN: SEA POWER CO. LTD (02)298 2688 THAILAND: VIDHYA SUVANICH (2) 321 4426
THE NETHERLANDS: MAARTENS SOUNT & VISION (0) 513'0 29120 U.K.: STIRLING AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD. (071) 624 -6000 USA: MARSHALL ELECTRONICS INC. (310) 390 -6608
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TEST EQUIPMENT

MEYER SIM SYSTEM II

The Miles Davis Hall at the Montreux Jazz Festival has seen consistent use of SIM to optimise the

arena sound

Everybody knows something
about Meyer's SIM system. It
is powerful, expensive, and has
been used for setting up some
of the biggest touring rigs on the road.
What few seem to know, although a lot of
people think they do, is what it actually
does and how. Everyone I have spoken to
while preparing this review has made
some false assumption about it.
Which is curious in a way, as its

name alone should dispel the most
common misconception, which is that it
takes charge of a system and
automatically optimises it. SIM stands
for Source Independent Measurement
-no mention of correction, equalisation
or any kind of automated control, just
measurement. The key to its uniqueness
is the first part -Source Independent
-which means quite simply that it can
measure audio performance using not
just tones or noise but any sufficiently
broad -band signal, including, of course,
music. This, along with its enormous
power and flexibility, is what has led to
the application most often associated
with it-setup and measurement, even
during the show, of large -scale PA rigs.
This is just one of many uses, and
indeed the one requiring the most

hardware. A basic system, without the
multichannel add-ons, can run two
versions of the software, Lab and Stereo,
to provide measurements of individual
items of equipment or simple stereo
systems such as studio monitors. Such a
setup comprises the main processing
unit, complete with diskette and
removable hard drive, an S -VGA
monitor and a qwerty keyboard, plus
connection snakes and a measurement
microphone, which, of course, is only
required if acoustic signals are involved.
Meyer's preferred reference microphone
is the B &K 4007. The main processor is
built round a PC, and indeed the
software will run on any suitable PC in
order to allow examination and printing
of measurement results. SIM will also
save results in ASCII format for
processing in external applications such
as spreadsheets.
The processor incorporates a flexible
noise and sine -wave signal generator,
and there are three measurement
inputs, one for the signal being
presented to the system under test, one
for its output, and one for the
measurement microphone. Which
combination will be required depends on
the job in hand, but the point is that

SIM compares any two of its inputs,
calculating the transfer functions and
allowing several sets of information
about the performance to be displayed in
real time. The multiple inputs allow all
kinds of comparisons to be made. For
example, the behaviour of an electronic
device can be measured; the acoustic
output of a loudspeaker can be
compared with its electrical input; a
system comprising a room, a
loudspeaker and a corrective equaliser
can be assessed for overall performance
or have the individual elements of the

Widely known but widely
misunderstood, Meyer's
SIM system needed a
reintroduction to pro- audio.
Dave Foister studied the
System in the studio and
on the road, and has made
a new friend
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Various FFT windowing functions are commonly
used for different types of measurement, and SIM
automatically uses the most appropriate -Hanning,
half Hann or Flat Top -for each function so as to
give the most reliable results.
All this would be relatively straightforward
under ideal steady -state conditions, using pink
noise as a test source. SIM's power comes
principally from its ability to do all this with music
as the source in much more difficult situations, such
as acoustic measurements where noise
contamination is a problem, and it has several
techniques for dealing with this. The first is a
simple amplitude threshold in each frequency bin
there is not enough signal, it will not try to take
a measurement. Even if there is signal present, the
possibility remains that it has come from something
other than the test source, so SIM calculates how
much of the output power of the device under test is
due to the input to produce a figure called
Coherence (from which is also derived a signal -tonoise value). If the Coherence falls below a set
threshold, the data is ignored, although either the
Coherence itself or the resulting signal -to-noise is
always shown on the display as an additional trace
against frequency. This can be helpful in spotting
where there are difficulties and where
measurement may not be possible under current
conditions. Finally, in order to produce a steadier
display and to further eliminate random elements,
successive readings are averaged before display.
The number of samples to be averaged is selectable
(2 -16), lower numbers giving a faster screen
response and higher ones giving more reliable data.
The Coherence threshold is linked to the number of
averages, becoming less critical as more averages
are used. This is all performed on a frequency -byfrequency basis; those bins where there is plenty of
useable signal will produce their sections of the
trace quickly, while frequencies which are only
present occasionally will wait until the chosen
number of acceptable samples are available for
averaging. This means that the trace gradually fills
itself in like a join- the -dots puzzle and then
continues to update itself, those areas with the
strongest signal updating most quickly. Data are
averaged in FIFO (First In First Out) buffers, which
means that at any time any point on the trace is
showing the average of the last 16 (or whichever
number has been selected) values.
SIM's averaging process is all the more powerful
because for most purposes it uses vector averaging,
where both magnitude and phase (or real and

-if

SIM installed at the mixing position alongside the equipment racks
chain measured. In all cases, the source signal can
be either the internal generator or any suitable
external signal, including music and speech.

Measurement
The first and simplest measurement is spectrum
analysis, which shows a dense (24 points per
octave) series of vertical lines representing the
spectrum of the selected signal There are two
displays, showing the spectra of the chosen
reference and the signal being measured. With a
sine wave as the source, THD can be read directly
from the data area, which is always present in
some form giving extra information about the
display currently being viewed. For example, there
is a movable cursor on most traces, and its exact
position in terms of frequency and dB of gain is
shown in the cursor status box, making it easy to
pinpoint peaks, dips and other phenomena.
The most frequently seen SIM screen shows the

frequency response, displaying amplitude and
phase measured against frequency. Before these
measurements can be taken, the measured signal
and the reference signal must be accurately
synchronised with each other, otherwise any
attempts at FFTs will be meaningless. One of
SIM's most powerful and intriguing features is its
Delay Finder, which shows the amount of signal
delay through a system and automatically
compensates for it. By performing Inverse Fourier
Transforms on the signals it produces a display
which effectively shows the impulse response of the
system, and it is very bizarre to watch what looks
like a single impulse settle on the screen while
continuous music or noise plays through the
64 Studio Sound, March 1995

system. When measuring an electronic device the
result will be a single spike, and although it may
seem odd to be calculating the inherent delay of a
signal processor it must be remembered that
digital devices will always have a certain amount
of processing delay, which must be corrected for
when making measurements. The importance is
even clearer with loudspeaker measurements to
allow for the transmission of sound through the air,
and in this case the delay finder is likely to reveal
more than one impulse as the measuring mic picks
up the reflections from the room surfaces. The
cursor will normally lock on to the biggest peak,
and then SIM will set an internal delay line to
exactly the value of the offset in order to bring the
measured pair of signals into line. The cursor's
peak track mode can be overridden, allowing the
delay to be aligned to a different point -in a
multiple loudspeaker setup, for example
required.
Once this is done, frequency- response
measurement can begin. SIM performs FFTs at
48 points per octave (reducing below 80Hz) using a
complex series of calculations to provide a
logarithmic frequency scale without the excessively
large data handling which a more straightforward
approach would require. This gives an unusually
high LF resolution using a time window for data
capture of 640ms, the rate at which the screen
display is updated under normal circumstances.
The result is a trace on the upper screen of
amplitude against frequency, and on the lower
screen of phase against frequency, both with
variable vertical scales and horizontal zooming.
Smoothing can be applied to the traces (not the
data itself) to clarify the display.

-if

The back of the SIM with the flails off
to the EQs

(tt WHEN SOUND IS THE MASTER

.

))

Letting sound command image was an exciting new concept
that was instantly acclaimed by both musicians and sound
engineers. Ever since multi -media brought image into
recording studios, sound/image synchronisation has been the
number one headache. We all know the drawbacks of systems
currently in use forwarding and rewinding the tapes...
plus various nasty surprises like sound slippage and clicks.
When time is of the essence and you don't want to compromise
on quality, you need a reliable machine with a full range of
possibilities. So... say goodbye to your old VTR... and let the
sound command the image
With the VIRTUAL VIDEO SLAVE, the picture is automatically
:

!

cued to the sound by way of
of a VTR.

a

Direct to Disk Video instead

All you need is a MIDI cable or an audio cable
(for SMPTE)... and BINGO... no more fooling
around with external synchronizers !

((l

How would you rather
spend your time ?

Rewinding
and forwarding your VTR
...or Making Music ?

MADE FOR PROFESSIONALS ))

The VVS's best feature ? It's easy to use

!

The VIRTUAL VIDEO SLAVE was created by a team óf
professional people who just couldn't find a machine on

the market that fit their specific needs. They wanted
something simple... a machine that was easy to use and
would save them lots of time and money.

((I

FAST, EASY TO USE, EFFICIENT

1))

The VIRTUAL VIDEO SLAVE machine is a digital animated
video image recorder that uses a hard disk for storage
and playback of full frame video in real time.
The soundtrack is ALWAYS the master and never the slave.
This is a totally new way of working with sound and pictures,

Music Composers, Post Prod Studios,
don't be a picture slave.
Now, VVS introduces the

Video HO-Tape Recorder

but once you've started using the VVS, you'll never go back
to the old way.
It had to be simple to use. No long training. no heavy
instruction book to plough through.
TURN IT ON... IT WORKS... IT'S FAST.
The MIDI slave mode makes it compatible with any computer
used for musical work or sound applications (Macintosh /PC/Atari)
and which uses sequencer software or a virtual sound editor.

VIRTUAL

time consuming manipulations of the usual tape
or cassette video player ! Just concentrate on the music
or the sound effects and the picture fits right in.
No external synchronizer is needed !
No more

IDEO'.
s IaJwF:

With your new VVS you'll see a big change in the way
you work - faster, cleaner, more professional. You concentrate
on your creativity. The machine does the rest. No more
winding, rewinding, no more miss and mess. And if you're
new in the field, you'll be glad you learned synchronisation
on a VIRTUAL VIDEO SLAVE
!

((I THE

VVS ADVANTAGES )))

The VVS does not need an external synchronizer.
Always a perfect sync because of the Direct to Disk mode.
The VVS is easy to use. Push the "PLAY" button on your
sequencer and it works.
The VVS is a new concept conceived by

a

user to help

other users.

VIRTUAL VIDEO SLAVE
SETS YOU FREE

The VVS can stock up to 50 video clips.
The VVS is 100% compatible with the MIDI and SMPTE
modes. The RS 422 mode is an option.
The VVS lets you concentrate on creative work and
eliminate the hassle of synchronisation.
And the last but not the least, the VVS costs much

less than you expect...

WANT TO KNOW MORE? FAX YOLR INQUIRIES TO
UVG
TEI
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Colour plot showing traces from live show in Paris Bercy: Group view Main
loudspeaker at 84.8 ms away Black = Room + SPKN (mic vs raw signal) Green
(inverted EQ out/EQ In) Red (Lower-ragged) = Room + SPKR coherence.
Red (Lower -straight) = I/EQ coherence Blue = Result (mic vs post EQ signal).
Red (Top) = Result coherence
imaginary parts) are taken into account to produce
a vector for each value. Random or periodic
contaminations should statistically tend to cancel
over a few averages, leaving nothing but the
required signal, and this produces the bizarre
situation where SIM can be showing a negative
signal -to -noise figure but still be extracting useful
data. Vector averaging relies on the time
relationship between the measured signals
remaining constant, so for conditions where this is
not possible
good example is outdoors where the
wind is blowing the sound about-RMS averaging
is also available.

-a

Operation
All of this sounds quite daunting, but SIM's
multiplicity of parameters and functions are
extremely logically laid out and soon become
familiar. Everything is available via drop -down
menus using a series of single keystrokes, with

shortcuts available using the usual combinations of
control and function keys for many operations.
A mouse port is fitted, but the software for using it
is not yet available.
Even when you start to get the hang of it,
however, it is still unnerving to see real detailed
measurement taking place with nothing but music
passing through the equipment. Reluctant to
accept it at face value, I compared two traces I had
taken of a monitoring system, one with music and
one with pink noise, and they overlaid almost
perfectly. As expected, the noise -derived trace was
quicker to produce, but the end result was in all
respects effectively identical. Having established
66 Studio Sound, March 1995
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that, there is something intuitively right about
measuring any audio chain -electronic or
acoustic -using the material one is intending to
put through it in actual use, and I quickly became
very comfortable with it. If I had had more time, I
would have been interested to align a tape machine
with it -the Delay Finder would deal with the
record-repro head gap, and bias and EQ could be
set to give the best fit with real music, not just
tones-surely more satisfactory. Meyer's European
Manager Jim Cousins, who has spent a lot of time
showing me the system and its various
applications, points out that SIM could be used, for
instance, to evaluate radio stations' received signal
compared with the studio feeds, something that
would otherwise be impossible for a 24 -hour
station. Several loudspeaker manufacturers use
SIM for selection and matching of drivers, and
there is even a story of an egg packing plant which
has installed SIM to detect bad eggs; the acoustic
properties of a bad egg differ sufficiently from those
of a good one to allow SIM to measure the
difference and reject it. Studios possessing a SIM
machine have been known to use it to time -align a
DI feed with a mic on an amp-a trivial use
perhaps, but it quickly becomes apparent that
SIM's applications are limited only by the
imagination, and that the image of the PA
alignment tool, while representative of the
possibilities, is still an over -simplification. While I
had the system I used it to measure a loudspeaker
in a detail I would otherwise have found impossible
(including deducing its crossover frequency from
the phase response); to check (with reassuring
results) the behaviour of my control -room monitors;

and to identify precisely a standing -wave LF ,
resonance in my studio, which I was then able to
blame on one particular dimension of the room.
Moving from the Lab to the Stereo version adds
extra routeing and comparison possibilities. A flail
from a rear -panel multipin allows SIM to be
inserted into a stereo system, typically before and
after equalisers treating a pair of monitor
loudspeakers, whose output would then be picked
up on measurements mies in the room. The flail
takes the place of the front-panel sockets, and the
generator must be connected separately.
The Stereo version introduces the different views
offered of what is going on at various points in the
system under test. There are now two channels,
each with three measurement points, labelled for
convenience EQ In (the source signal), EQ Out, and
Mic for the measurement microphone. This makes
it possible to look at the curve produced by the EQ,
the behaviour of the loudspeaker in the room, and
the overall response of the whole chain. A Group
view is available showing all of these
simultaneously, together with the Coherence trace,
at the expense of the phase display, and also allows
the inverse of the EQ response (1/EQ) to be
displayed. This is very useful when setting up
corrective equalisation, as the 1/EQ curve can be
overlaid on the Room + Speaker curve and an
attempt made to match it; if this is achieved, the
Result curve (the complete system) should become
more or less flat.
A chain to be measured must be set up as what
SIM calls a Branch, consisting of a loudspeaker, a
measurement microphone and the associated
internal delay. The Stereo version allows two such
Branches to be defined, and thereafter carries out
all the necessary switching and muting for the
various measurement procedures automatically.
This makes it possible to switch very quickly from a
study of a single loudspeaker to a view of the whole
system, and even to do what SIM calls a Lobe
Study, where the output of one speaker is measured
using the other speaker's microphone to look at its
off-axis behaviour and how the two will interact.

Live applications
These facilities become even more valuable when
measuring a PA system with multiple speaker
arrays and delay systems, and the multichannel
version reflects this in the flexibility offered by its
multiple input and output capability. Multichannel
use requires the addition of an interface unit-the
SIM 2403 -handling eight EQ in -out points and
eight measurement microphones, and SIM will
happily deal with up to eight 2403s giving a total of
64 possible measurement channels. Up to
16 Branches can be set up for each 2403, so that,
for example, a main cluster can be measured both
from an ideal listening position and from a point off
its axis, and even from the position covered by a
delay system to make comparisons. Once again, the
system intelligently handles all the required
speaker muting for the different measurements,
and it is therefore reassuring to note that Show
mode -for live measurements during
performance -disables this feature altogether. It is
also recommended to move the interface snakes
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software for the world's most popular graphical user interface.
Audio Precision is proud to announce Windowsbased APWIN audio testing software for the
System One and System Two audio analyzers
n APWIN may be purchased as an upgrade for use
with all existing System One hardware
APWIN is standard with System Two hardware
APWIN for Microsoft Windows 3.1 or Windows for
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release time
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instrument control panels per screen
page
5 screen pages cf settings and graphs store with
each test
Up to 6 parameters per color graph
Dual graphics cursors with delta readouts
View multiple readouts and bargraphs simultaneously with control panels
Standardized Windows interface for ease of use
Copy and paste to Windows word processors and
spreadsheets
Mu tiple

TM

E

display and control of AES/EBU status

bits

Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075 -3070
P.O.

800 -231 -7350
(503) 627 -0832,
FAX: (503) 641 -8906

The recognized standard in Audio Testing

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS. Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd.. Tel. 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel: (1)81504 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV. Tel. 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA.. Tel (21) 3259221 Bulgaria: ELSINCO. he. Strelbishte. Tel: (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution, Tel. (416) 696 -2779 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Int) Co. Ltd., Tel: 2424 -0387 Croatia: AVC Audio Video Consulting. Tel (41) 624
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Your digital audio
problems solved !
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to a special hard -wired Safe multipin for the show.

Now you can aford to take the
aggravation from digital interfacing
with this new low cost hand held
Serial Digital Audio AnalyserfEditor
AES / SPDIF Inputs

Audio monitoring will >tereo headphones or
Internal Speaker

Link Errors, Samp1ng frequency
and channel Status Displays
AES and SPDIF output; with selectable
Channel Status bits
Internal Rechargeabb Eattery or

Mains Power
Error Hold function for unattended
digital transfers or in:ermittent faults
Switchable terminati n75fl 1100 & off
BNC outputs allow the measurement of:

jitter input, input w »dlength and eye pattern.

"Packed with features and at this
price a must for the digital audio
engineer...Impressive stuff !"
Audio Media
"A piece

of test eq:tipment that no

studio or broadcaster using digital
audio can afford to be without"
Studio Sound.

Audio Digital Technology
178 High Street
Teddington Middlesex

TW 118HU
4546
Tel +
Fax +44 (0) 181 943 1545

thousands of people may now be soaking up the
sound, the wind has changed direction, and the
humidity and temperature have increased.
When the system is running satisfactorily, the
resulting curves can be stored in memory-each
Branch can have up to eight sets of curves stored.
These can then be recalled during the show in
order to be compared with the live measurements.
Besides this, curves measured in different positions
in the house can be compared to check consistency
of level and frequency response. SIM can show the
complete Group of curves for both live and
memorised results simultaneously, and by clever
use of colour it manages to do it in a readable
form-once you are used to the display, everything
is clearly visible and comparisons are easy to make.
Multichannel mode provides an additional
measurement procedure called Mic Compare,
which allows unknown measurement microphones
to be checked against a known reference. It can
also be used, for instance, to set up equalisation for
a hairline radio mic or a floor -mounted float by
comparing its output to an ideally -placed

Suitably set up in the venue, SIM makes quick
work of aligning individual speaker arrays,
spotting acoustic problems- reflections,
cancellations, speakers in less than ideal
positions -and time -aligning delay speakers and
front fills. Placing an extra loudspeaker on stage
allows the entire rig to be time -aligned back to the
stage to help pull the image down to where it
should be. All these measurements can be carried
out quickly before a sound check using noise; the
result should be a PA system which the mix
engineer can rely on to produce his desired sound
throughout the house. This is an important point
-the role of the SIM operator is not to interfere
with the mix engineer's sound but to enable him to
trust the PA and not to have to equalise round its
deficiencies, and moreover to keep the PA
optimised as conditions change. `Optimised' need
not mean flat; it can also mean following a house
curve or adjusted for best intelligibility in difficult
conditions. The point is that SIM allows it to be
kept the way the engineer wants it even though

TECHNIQUE AN
Meyer Sound's decision to develop acoustic
analysis equipment grew out of the company's
inherently perfectionistic approach to audio. The
objective was to ensure that the result arriving at
the audience's ears was always as close as
possible to whatever the performers, sound
designer and mix engineer intended. This
entailed devising a method of minimising the
effects of the performance space itself-whether
room, hall or stadium-enabling a loudspeaker
system to be restored almost to its original free field behaviour.
The principles of Source Independent
Measurement were refined over an 8 -year period
through laboratory analysis and field research in
concerts and theatrical performances. John
Meyer spearheaded the research, assisted by SIM
Engineer Bob McCarthy and, later, Senior
Software Engineer Jim Isom. The original
research equipment consisted of a Hewlett Packard 2- channel FFT analyser, controlled by
an HP portable computer running proprietary
software, together with Meyer -designed external
switching networks for automated access to
multiple system branches and microphones.
Being designed primarily for laboratory and
industrial applications, the HP analyser made
SIM equalisation a somewhat involved and
tedious process. However, the principles of SIM
were proven to be remarkably effective at
optimising complex sound systems and
compensating for room interactions. It was a
natural progression of Meyer's loudspeaker
system research, which had already
encompassed: a patented, low- distortion horn
driver; the first arrayable enclosures; crossover controller units which combined frequency and
phase response alignment, and a complementaryphase parametric equaliser.
All these steps contributed to the final result.
Firstly, the loudspeakers themselves had to be

D

DEVELOPMENT
capable of providing significantly low levels of
distortion, as distortion can be misinterpreted as
an HF lift. Secondly, the design of the speaker
drivers and the arrayable enclosures had to
ensure -for maximum SIM accuracy-minimal
coverage overlap between the components of a
multi- speaker system.
Thirdly, sophisticated controller -processor
electronics were required to enable the speakers
to be driven as effectively and as safely as
possible, with Meyer's parametric equaliser
specifically designed to minimise phase errors.
And then the final result -the development of a
highly sophisticated measurement tool which
enables sound engineers to check that the entire
system is delivering the best possible results
-irrespective of where it is installed.
The rationale behind the SIM development
programme was that conventional FFT acoustic
analysers were too slow and too inflexible to do
the job effectively. Meyer felt that there was
considerable room for improvement and had some
very clear ideas as to how this could be achieved.
SIM is, as its name implies, independent of the
source -making it possible to use it accurately
and unobtrusively during a performance.
Audiences do not listen to test tones and pink
noise, so why not use real music as the source?
And with real music, SIM is amplitude accurate
to ±0.1dB. Again, as its name implies, SIM is
purely a `measurement' tool. It offers only
information to operators, who can use their
human judgement and experience to decide
whether or not to act on the information.
SIM System II is one of the fastest, most
powerful and flexible acoustic signal analysis
systems available today. It was granted an R&D
100 Award in America in 1992
prestigious
award reserved purely for major technological
and scientific advancements.
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Apogee Sound U.K.
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In Italy

Audio Equipment SRL
Tel: 39- (0)39-200 -0312
Fax: 39-(0)39- 200 -4700
In Austria

Audiosales
Tel: 43-0)22-362-6123
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Colour plot showing nearfield monitor in control room. Propagation time = 1.56ms
Upper section shows: Room + SPKR, coherence and amplitude vs frequency.
Lower section shows room + SPKR and Phase vs frequency. Note *180 phase scale.
Wrap at about 80 Hz is LF delay from boundary conditions
conventional microphone-yet another example of
SIM's versatility.
The final stage in my introduction to SIM was
seeing it in action on a stadium performance of a
French touring show, Starmania. The venue was
the 10 000 -seat Bercy stadium in Paris, and the
show was SIMed by Marc de Fouquieres of Best
Audio with Jim Cousins explaining what he was
doing. The rig consisted of a main L -R pair of
Meyer MSL -5 arrays, outer arrays and four delay
groups of other, unknown custom speakers, and
20 Meyer subs and front fills. Eight measurement
microphones were rigged, and the system
thoroughly tuned prior to the surprisingly brief
sound check. EQ and delays were handled by a
BSS Varicurve for the main arrays and Yamaha
2040 4- channel delay -EQs for everything else.
Several sets of curves were stored, and during the
show comparisons made; it was immediately clear
that the speed of sound had increased by then, as
delay times needed to be shortened by over 1% to
maintain the earlier alignment- important when
you consider the combing effects caused by just
lms of delay. The absorption of the audience was
clear in the HF behaviour, and Marc was able to
monitor all sections of the rig continuously and
make any necessary adjustments. The show itself
was fairly straightforward-all the backings were
on tape, the singers had in -ear monitors, and the
stadium acoustic was surprisingly dry-but even so
the quality and consistency of the sound were quite
remarkable. At the mixing position-200 feet from
the stage-the rig sounded like a huge hi-fi.

quick that one can start to wonder why Meyer are
so insistent on their SIM Schools and on operators
being qualified. Despite its complexity, the system
soon becomes fairly intuitive, and it is only by
talking to experienced users such as Cousins and
de Fouquieres that one starts to appreciate the
ramifications, and that learning to use the machine
is only the first step. Interpreting the information
it gives is the next; for instance, it would be only
too easy for an inexperienced engineer, on spotting
a hole at 200Hz, to reach for the EQ, without
considering that it might be caused by acoustic
cancellation. The result would be crazy EQ curves,
overdriven amplifiers and speakers, and still a hole
at 200Hz. This is a basic example, but the
knowledge experienced SIM people have about
cabinet and crossover characteristics, acoustic
danger areas and treatments and the likely effects
of environmental changes speak volumes for the
kind of measurements only SIM seems capable of.
Which is a long- winded way of saying that SIM
is quite simply the most extraordinarily powerful,
flexible and yet intuitive measuring system I have
ever seen. Since learning what it can do, I have
found myself repeatedly wishing I had access to a
machine, even though I have little to do with large
PA systems; it strikes me that there is virtually
nothing in the audio sphere that it cannot measure
quickly and in detail, and with the reassurance
that it is measuring using the same raw material
as one's ears use to evaluate it, and the reason it
exists at all-music.

SIM school

Meyer Sound Labs Inc, 2832 San Pablo
Avenue, Berkeley CA 94702, USA.
Tel: +1 510 486 1166. Fax: +1 510 486 8356

Finding one's way round SIM is so surprisingly
70
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Controlled Power Amplifier,

Apogee's revolutionary DA -800 brings the power of intelligent digital control to
amplifier.

a

rugged professional

Featuring a large LCD display and a continuous -turn shaft encoder for each channel, the DA -800 offers powerful control and monitoring features when used as a stand -alone product, while multiple units may be interfaced to a host computer via the MediaLink® network.
The intelligent gain circuits allow channel -to- channel linking (with up to
recall upon power up, and control disable for installation work.

31

dB of offset), automatic level

800 watt per channel
output voltage,
temperature,
device, sending status reports to the front panel display selectively showing:
attenuation level (in .5 dB increments), AC mains voltage, load impedance, and true output wattage. These
parameters may be viewed simultaneously at the host computer, while remote control of level, phase
reverse, on -off, and circuit breaker re -set is available for large numbers of amplifiers in subgroups or individually as desired.

An on -board microprocessor

continually monitors all internal functions of the

a lot more than just advanced digital control; at the heart of the design is an ultra -quiet,
low distortion, very high power linear amplifier, expertly engineered for reliability and sonic purity.

The DA -800 offers

Companion products to the DA -800 are the DA -700 and DA -600 (700 and 600 watts -per-channel into 4 ohms,
respectively). And of course Apogee still makes the world's finest line of professional loudspeakers, too!
Call, write, or fax for more information today...

1150 Industrial Avenue
Petaluma. CA 94952
Ph.: (707) 778 -8887
Fax (707) 778 -6923
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lohn Watkinson

Bible better
The Art of Digital Audio, Second

Edition John Watkinson, Focal
Press, ÜK ISBN 0 240 51320 7.
It must be difficult writing a sequel to
the Bible. Let's face it, God hasn't got
round to it yet, although John
Watkinson has, and it only took him
five years. Mind you, in this field, half
a decade is the next thing to an
eternity, and technical developments
render reference books out -of -date
almost before the print is dry.
Watkinson has, nevertheless, set out
to provide a relatively complete and
up -to -date guide. How does he fare?
The first thing one notices about the
Second Edition is its similarity to the
First. Indeed, many chapters are
almost identical to their predecessors.
Others, of course, have developed in
keeping with the changing industry,
and there are many new chapters
covering a number of the latest
emerging technologies and techniques
such as MiniDisc, DCC, D -2, D -3,
optical drives, noise shaping and data
reduction. Included for the first time,
these topics have forced the number of
pages up from under 500 to nearly 700.
The printing, layout and diagrams
of the Second Edition are produced to
the same high standard as the first
and, despite the book being more
comprehensive, the style has also
become more accessible. Many
explanations are clearer than before
and there are more of them. There is
also a new 92 -page introductory
section of fundamental principles
which make it possible for more
potential readers to cope with the
AoDA without needing to refer to a
less involved text before launching in
at the deep end. There are omissions,
and a number of fields (such as the
increasing number of applications
using DSPs, and digital
implementations of emulations of

analogue processes) have been
skimmed rather than thoroughly
plumbed. Ultimately, however, it's
impossible to cover everything in a
single tome, and whether or not
Watkinson's compromises are the
best possible will surely be a matter
for the individual reader's taste.
In his preface of the new addition
Watkinson suggests, somewhat tongue
in cheek, that if the First was the
Bible, maybe we should refer to the
Second Edition as the New Testament.
It's not a bad idea, and one with which
I have no arguments-The Art of
Digital Audio remains the truth, is

The Art of

DIGITAL

AUDIO
Second Edition

subjected to a lot of technical jargon
on what is quite a complex subject.
Unfortunately the freedom from
complexity has been obtained by
omitting to explain how DAT works.
The reader is thrown straight in to
the mechanical alignment process
with no real knowledge of what he is
doing and why he is there. The
author has assumed that the reader
is familiar with the geometry of

rotary head recording and the
principles of digital audio.
Where this book does involve itself
with technical matters it comes
unstuck. The description of the
the delìniti
rndrrtihi hit+h
operation of a MASH noise -shaping
AD convertor is disturbingly flawed.
certainly not the whole truth, and
Elsewhere we are told that an eye
there are no apocrypha anywhere in
pattern is four sine waves lagging by
sight at all. As a bridge between
90° which is hilarious to the
introductory text and technical
experienced but unacceptably
dissertations or papers, the AoDA
misleading if this is only information
remains highly recommended.
Gordon Reid you have to learn from. The cover
states that a glossary is provided for
readers new to the DAT format.
Unfortunately the descriptions of
Azimuth, Frame and Track contain
errors. It could be argued that these
The DAT Technical Service
technical errors are allowable in a
Handbook Richard Maddox, Van
practically orientated book, but
Nostrand Reinhold, New York.
perhaps my greatest reservation
ISBN 0 442 01423 6.
comes in the fact that the mechanical
Although DAT was intended to be a
alignments are presented in the
consumer format to replace Compact
wrong sequence. The correct
Cassette, this did not happen for
procedure for setting up any rotary
political and other reasons. Despite
head transport is always to make
that setback, DAT found favour in the sure the tape tension is correct before
professional audio industry where it
adjusting the tape path around the
is now well established.
drum. This book proposes the reverse
The use of a format intended for
order be followed. I could not
consumers in a professional
understand the explanation of the
environment has not been without its
capstan speed adjustment. The book
moments and a number of users
claims that incorrect capstan speed
experienced embarrassing failures.
causes the absolute time display to be
Time has shown that many of these
off which is incorrect as it is locked to
were due to taking a machine straight a crystal. In my view if a sufficient
out of the box and putting it into
explanation of rotary head principles
service without performing any
and geometry had been given these
alignment checks. Almost inevitably,
errors would have been obvious and
interchange and error rate problems
could have been avoided. While the
were the reward. Fortunately the
book contains plenty of diagrams,
need for caution in selecting DAT tape virtually all of these have been copied
and the requirement for transport
straight from manufacturers service
alignment is now widely appreciated,
manuals without bothering to correct
and Studio Sound has played a part in the errors in them.
creating that awareness. There are
Allowing for the inevitable
now plenty of DAT machines in
translation errors, the service
service and some of them have
manuals available from the major
accumulated a lot of hours. With that
manufacturers are actually quite
background a book of this kind should good. In view of that I wonder what
be a welcome addition to a DAT user's value this book offers by repeating
library. This book is intended to be a
basically the same material. The UK
practical guide to DAT servicing and
price of £43 is extremely high for any
as such is written in commendably
book of this size and considering the
plain language, if a little
poor technical quality it is, in my
conversational. In that sense it
view, simply not worth the money.
succeeds because the reader is not
John Watkinson

DAT handbook
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THE SSHDR1
Sync it: Expand it! Use it!
Unlock the power of digital audio on the PC in
your studio without compromising audio quality or
synchronization issues and have real flexibility to
your system. Unlike
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Windows TM
MIDI
like

sequencers or random access
digital video and the ability to
expand your system up to 128

,
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i' all

tracks.

Hardware and powerful editing software from the same manufacturer gives perfect
compatibility and eliminates the `sorry man, its the (,/ Ir c .- guy's problem!' .

that WONT break the bank ... do
yourself a favor and DEMAND
DEMO at your local store today and find out why this
audio workstations in Europe over the past 12
Brrti h company have sold more digital
months than any other manufacturer.
Now

in the US, and with a price tag

Seamless integration with any WindowsT.
sequencer or editor

Expandable from 8 to 128 tracks
64 virtual tracks per unit

Powerful non- destructive editing tools: cut, move and
copy /real -time fades /copy from hard drive to active
arrangement/normalize process/repeat/loop record/
varispeed ( +1 -10%) /waveform display/stereo link
tracks/ compute tempo/stereo'. WAV file support

Software upgrades add new features
(n the works: Time stretch, pitch shift,
reverb, compression)

Mounts for 2 IDE hard drives within each rack unit
currently up to 3.4GB (101/2 hours recording time)
Full chase -lock sync

Software features 8 real time parametric EQ's per rack
unit assignable to any of the 8 tracks

'Crystal' 16bit A/D, 18bit D/A 64
oversampled converters
Analog in: 2 x RCA/cinch,
unbalanced - 10dBv / +4dBv

US Office:70-A Lakefield Road
Westlake Village
CA 91351

Analog out:
unbalanced

Digital in:

1

Digital out:

Tel: 805 495 7375
Fix: 805 379 2648

RCA/cinch,
4dBv

4 x
+

x

RCA/cinch, S /PDIF format

2 x

RCA/cinch,

Crichton House
Mount Stuart Square
Cardiff Bay

Cardiff CF1 6DR
Tel: +44 (0) 1222 450120
Fax: +44 (0, 1222 450130

S /PDIF

format

Input S/N Ratio: > 93dB un- weighted
Output S/N Ratio:

UK Office: -

x

>

113dB un- weighted

MIDI: in, thru, out

Rock solid synchronisation even with 386 machines

Back up to DAT recorder or any logical PC drive
Real time digital mixing with full automation via MIDI

even using multiple units

Optional: XLR balanced analog inputs and outputs,
AES/EBU Digital inputs and outputs (XLR)
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FEEDBACK

`quasi balanced receiver'.
I also agree that it is sad that the SSM division of
PMI (now part of Analog Devices) apparently rushed
into fabricating this less than perfect circuit. The
article in a past issue of Studio Sound referred to by
Mr Jane dealing knowledgeably with these balancing
issues is Ted Fletcher's `Balanced or balanced ?'
(Studio Sound, December 1981). In defence of the
one op -amp circuit, it is worth remembering that this
achieves useful results with unbalanced sources (see
Ted Fletcher's earlier `Balanced or Unbalanced ?'
(Studio Sound, November 1980), as well as having a
minimum signal path.
The balanced output stage that acts (almost) like
a transformer was developed some years ago and is
in universal use-as implemented in Analog
Devices' SSM-2142 IC, for example. More recently,
a higher performance alternative has been
patented and is available. When not needed for
isolation, I believe that the sound engineers' love of
transformers arises only in the context of the
mediocre -quality active electronics that passes in
much supposedly professional gear. At this point,
Mr Jane and I clearly agree: any analogue (or even
digital) equipment without balanced inputs is in
the toy' class.

increasingly not work properly, is the basis for the
immunity requirements in the EMC Directive.
Readers will be familiar with the restrictions on
Dear sir, with reference to the article `Spotlight on
use of personal electronic products when flying:
CMR' by Ben Duncan in the August 1994 Studio
they may not be aware that CD and DAT
Sound. While it was good to see this subject aired I
machines, portable computers, and cellphones, are
was most disappointed to see Mr Duncan
the worst offenders-interfering with the analogue
describing his Fig.2 as a balanced receiver. This
signals in the aircraft's navigation and attitude
receiver is differential but definitely not balanced.
control systems.
Look at my Fig.1 showing this circuit in its
Is Ben suggesting that such equipment should
simplest form. The input at A has a resistance of
not be allowed to be used in pro -audio
approximately 10kS2 to ground (via the virtual
environments either?
earth effect of the op-amp's negative input). The
If a manufacturer's products are really only
input at B has a resistance of 201d/ to ground
going to be used in environments where possible
(neglecting the op -amp's input impedance). While
interfering sources are well controlled and the test
driving this stage from a single ended or active
limits in the harmonised standards are
balanced source on a short line would give good
inappropriate, the manufacturer can use the
CMR assuming close tolerance parts, if driven by a
Technical Construction file route on compliance
long line or from a transformer the CMR will
with the EMC Directive. In some circumstances
degrade badly due to the unequal input impedance.
this would require no testing and could cost very
Fig.2 shows a topology which I think I originally
little indeed.
saw in Studio Sound. This circuit is balanced, and
Ben also appears to be having a problem with
by the right choice of components will give very
`expert assessment of EMC requirements [that]
good results. Fig.3 is the so called
varies immensely, depending on whom you
`Instrumentation' receiver, and although more
address.' I am sure I don't have to spell out that
complex, is also truly balanced. Both of these
you do not have to believe someone's own
circuits will give better results in practice when
assessment of whether they are an expert. Choose
used with an input pad as shown in Fig.4.
your experts carefully! Ask them what qualification
The topology in Fig.1 has been produced by
they have to speak knowledgeably about the
connection
manufacturers such as PMI, Analog Devices, and
pro -audio environment. Ask them what
Burr Brown for audio use and it is disappointing
Dear sir, please allow me to say that Neutrik, as
qualifications they have to speak knowledgeably
that they did not spend a little more time on the
the leading XLR manufacturer (at least that is our about how a (insert your type of company here) can
design before committing to silicon.
view), are well aware of the problems you raise and best comply with the EMC Directive. You will find
Mr Duncan's graph (Fig.3) of variation of CMR
indeed showed XLR's at the Paris AES which are
that the number of experts which pass both these
with component tolerance is as would be expected.
designed to allow them to survive this latest crisis.
tests are actually very small, and the advice they
1% gives 40dB, .1% gives 60dB and so on. However
I must also correct your statement that Neutrik
give will match more closely.
in the practical world the resistors are less of a
black XLR cable connectors are nonconductive. It is
Both myself, and Ian Ball of the EMC Test
problem then the capacitors. It is possible to buy or
true to say that they have been painted in the past Centre (whose letter was also featured in the `EMC
easily trim the resistive component. Obtaining close
but two years ago in view of EMC we developed, in
backlash') have direct access to both the UK and
tolerance capacitors is more difficult or expensive.
partnership with our plater, a new black
European EMC Test Labs Associations. These
However the point that I would make is that 40dB
chromating process and the connectors are
associations exist to harmonise the actual
of CMR is better than no CMR at all, and a great
conductive once again.
interpretations of the EMC Directive across the UK
deal of professional and semi professional
B. Weingartner, President, Neutrik
and Europe.
equipment does not have any balancing on inputs.
(UK) Ltd.
I have already had occasion to ask these
I find it very annoying to come across the new
associations for clarification of issues on which
Whizzbang box which Studio X has just bought to
certain EMC `experts' disagree. Their judgements
find that in order to interface it with their
are circulated to every EMC Competent Body,
equipment reliability requires me to balance it. The
and although they do not (yet) have the force of
extra cost at the manufacturing level is trivial, but
Dear sir, In `EMC: the Backlash' (Studio Sound,
law, following the judgements of these
at the end-user level is considerable. I would plead
February 1995) Ben Duncan seems to be put out
associations certainly qualifies as `best practice'
with equipment manufacturers to please balance
that good old analogue pro -audio is being `lumped
and as 'due diligence'.
your product. There is a huge market now in the
in with computers'. Unfortunately, this is what is
As far as the level playing field is concerned: the
semi professional area and much of this product is
actually happening in the real world-and it is not
not satisfactory in terms of interface.
ability to close down illegal competitors is a big
just computers either, the environment in which
And now a challenge to Mr Duncan and others.
plus. I know of several companies ( not in pro- audio,
purely analogue pro -audio equipment has to
Come up with a balanced output stage that acts
yet) who are eagerly awaiting the 1st of January
like a transformer! As a final aside, have you
function also includes: switch -mode power supplies
1996 so that they can shut down their competitors.
noticed how all that old equipment (Neve, Pultec
(even for desk lamps); cellphones (the new GSM
Causing major headaches, if not complete shut
and soon) is so well regarded? And they are all full creates much more interference than the older
down, for competitors who have ignored the EMC
of transformers! There is a lesson here somewhere.
analogue types); wireless microphones.
Directive can even be as simple as making a single
D W Jane, Auckland, New Zealand.
It also seems fairly obvious that analogue
phone call to an enforcement agency (Trading
pro -audio equipment must expect to be in close
Standards in the UK).
proximity to digital (computer technology based)
It is now much too late to even think of changing
pro -audio equipment. I know of one video- editing
the law on EMC.
suite where the interference field strength in the
Whingeing does not help any technical directors
I agree wholeheartedly with Mr Jane that the one
corridor outside is 7V/m, more than double the
with the EU Declarations of Conformity that they
op -amp circuit should not be called a 'balanced'
level in the generic immunity standard.
are legally required to sign for all products sold
receiver. The term is however common usage.
The realisation that the world is becoming very
after the 1st January 1996. It is time for
Ideally, we should all learn to use the less common
much more electrically noisy, and that products
constructive opinions and positive action.
expression'debalancer' (a double entendre!) or
which have no immunity to interference will
Eur Ing Keith Armstrong CEng MIEE MAES
74 Studio Sound, March 1995
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UNPRECEDENTED MONITORING ACCURACY
BENELUX
TransTec
(010) 414 -7055

FRANCE
D.D.D.
(1)- 4246 -8501

GERMANY
Audio Export
(07131)- 6247 -0
ITALY

AudioLink
(0521)- 598723
SPAIN
Audiofilo
(063)- 331156

SWITZERLAND
J &C

Intersonic

(056) 321850

UNITED KINGDOM
Munro Associates
(0171) 403 -3808
CANADA
Applied Electronics

"Proper acoustic construction is the fundamental of monitoring
systems. The AEC is the finishing touch.
The AEC dramatically improves the stereo imaging and presence,
and is effective in unifying the sound quality among studios. With
the auto bypass circuit introduced in the new series, on air studios
can use the AEC without worry.
The AEC is a wonderful product, without peer"
N. Kurihara, Audio Engineer, Tokyo
SIGTECH AEC: Digital filtering system that accurately compensates for room acoustics.

Automatically measures direct sound and room reflections
Adaptively designs inverse FIR digital filter with 250 MIPS
Corrects from Time Domain analysis
Provides High Resolution without Signal Delay

(905) 625 -4321

BOSTON
Parsons Audio
(617) 431 -8708

CHICAGO
WAVNet
(312) 889 -5532

DENVER
SigTech - Rocky Mtn.
(312) 889 -5532
LOS ANGELES

SigTech - So. Calif.
(818) 787 -7778

NEW YORK
ARCoustics
(212) 727 -9645
SAN FRANCISCO
SigTech - No. Calif.
(415) 331 -3064

JAPAN
Electori, Ltd.
(03)- 3950 -6266
HONG KONG
Winlite Technology
691 -0631

NHK SOUND POST PRODUCTION STUDIO
AEC Installation by: ELECTORI, LTD.
Other SigTech AEC featured Installations

KOREA
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(02) 565 -3565

TAIWAN
Gestion Taycan Int'I
(02)- 786 -3468
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by SigTech
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by APPLIED ELECTRONICS

by TRANSTEC

- So. Calif.
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PLUS XXX

by MUNRO ASSOCIATES

by D.D.D.

AUSTRALIA

CAMBRIDGE SIGNAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

ESA Audio
(03)- 562 -4605

Cambridge, MA USA

Ph (617) 491 -8890

Fx 491 -9066

Transmission. It is not a word that fills the
soul with joy and at one time was an
indication that a less than stimulating
conversation was imminent. Everyone
appreciates that the really sexy bits of television
and radio would be for nothing without
transmitters because they wouldn't get anywhere,
but that still does not change the fact that a
transmitter looks like a filing cabinet full of
electronics, only not quite as interesting.
But in the last couple of months, transmission
has become one of the hot topics. You cannot stop
people talking about it, and they're not just
complaining about how a fault at the Crystal Palace
transmitter ruined their evenings viewing. The
explosion in television channels depends on the
delivery system chosen, and while satellite, cable,
wireless cable, and, an outside bet here, the
Internet are grabbing the high -tech headlines, good
old fashioned RF transmission has suddenly popped
back into the frame.
Around a year and a half ago, some transmission
experts were predicting the end for conventional
techniques, saying that a mixture of satellite and
cable would kill off UHF in all but the outlying
regions in under 15 years. Today, nobody is making
such extravagant claims. If anything, the
realisation is that whoever controls the terrestrial
transmission networks will be best placed for the
future, given that the younger delivery formats still
only account for a minority of viewers.
Two recent events have changed the attitude
towards RF: the White Paper suggestion that the
BBC's transmission network might be privatised,
and NTL's announcement that they are ready to
build the UK's first digital terrestrial system by
1997. At the same time, there has been an upturn in
transmitter business, as underlined by Bob
Weirather at leading manufacturer Harris
Corporation, The idea of digital TV has been
accepted by both the commercial broadcasters and
public service operations like the BBC. The
uncertainty that everyone was experiencing has gone
because of the realisation that NTSC, PAL, PALplus
and SECAM will continue as digital won't come as
fast as people thought, meaning that broadcasters
can think about renovation and expansion.'
Depending on what the politicians and regulators
decide to do, of course. The UK Government ignored
calls from its own radicals to privatise the BBC, but
placated them with the option to sell -off
transmission. I'm with Robin Williams on this one:
partial privatisation is like partial circumcision -do
one thing or the other, or forget it. However, there is
support for the proposal, largely from the right -wing
think tank The Adam Smith Institute, which has
published a slim volume called Transmission To The
Private Sector -The Future Of The BBC
Transmission Network.
Call me mean, but I'll spoil the ending for you by
saying that the report's author, Keith Boyfield, is in
favour of establishing the Beeb's transmission
department as a separate company, responsible for
publishing its own annual report and accounts. As
soon as possible, he goes on, it should be privatised,
`allowing the newly privatised entity to raise private sector capital to invest in digital technology'. It takes
Mr Boyfield 40 pages to come to this unsurprising

compound the monopoly situation that the Adam
Smith Institute are so concerned about. NTL are
Kevin Hilton
heavily in favour of privatisation and are interested
in acquiring the BBC operation, but think that the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission would pass
this move. As an incentive, NTL reckon that
savings of between £10 and £20 million could be
made by combining the two transmission networks.
Whatever the outcome of the White Paper
proposal, NTL have already written to the Beeb
offering to digitally transmit its programmes in
parallel with ITV and C4 at less than £4.8 million
per service. `We expect that there will be
competition in the future and we welcome it,' said
Sukawaty, `but the BBC must not be given a
favoured position over ITV and C4. The future is
now for digital terrestrial.'
As with the privatisation issue, the BBC have
issued a statement, this time pointing out their role
conclusion, during which he spends much of his time
in the research and development of DTT. `The
criticising the Corporation's lack of vision and its
corporation will continue to work closely with NTL
apparent reluctance to release information and
and other broadcast colleagues both in the UK and
balance sheets.
Europe in setting the technical standards for
The BBC has issued a terse rebuttal of this
implementation,' the communique continues.
report, saying that its prime concern is to ensure a
Feasibility studies are due to be published on the
cost -effective service on behalf of the licence payer,
matter towards the end of March, a time when the
adding that there was no indication that the
Corporation says it will comment further.
alternative' would be any better at that. This
In the meantime, NTL are continuing with their
alternative could be embodied by NTL, an
crusade to convert those who doubt the viability of
organisation that is hugely praised by Mr Boyfield
DTT. `With any new technology there will always be
for its policy of entering `related markets' as well as
naysayers,' counters Sukawaty, who indicated the
making its core business highly profitable.
bank of TV screens to his left during the press
This preoccupation with privatising transmission
conference. `We're trying to eliminate some of the
goes back to the dark days of Thatcherism and the
look at the technical quality, it's
doubts
Peacock Report in the 1980s, and started in October
already floored some of the doubters.'
1991 when the IBA was wound up and its
The improvement in quality was undoubtedly
engineering division became NTL. This effectively
impressive, although it's not a good idea to have
in
privatised one part of terrestrial transmission
pictures running while people are meant to be
the UK, the mechanism dealing with the ITV
concentrating on something else -it's very
network, Channel 4, S4C, and commercial radio.
distracting. If they get the go- ahead, NTL intend to
The idea was to stimulate competition, but apart
invest millions of pounds in building a pan -UK
from a few radio stations opting for small
network, with the home viewers picking up the
and
sbs
companies like Phoenix Communications
signals through a set-top box, which will give access
(who look set to do well when community
to pay -TV services offering movies and sport, all
broadcasting is introduced), NTL are relatively
with pristine, widescreen clarity.
unchallenged, particularly in television.
What is worrying some is not the technology, but
If digital terrestrial television (DTT) is approved
DTI' does not offer anything
the
software
to
expand
by the government, then NTL are set
substantially different to conventional terrestrial
their current activities and introduce service by
broadcasts, then the viewers could decide that it's not
1997. At the company's press conference
worth the bother, especially if NTL are right and the
announcing this project, some journalists made the
first set-top boxes cost around £300 (don't forget that
point that NTL were manoeuvring to become the
the company is involved in a joint venture with
the
sole provider in this field, especially given
consumer electronics manufacturer Pace). `More than
urgent tone of the event and the observation that
30 services are possible,' Sukawaty predicts, 'and
1998.
close
by
would
of
opportunity'
the `window
Naturally, NTL's chief executive, Andy Sukawaty, we've set the money aside and are confident that
everything will go ahead. But we need the
who was brought in from Mercury One2One and
programme providers behind it and they need to give
gives the company an assured, corporate gloss,
us as many programmes as possible.'
dismisses such suggestions. `We are a transmission
All of which sounds like a self-fulfilling prophecy:
he
`a
middle,'
states,
company that sits in the
just because something can be done, we then create
catalyst who will ultimately implement the
something to occupy the space, whether we need it
technology.' The press conference demonstrated the
first -ever live multichannel DTT pictures in the UK, or not. This may look dangerously like a case of
technology for its own sake, but it could be even
with four services broadcast from NTL's Croydon
more sinister than that. If free enterprise goes
site, alongside a conventional analogue picture from
mad, then it has to surround itself with something
Crystal Palace, only a few miles up the road.
Privatisation of the BBC's transmission network to justify its position-the technology is merely
would add greatly to NTL's plans, although it would a scapegoat.

The development of

terrestrial TV

broadcast depends
on transmission
formats. Who
controls these
controls the future

just

-if
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South American countries are now joining the international pro audio market. The standard was set
at the First Annua'1 South American Pro Audio Expo in June 1994 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The
next host to the South American Pro Audio Expo is appropriately, Santiago de Chile. Santiago
boasts South Americas strongest and most vibrant economy. Chile is a leader in the education of
sound and acoustic engineering, offering four specialized Universities. Chile, as well as other South
American countries, will now continue to have a unique annual hands -on experience with the latest
in sound technology. We look forward to having you and your company be a part of the growing
Pro Audio Marketplace in South America.
For more information
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Despite technical gains made in television

sound quality, the typical viewer's
perception of sound quality has not
increased significantly. Admittedly, not
all local TV stations have embraced the issues of
stereo (let alone Surround) sound production and
postproduction with equal enthusiasm-one station
executive commented on local broadcasters, saying:
the engineers treat the loss of stereo technical quality as though they have witnessed the death of
their first dog. Nothing in life is that black and
white, on stereo television, we all have to have it to
sell ads at the same rates. And ad revenue, my
friend, pays the bills for the engineers as well a the
rest of the station.'
But that is only part of the problem. The real
difficulty is that despite gains in using digital
technology in production and postproduction and
transmission, the technological infrastructure of
the television industry has been very slow to
change and works against the transfer of sound
from the production mix to the viewer.
Consider: for television broadcast, stereo
television-programme audio will be transferred
repeatedly. TV audio travels from original
recording to postproduction to edit copies to
transfer to digital or analogue -videotape copy for
`air' origination to network `airing' (or syndication)
to local reception and on -air transmission.
The potential for abuse of the technically perfect
origination copy is significant. In the US, this
transfer is usually made on the West Coast -where
most TV programmes are produced-either by the
production house for the network, or by the
syndicator, or by an outside transfer house. That
so- called `original' tape is usually delivered to the
appropriate network facility or to the syndication
recipients via satellite uplink and downlink. In the
case of network origination 'on-air' in the East, the
programme is received, routed through various
network plant facilities and again recorded on
video tape for future network airing at the
appropriate time and date.
When it is finally ready for distribution to the
entire network (or it is directly syndicated), it is
then played back, routed and signal processed
through the network plant. after the passage up
and down via satellite on the transponder
electronics as a network (or syndicated) feed, it will
reach the downlink antenna and electronics of the
local broadcaster. There it will be sent through
several levels of switching, control, routeing and
signal processing before being sent to the
transmitter via STL (Studio to Transmitter Link)
or telephone company facilities. At the transmitter,
the signal will be signal processed and be sent out
over the air waves.
Consider then that there may be as many as 100
audio transformers passed during the stereo
signal's travels from studio to home. There may be
as many as 100 switching, patching and
transmission points where signal phase integrity
may be compromised. And there are hundreds of
points where hum and noise can be introduced into
the audio. Even if digital audio is used in major
components of the audio signal path (such as
videotape recorders, signal processors, mixers and
so on), analogue still lives in various TV audio

Martin Polon

Are the viewers
right -is television
always bad?
processing systems and ancillary equipment at
various points in the transmission chain. Add a
confluence of differing digital- coding technologies
in digital systems from different manufacturers
and you may have a trail of undesirable artefacts
along the way, as well.
Yet no matter what is done -good and bad-in
getting the signal into the home, the tragic
disregard for stereo-sound transmission standards
on television receivers has left little or no option to
improve the audio quality at the end-of -the -line.
Today, one finds four kinds of sets in use and being
sold. The first category is the mono TV set. There is
no absolute number for any percentage of stereo
sound on TVs until one hits the 25 -inch TV set, from
which point nearly 80% of the installed base is
stereo -equipped. But smaller sets frequently are not.
The second grouping includes all stereo TV sets
utilising some but not all components of the MTS DBX (multichannel television sound) stereo
reception scheme. The third group includes all
psuedo -stereo or alternative stereo TV sets utilising
none of the components of the industry -adopted
MTS scheme but instead has dedicated chips which
according to the manufacturers, `sense the presence
of the transmitted stereo signal and recreate it
accordingly'. It is estimated that at least 20% and
possibly as many 30% of all sets sold and labelled as
stereo are not equipped to correctly decode the MTS
signals with appropriate hardware.
The fourth category utilises the approved and
sanctioned MTS and DBX chips to receive stereo
broadcasts appropriately. Unfortunately, far too
many of these sets are not equipped with decent
output electronics to feed audio output jacks. Thus,
they are incapable of properly feeding augmenting
sound systems. Also, any of these same `stereo' TV
sets are equipped with the infamous `Ubangi'
2 -inch x 3 -inch, or 3 -inch x 4 -inch speakers for
their audio reproduction.
To many in the television industry, it seems a
miracle that any stereo signal arrives in the home.
None of the above address the additional
nightmare of the US cable TV industry.
Yet there has been progress over the ten years
since the advent of MTS stereo television. And
much of the audio now accompanying TV pictures
is better than it has ever been. Despite the

The potential for
abuse of the
origination copy is
perfect

problems, however, there is no excuse for
complacency at local television stations. The first
step in continuing to improve the quality of
television sound is to monitor that sound properly.
If technical staff cannot hear problems, they cannot
fix them.
In the first place, all stations must have a cable
TV connection in master control to monitor on -air
audio. Remember that as many as 75% of your
total audience many be getting their audio through
the cable system.
Secondly, though many in the TV industry view
it as a hard fought battle well won to get most TV
stations to at least monitor their on -air audio,
rather than in -house line feeds-there are still
many TV operators who either monitor in-house or
use a feed from a modulation monitor. Unless a
stereo TV set is being used to monitor on -air
signals, the station will not be monitoring what the
viewer receives.
It may also be prudent to replace every audio
transformer in your physical plant that was
manufactured prior to 1980. Use state-of-the -art
transformers if you have to use transformers at
all -and accept that you many have to use
transformer due to leakage currents and-or
electrical safety- isolation issues.
State -of-the -art audio monitoring facilities
should be installed in master control. Even
stations with a reputation for quality audio put
their emphasis on audio production facilities -not
on-the -air monitoring of the broadcast signal.
Most master control facilities do not put the same
kinds of emphasis on audio monitoring as they do
on the visual.

In the 1990s, it still is not that unusual to find
audio being monitored in cavernous master control
spaces via speakers built into rack panels or
sloping enclosures attached to the top of the
equipment rack on the facing wall. One also finds
recording studio near -field monitors on video
consoles in untreated barn-like spaces or floor
standing inexpensive hi -fi speakers to the side of
operating positions, and so on.
Acoustical treatment and -or noise reducing audio
enclosures for the audio -video monitoring position
should be used in master control. No -one would
attempt to monitor recording studio audio in a bus
depot, but that is exactly the acoustic comparison to
the space here crucial audio quality decisions are
made in some local television stations.
Monitoring loudspeakers and amplification
similar to that used in recording studios are ideal
for TV broadcast use. Investment in high -quality
speaker systems is essential in dealing with
complaints about audio problems. How many times
has a master control operator had to say `I cannot
hear anything wrong'?
Ultimately, it has to be recognised that TV audio
in the US suffers from laissez -faire technical
politics as well as from parsimonious financial
behaviour. `We've always done it that way,' `You
can't fight the system,' `We can't afford it,' and so
on have for too long been the response to requests
for improving TV sound. How all of this is going to
integrate with the forthcoming multichannel,
digital standard for high -definition television
should be very interesting, indeed.
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A recording studio complex
with four live studios with daylight, a 330 m2 music hall,
for classical music, popmusic, jazzmusic, ..
for band, group, orchestra, ..
.
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Equipment
a Neve Capricorn console, Neve 51 desk, Amek Angela,

two Sony 3348 recorders, Genelec 1035, 1024 and
1022A monitoring, Sonic Solutions editing and
mastering system, ..
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TEKTRONIX 764

Tektronix 764-easy to learn, difficult to forget
Although they are one of the

world's largest manufacturers
of test equipment, some
readers may be unaware of
Tektronix. Those who are, probably
realise this American company are also
market leaders in the provision of
Waveform Monitors and Vectorscopes
which are a necessity of life in the
analogue video world.
In the field of audio test, Tektronix
-along with Hewlett Packard -were
among the main suppliers until a few
staff left to set up Audio Precision.
While never leaving this market, it has
been a while since Tektronix launched a
major new audio test product. Their
ÁM700 test set for analogue and digital
audio systems, however (see Studio
Sound, November 1994), shows a strong
re- activation effort into our industry,
joining the range of products for audio
measurement and test grade switching
shown at the recent AES convention in
San Francisco.

The 764 Digital Audio Monitor is a
companion to the 760 series Stereo
Audio Monitors for analogue audio
signals, which have been in use for a
number of years. In the analogue arena,
the 760 competes with the BBC -type
stereo PPM with its switchable
Left -Right or Sum -Difference reading
capability, and alternative metering
instruments from NTP and others.
There are, at the moment, far fewer
competitors for the 764.
The Digital Audio Monitor is also a
partner to the 1700 series of video production monitoring equipment which
includes the 1730 series Video
Waveform Monitors, 1720 series Video
Vectorscopes, and 1740 and 1750 series
combination Video WaveformVectorscopes. It is intended to sit in the
radio -TV production studio or studio
central area and provide stereo
compatibility, level monitoring and
digital signal- quality assurance. Of
course there are other uses for anyone

else concerned with stereo -mono

compatibility.

Construction
standard the 764 comes in a single
unit case of about half -rack width, with
a CRT screen and controls at the
front, and all connectors (except for
As

headphones) on the rear. The

Already a familiar and
authoritative name in video
test equipment, Tektronix
are quickly making their
mark in pro -audio testing.
Exclusive technical review
by Sam Wise
8
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CHANNEL STATUS
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Most connections are made via the rear panel. As
standard, the 764 can connect to two pairs of
AES -EBU (AES3 -1992) signal sources on XLR
connectors or their consumer (IEC958) equivalents
on BNCs. Selection between signal sources is done
via the on- screen menus. Both connector sets are
designed to loop- through the instrument to
compatible output connectors. The instrument
effectively bridges the line unless the built -in
terminator is switched in.
Additionally there are VITC (vertical interval time
code from a video signal source) and LTC (linear time
code) inputs which can be read out on the Session
display and printed in the Session Report. Finally,
there are REF IN inputs of both BNC and XLR types
for connection of an in-house synchronising signal in
standard digital -audio format.
Outputs are a 15 -pin, D-type, VGA socket for
connection of an external colour monitor, and a
9 -pin, D -type for RS -232 serial communications
with an external computer or printer. The demo
unit provided little information on this last facility
so it was not possible to test it. But, it will be used
for printing out the Session Report which provides
statistics on signal performance, and to allow
uploading of new software versions into the
instrument. Finally, there is a front -panel
headphone socket complete with DA convertors,
stereo amplifier and front -panel volume control. A
rear -panel analogue audio connection would be a

quality is that which those in the know have
grown to expect-the 764 is well built and
finished, light in weight and with a comfortable
carrying handle on the top. Underneath are a
total of eight feet (why?) and a tilt -up frame for
desktop use. Alternative cases allow two
instruments from the 700 -1700 series family to
be mounted side -by-side in three units of rack
space. This is how they are typically seen housed
alongside top -end video equipment or in a video production-edit -suite environment.

parameters.
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useful addition for use in a central racks area for
connection of monitor loudspeakers.

CRT display

Operation
The instrument is menu driven, using the CRT as a
text and graphics display. Control is by a
combination of dedicated push buttons, volume and
brightness knobs, `soft -key' multifunction buttons
which are labelled by adjacent text on the screen
display and finally a rotary encoder parameter
selection knob. Even without reading the manual,
operation is easy to figure out though the exact
meaning of some functions may require a bit of
paper enquiry.
Routine operations are performed entirely
through dedicated controls. Most of the other
function selections use a maximum of two menu
levels. The top-menu displays the status of all the
parameters within the set selected by the rotary
knob. Selecting submenu on a `soft -key' then allows
these parameter items to be changed as required.
This user-interface is one of the best
I have seen, combining instant access for routinely
selected items with quick access to all other
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statistics that characterise the quality
of an audio program

The main display is apparently a conventional
oscilloscope CRT display, but, it is very sharp and
crisp, demonstrating Tektronix' expertise in this
field. Additionally, a standard VGA (640 x 480)
colour display can be connected to the rear -panel
connector. This will be useful in a video- production
suite where the audio signal monitor could share
one of the several computer displays which are
usually present. The 764 display can be selected to
view Audio, Session Report, Channel Status, user
Data or to act as a menu screen for the instrument.
In Audio mode, the two pairs of digital inputs
are displayed as four vertical bar graphs. The scale
range and reference level of these bars can be
adjusted by the user to suit the application. Meter
ballistics can be selected from VU, PPM and True
peak. As on typical home hi -fi, whichever meter
ballistics are selected, a true peak level is indicated
and held-here for 0 -10 seconds according to user
needs. Level indication can be referenced to digital
full scale (dBFS) or with respect to a reference level
(dBr). In either case, a test (alignment) level and
peak levels can be set into the instrument resulting
in markers on the 764 level display, and colour
change from green to yellow to red on an external
VGA display. In addition, the lower part of each
bar graph is used for a text-based error display
-giving indication of parity or CRC errors among
others. Clip is indicated at the top of the meter
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and appears following a user-defined number of
sequential, full -scale digital samples.
It is not widely known that the audio
reconstructed from a digital signal can actually be
higher in level that the full -scale digital signal
would indicate. This could happen, for example,
when an analogue signal was sampled on either
side of a peak, but not on the peak itself. An
Interpolation function can be switched onto
display this reconstructed analogue signal level,
indicating possible overloads in following analogue
equipment such as a transmitter.

Displays
Either of two pairs of signals, called A and B, can
be selected for phase display at the same time as
the audio level adjacent to the level meters. A or B
can be defined as inputs 1 & 2,1 & 3,1 & 4, 2 & 3
or 2 & 4, allowing comparisons to be available for
various signal combinations.
The phase and amplitude relationship between
the left and right digital signals is shown in a
conventional analogue type of lissajous display.
This is the same as the method used in a high
school physics class for the display of the
amplitude -phase relationship of two signals by
connecting them to the x and y -axis inputs of an
oscilloscope. When two signals of the same
frequency and amplitude are input, this results in a
line on the screen tilted 45° when the signals are in
phase, and -45° when they are in opposite polarity.
Other combinations of amplitude and phase
between the signals results in various circles and
ellipses being drawn, which indicate to the
experienced user information about signal level and
phase relationships. When the signal is more
complex, such as typical programme would be, the
display detail looks a bit like a box of microphone
cable after a ride in the car or a snake pit. However,
there is still a general shape to the display which
tells the user a lot about signal compatibility
This Phase display can either be shown as
indicated above -where in -phase tilts 45 °-or it
can be switched to Soundstage mode where the
in -phase direction is vertical and the image width
is expressed by the width of the display. Not
having used such a display since university, I
found that it was possible to get a feel for
compatibility within about ten minutes by
comparing different source material.
The display sensitivity can be set to accurately

reflect signal levels, but
then with classical
music, the display is
very small a lot of the
time due to the wide
dynamic range.
Alternatively, an AGC
(Automatic Gain
Control) can be
activated, keeping the
display covering a lot of
the viewing area. This
is the most useful mode
since there are separate
audio level bar graphs
anyway.
Additionally, there is a horizontal bar graph
beneath the Phase display which shows the
correlation between left and right signals in a
simple form. The scale of this ranges from +1 (fully
correlated -mono) to -1 (identical signals with
inverse polarity). For suitable mono -stereo
compatibility, the bar will display between about
+0.4 and +1. It can be set up to average the signals
over various time periods ranging from
instantaneous to several tens of seconds. Both the
phase display and correlation meter read the same
pair of input signals.
Pressing a dedicated push button switches the
Phase portion of the display into Session mode,
leaving the level meters on screen. This gives
information on signal characteristics observed
during the present `session'. Among these are
highest true peak (always the true digital peak),
highest reading (this depends on meter
characteristics selected), number of clips, number
of mutes, number of invalid samples, parity errors,
code violations, active bits (active word length up
to 24 bits), DC offset (an indication of correct A D
operation and signal coding at source), and sample
rate (true rate measured from the input signal).
Session time is displayed using the selected time code source or an internal clock. The `session' data
accumulation can be interrupted and restarted at
any time, and reset as required. the final software
will allow the report to be printed out on a

standard PC.
In Channel Status View mode, the entire display
is taken over to report a range of information
contained in the channel status bits. The
information is displayed in human readable, rather
than the more typical hexadecimal form and
includes Channel use (domestic or professional),
Data use, Emphasis, and many more. Usefully, this
display can also be used to read our the user bits to
take off information which might relate to the
programme source or destination, or some other
in -house application for this information.
Alternatively, binary or hex versions of the display
can be selected.

Setups and RS -232
As with most programmable products, it is possible
to save multiple setups of the many functions of

the instrument. This will assist operating
environments where setup selection might vary
between users, or where various operating
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conditions occur which are optimised in different
ways. Where the 764 is used for fault finding and
debugging a digital -audio system, the setups could
be sent to optimise its use for different items of
equipment which will be tested.
In addition to the uses suggested earlier, the
RS -232 port is intended to enable the instrument to
be used as part of an automatic quality-assurance
system in a digital -audio transmission or switching
environment. Under computer control, it will be
possible to automatically select inputs to the
instrument and to capture the output of the session
report to computer for future or automatic analysis.

Performance
The various operational facilities of the instrument
were tested using both pure tone test signals and
programme material. The unit tested was a beta
test model and had a couple of minor bugs, but
these were identified and fixed by Tektronix before
I notified them. Otherwise, performance was
flawless. Meter ballistics were found to comply
with the standards mentioned. One aspect which
was not tested were the time -code inputs, due to
lack of a generator.

Summary
The Tektronix 764 Digital Audio Monitor is easy to
use, with only occasional reference to the manual
necessary-usually to clarify the exact effect of a
setup parameter. Connections to most useful
programme, sync and time-code sources are
provided, along with both professional and
consumer digital signal compatibility. Useful
additions to the instrument would be rear panel
analogue outputs which could be sent to a local
monitor loudspeaker (this could be plugged-in to
the headphone socket), an optical digital -audio
input and some way to monitor the AES -EBU
optional 7kHz coordination channel -which is sure
to come into regular use in due course. This last
item could probably be included by a software -only
upgrade once the market demands it.
Operating methods are quick to learn and
difficult to forget, and the information provided is
reliable, comprehensive and accurate.
Where there is a need to monitor mono -stereo
compatibility within a digital -audio environment,
the instrument is one of few options. When its level
measurement and signal quality assurance data
are added, I know of no alternative. Anyone in
broadcasting, or preparing programme for
broadcast use will find the 764 a valuable addition
to their audio system.

Tektronix Inc, 14180 SW Karl Braun Drive, PO
Box 500, MS 58-699, Beaverton, Oregon 970770001, USA. Tel: +1 503 627 3124.
Fax: +1 503 627 5801.
UK: Tektronix UK Ltd, Fourth Avenue, Globe
Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 1YD.
Tel: +441628 486000. Fax: +441628 474799.
Europe: Tektronix, Postbus 1570, 5602 BN
Eindhoven, Netherlands. Tel: +140 645645.
Fax: +140 645699.
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Southampton, Manchester
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WISSELOORD STUDIOS b.v.
Catharina van Renneslaan 10

1217

CX Hilversum

Telephone: (0)35

-

- The Netherlands
217256

-

Fax:

(0)35 - 244881

CLASSIFIED
Rates:

All sections £30 per single column centimetre
(minimum 2cm x 1)

Box Numbers: £10.00 extra per insertion

Published: Monthly
Copy deadlines: Contact Mark Lenthall /Richard Lawn

Sound (Classified), Benn House,
Sovereign Way, Tonbridge, Kent, England, TN9 1RW, UK
Tel: 01732 377422 Fax: 01732 368210 Telex: 95132
International: Tel: +44 1732 377422 Fax: +44 1732 368210
To place an advertisement contact: Studio

All box numbers replies to address above

APPOINTMENTS

ECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEERS
PROFESSIONAL AUDIOMDEO TAPE PRODUCTS

Based
Southern
England

Our client is a leading US manufacturer of products for the broadcast industry with substantial presence in
Europe. Their investment in support and customer service continues and is illustrated by the strategic appointment
of two Technical Support Engineers who will join the rest of the international Technical Support Group in
the UK

Fluent French
or German
Essential

+

Excellent
Salary
+ Car
+ Benefits
Relocation
Package

You will provide pre- and post- sales technical support to recording studios, film production companies, editing
houses and broadcasters across Europe. You will advise on detailed product specifications, resolve technical problems
and develop effective long term customer relationships both by telephone and in person. You will travel widely to
interface with OEMs' technical teams to ensure optimum compatibility between media and equipment.

In order to qualify for this position you should have:

Q

Fluency in German and /or French in addition to English.

a A technical degree plus experience in a commercial electronics environment providing exposure to
digital systems.

understanding of broadcast video technology - including digital coding, data compression and
u An
recorder operation.
the skills required to take on these high profile technical roles please contact Julie Gilpin up
until 19.30 this week or next to discuss this opportunity in confidence. Alternatively fax or write to her at the
address /fax number below quoting reference 40563.

Ifyou feel you have

ERC
THE
PSD

GROUP

ERC House, 32/33 North Street, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 2PQ.
Telephone (01273) 480088 Fax: (01273) 480808 Int. code ( +44 1273)
T E C H N O L O G Y R E C
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

R U I

T M E N T

UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
Promoting excellence in education and research

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
LECTURER IN AUDIO ELECTRONICS
Applications are invited Mr this new post within the Department of Music, which is tenable from
August 1995. or as soon as possible thereafter.
Applicants should preferably hold a doctorate in a relevant subject.
At present. students on the Music and Sound Recording (Tonmeister) course are taught
electronics. maths and electroacoustics (transducers) by service departments or freelance lecturers;
the new post will allow this teaching to be in -house and therefore to address the specific course
requirements more precisely, in particular the design of modern professional audio electronics,
hot digital and analogue. Additionally, preference will be shown to those candidates with an interest
in the electroacoustics of microphones and loudspeakers.
The successful applicant will join a vigorous Department with a commitment to high quality
re,carch and an "excellent" rating for its teaching, resources and student environment, awarded
nl November 1994 by the Higher Education Funding Council for England.
Interested applicants are encouraged to contact the Department for more information about
the post. which is available for three years in the first instance.
Salary on the Lecturer salary scale (£14,756- £25,735 per annum). Superannuation under USS
conditions.
Further particulars arc available from the Personnel Office (CVC /mah), University of Surrey,
Guildford GU2 5XH. telephone (01483) 259279. Applications in the form of a CV (2 copies) which
should state your research interests and achievements and include the names and addresses of three
referees should he sent to the sane address by 30 April 1995 quoting reference 338.

-

SALES
Digital Audio

£30 -38K + Car
Our clients, world

I

/1/i

1!nirrrsin is committed to an Equal Opportunities Polie.

leaders in digital audio
workstations, seek

experienced Sales
Managers. International
responsibility. Proven
track record in digital
audio equipment is also
essential.
PLEASE CONTACT MIKE IONES

OR VANESSA CONNOLLY,

BROADCAST & COMMUNICATIONS
PROFESSIONALS, UNIT 7B,
INTEC 2, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE,
HAMPSHIRE RG24 BNE
TELEPHONE: 01256 470704
FACSIMILE: 01256 544054

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

APPOINTMENTS
Roxburgh Electronics Limited

FOR SALE

ROXBURGH

PROFESSIONAL AUDIOIBROADCAST
SALES ENGINEER

Equipment surplus to requirements
PERFECTONE RAPIMAG 1EBU1
1x16mm Replay Simplex

1x16mm Replay
1x16mrn Replay
Pilot Duplex

16mm Replay Duplex
16mm Rec Replay

+

1x16 35mm Rec Replay Simplex

ROXBURGH ELECTRONICS, a major supplier of electronic components
to the professional audio and broadcast industries, require an additional
field sales engineer.
The applicant must have a good technical knowledge of both rotary and
slide-potentiometers, and an understanding of fader automation. Other
products available from Roxburgh for the industry's unique requirements
include, switches, RFI filters, XLR connectors and transformers.
The ideal candidate would need to have a solid engineering background
and the ability to develop new and existing business in the audio and
broadcast field throughout the U.K.
The position carries an attractive package including company car.

Please apply in writing, with full c.v., stating current salary to:

STEENBECK
ST1 16mm ReciReplay EBU 2 track
Frame accurate
ST201V Reporter
interlock video machine for use with film

editing table (includes JVC Umatic)
independent of timecode
STUDER

867 Mono '.

" with trolley and pilot head
B67 Stereo V." with trolley and meter bridge

TANNOY
1
pair Super Reds

Offers please to:

MRS PAT TAYLOR
ROXBURGH ELECTRONICS LIMITED
ROXBURGH HOUSE, FOXHILLS INDUSTRIAL PARK
SCUNTHORPE, S. HUMBERSIDE, DN15 8QJ

CTV LTD
26 Dalcross Street. Roath. Cardiff CF2 4UB
Fax: 01222 451151
Tel: 01222 450950

ISDN

DREAMHIRE
req u

i

rc'

Experienced Maintenance Engineer
This leading professional Audio Hire company is looking to recruit a fulltime Maintenance Engineer to join the existing team due to major
expansion within the company. The ideal candidate will have a good
general knowledge of audio equipment including multi-track tape
machines and possess the ability to problem solve using their own
Salary a.a.e. Benefits to include company car. Interested? Please reply in
writing with current CV and salary expectations to:
Ms T. Middleton, Dreamhire, 18 Chaplin Road, London NW2 5PN

COURSES

EDI

AUDIO VISUAL TRAINING

'

Bon Marche, Ferndale Road, London SW9 8EJ

The following courses are available.

Three months full -time Certificate courses in:

One year full -time diploma course in

Analogue Sound Recording
and Production

Advanced Sound Recording
and Production
Practically based tuition from
internationally recognised specialists,
supplemented with new technology from
leading manufacturers.
Starting 1st May '95.

USERS

The

DIGITAL DIAL -UP LIST
\
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Calrec Compressor- Limiters
rack case. Amazing
sonic and build quality, 0995 plus VAT.
Tel: 0171 700 1852
Fax: 0171 607 1410
8

initiative.

Sony Colour Camera

1x16mrn Telecine

DOLBY
Dolby SR..24 Channel Automated Setup
Rack with 18 channels
Dolby XP..16 Channel Rack Dolby A
Dolby 362 Single Unit with CAT 43 unit

x DL 1656units

in

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS
Revox PR99 Mkll 15171/2ips Tape Machine clw
ASC Centre Track Timecode adaptor
Excellent condition, very low hours. with manuals and
packaging. Used in private studio from new.

Sensible offers please to John on 0181 288 0246

Audio & Design UHJ Ambisonic Encoder,
Decoder & Transcoder, 8:1200. Revox A77.'
AlkII, 3.75 7.5 ips, W.Power amps, k.264.
Cher 4201) Vt'.Charger, [,170. All Inc VAT.
Tel: 01260 252 869

Starting 1st May '95.
One week full -time course in:

Introduction to Sound
Recording and Mixing
An entirely practical foundation course.
Starting 17th -24th April '95.

Telephone 0171 -737 7152
or 0171 -274 4000 ext 338

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TANNOY

TANNOY

TANNOY

WANTED!!!

Best prices paid for early models: Guy Fountain Autograph,
GRF, York. Lancaster. Chatsworth, Canterbury. Lockwood. Any
pre 1975 Drive Units. X Overs, Empty Enclosures or $pares.

TEL: (UK) 0171 372 3724

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF

DIAL A FAX

NEW & USED
PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT

FORA COMPUTE UP TO DATE EOUIPMENT LIST ON YOUR FAX

Nat 0336 413 733 on your
fax machine & press Stan
when instructed.
Some machines men
need to be switched

DT,,

WANTED
.16

TRACK

.24 TRACK. ADAT

.

DUTRDARD

MONITORS. STUDIO MICROPHONES PRO VIDEO
.

continue on with your old equipment
when Tony larking Professional Sales can 96e you a
racking good part exchange deal
CA purchase your unwanted equipment for cash'
PLUS: FINANCE AVAILABLE Yany

CPIs O 39p per
minute cheap rate
and 490 Per
nute all other ;

TEL:

D

USED GEAR
CONSOLES

to pains mode to
use this service

0462 490600
NOW! FAX: 0462 490700
CALL

DELI

USE YOUR EXISTING EQUIPMENT

AS

times

A DEPOSIT!

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

%7/a4e

a uY/

ua

..

AIR CONDITIONING
& VENTILATION
TO SOUND STUDIOS

.

TEL 0171 -561 -0400

FAX 0171- 272-5393

IS OUR SPECIALITY

CD PRODUCTION FROM:

We provide design only or design and

100 CDs UPWARDS

installation for many well known clients,
whether it be for displacement, free
cooling, V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or
centralised call Mike Hardy of Ambthair
Services Ltd on
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

RecorcMngECHNOLOGY

DIRECT
COMPACT DISCS
FULL MASTERING

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP

PACKAGE PRICES ON 100, 300, 500, 1000+ CDS

FULL DESIGN & PRINT SERVICE

CASSETTES: 200+
VINYL

7

",

10 ",

12"

:

500+

]

ONE -OFF CDS
FROM E 2

SUPER BIT MAPPING
20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO

1

20 BIT EDITING

7.,yrfao
`r

SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc

COPY MASTERS
DIGITALLY DUPLICATED

0

r)

O

FAIRLIGHT SERIES TWOS AND THREES
Sold, repaired, serviced, hired.
Stock constantly changing, please phone
or fax for list.
Tel: +44 (0)171- 700-1852
Fax: +44 (0)171-607 -1410
23a Benwell Road, London N7 7BL

1==1

CASSETTES

in -sync service limited
Unit 6, 43 Carol Street, Camden Town,
London NW1 OHT

PRINT REPROGRAPHICS

Specialists in servicing
Revox / Teac / Tascam / Fostex tape machines

MARKET LEADERS
Tr
T3.

081 446 3218 LONDON

071 485 3447

0480 461880 CAMBRIDGE.

topmfs
THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop pin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

TEL: 0161 973 1884 FAX: 0161 905 2171

jbs records

4

CRysmmi!

REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed Labels.
Solo, Y4" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR

01992 -500101

the no.

HOLDS no OATS LOC. TOGETHER.
FREE STANDING OR WALL NOUN, D.

ODNpAG-T1UPATQ-EAYS

ONLY 35.99 +VAT!
32 WAY JACK /JACK

DATR30 is Now £2.75 +VAT!
DATR46 is Now £2.95 + VAT!
DATR61 - Is NOW £3.20 + VAT!
DATR92 - Is NOW £3.70 + VAT!
DATR122- 1s NOW £4.19 +VAT!

EASILY REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

-

TEL FHX
FAX

01223 2089371

NORTH ROAD WE31DY ROYSTON

IfRTS

24 hrs ine

CnTaTs

New: Sony 33245

SG8 OAB

PHONE HOLLAND (31)

www.americanradiohistory.com

OR FAX

(311

3465.72707

Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

(24 hrs inc w/e)

Head change from £100 until June 1995

ring for our competitive prices

NEW TAPE HEADS

a'e/

THERE IS ONLY ONE LIKE US

-

3465.70670

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

-

Mobile 0973 408580
-

pro audio rent on the continent

outboard equipment. Also samplers, soundmodules, DAT (with timecode), U-matic, synchronizers.

aDITCWJ

MOBILE REVOX SERVICE
Phone 0181 909 2497

1

We rent out analog and digital multitracks (4-816-24 tracks), consoles, mics and all modern

-

24 WAY JACK / 8 WAY MIDI

-

[ EUROPE AUDIO RENT I

WHYPAYNIOBE FOR DAIS?

DAT STORAGE RACK -ß.50 +VAT!

MUSIC and SPEECH

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

124

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
-

'1

Brittania Way, Stanwell, Staines, Middx, TW19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046

Sounds Incorporated
44

861099

(0) 1892

fax: 44 (0) 1892 863485

PHONE: +44 (0)1179 467711
FAX: +44 (0)1179 730505

'AUDI°
TOYSHOP

USED EQUIPMENT LIST
CONSOLES:
with GML
with (lying faders,
Neve VR 60 : ,,nimble'
Neve V3 Hying faders 48 channel, superb_......

C
call
[110,000

an

1

1

[50.000

Neve 8108 56 channels. in Irne, bar graphs
Neve DICI digdal console..._ .....
SSL 60720 56 !bled ::I patch

[ calI
[ call
.[1,600

_.

SOL Stereo module

01.200
__
_....
SSL Mono module
SSL 613E test Ííg with VI Zooms
DDA Profile 56 channels, automated, late 1992 f55k new one owner, esce1._126.000
.........£7,995
_.
___
Amek Angela 28 ch. VCA's, P&G 's
.....052,000
_
_.....
__...
Amok Mozart 80 channel!. _
..[37,000
__..._
Amek Mozart 40 (name, supertrue
....
[2,995
__
Amek BC 2 12'4, II, PPM's. MINT

Langly Recall 401812.
TAC SR 6000 40182

8

VCA

s.

.....[20.000

etc

....[18.500

_......

_..

Matchless 2 available
Soundtracs Jade 32, automation. dynamics as new
Soundtracs Quartz 48, MIDI muting, 3 years old.
Trident 65 Series 24116. excellent_...
TAC

.....from [3.500

.

Fasten 2412 48 inputs. 8 buss, cheap'
Yamaha DMP

7

__..
....

_

-

_...

digital console...._

._[25.000
..[12,000
_ ... [3,500
[1,250
.._._.__0750

Neumann KM 84i

OUTBOARD:
NevelAmek 9098 in stock. on demo and sounding wonderful........
....._...
__
_...
Neve 1073 4 in stock
Neon 2254e 4 in

stock......_....

Neve 33135 Vintage Eq's each module

546 paramelilo eq.
Audio and Design F 760 %RS - E SDDRS
Audio & Design Panscan
Stammer DL 221 compresser.
BSS FCS 926 Varicurve latest version
BSS DPR 402 excellent...._.

_.

[275
[975
[495
[550

28 band eq _._

_....

Valley Dynamite originals. parr racked
Valley Keepea 2 10 in rack.._
..__
Valley Gates quad gate _
Klark Teknik DM 510 dual MI01 gate .................._
B22 sonic

maximiser....

OAR

Soundstalion

2 8

rooms with

2

Yamaha DMR B sell contained 8 track and console
Yamaha DA8 %, AD8X, AD2X
Studer Dyaxis 2 track with sync SMPTE, VITC
.

Real World Audio Tablet sold as seen
3

available

1

Audiophile_._..

.__..

_,...

_......__

_....

...

_.

___.

_.._.__....

[4,500
._.__ f750
[5,000
[ call
CI,995
0595

.........[I,500
...... IB50

..

Yamaha DIR 2 OAT

_.. _._...

£495

ANALOGUE TAPE MACHINES:
Studer A 800 Mk3 very low hours.__.
Studer A 80 Mk2 good runner...._._
Studer A 80 Mkt 16124 (came. rem
Otani MIR 90 Mk2 remote_.. _..._.
Otani MTR 90 spares loads..
Saturn 624 lull remote ................
Soundcraft 760 241 upgraded Mk3
G

16

_.

_.

5003

....[10,500
call
.......[7,000

MINI hardly used.._............_..

'."

[ call
.......[4,950
£3,000
[

excellent cond._.__.___
Dolby MT 24 SR automated, 18 cards.......
Dolby OP Rack empty
Dolby SP 24A 24 channels, Dobley A__......
Studer A 80 Mk2 e" meterhndge
_..
Studer A 80 . meterbridge

Sony

_...
_..

_._

_...

ETC.

.....

lexicon LAP 1__.
Eventide

30005

H

[1.750
£1,500

[1,500

MICROPHONES:
Neumann

U 47 tube VF14, 3
Neumann U 67 tube original.
Neumann SM 69 2 In sock
Neumann SM 2 tube stereo
left
Neumann U 47 let
1

U

B7

in

stock
stock
_....

_.. _....

_.....

[295
[1.450
[295
[150
[ call

[120

5 in
_.

[1.295

[795
[595
[550
[595

-

Neumann

_.

left .......................__..................___..._...

1

Roland SDE 2000 drgilal delay _...........
TC M 5000 new. in stock. on demo.._...
TC 2290 double sample, last trigger......
Yamaha SP% DOD ._.,......_._._....___
Bel BDE. 3200 24 second delay. sample
Ensoniq OP 4 multi la. 3 in stock
Yamaha R 1000 crusty !......_ ..................

.......[850

£895

._.__...

_....__._

..__[3,250
..._[2,500
......[9,000
[650
[1,250
._......[650

____.... _..

...._..

a box

_...

D

2

F650

[ call
_.._..O call
........E call

[1.250
£975
...[750

f

call

E125

stock

In

10

_.

12

r call

Seonheiser MD 441 2 available _.._...
Seonheiser 4151 boxed rille _
Amcrown 30GPO P2M 2 In stock..

E225

f95

MONITORING:
ATC SCM

[2,750
....._[ call
[500

____.....

100,0

Dynaudio M l's __.. ......._ .......................

29
E

Stonier subwaofer whoollasl¢'
..
_.
Yamaha P 2075...
REL

.

Chameleon amp

_....._.

_..._..

[350

S

1100

-

1100E%

Roland Super AI 10
Toshiba Microwave

[95

_..
_

[11.000

[495

f

1595
£395
£2.500

Fortes 403014035 excellent
Sony 5630 10 band U Ntairs
Fairlight CVI wild. video Ix manrpuleim
remote..
Foster 403014035 sync
RTW PPM's BBC spec __..... .. .....
Audio Kinetics Pacer & Pad
Function Junction MIDI matrix

Alai

call

C

520f immaculate_._......__....__

Quad

Beyer DT 100 headphones, brand new
Sony DAE 1100, 1610 complete system....
fully loaded, MINT.
SRC AT

[250
in

VAG

202E

VARIOUS:

FX:

Lexicon 200 224

D

[495
F

[115

f call

_....
AMS AM% 16 v 3.0. excellent. 2 in stock.,..........
AMS 15.805 dual de-glilch c1W keyboard controller ._._.. _.
.........................
AMS OM% 15.805 4.0 sec, dual de gl ich

AKG

KM 56c, 76, 74

1275
[175

42

.......[9.995

channel..

AMS Audiophile v5, 2 in B out Ihr ._.
AMS Audiophile head ideal for sharing

Alesis ADAT
Alesis BRC.

_...

__..

Limiter unique horrible sound..
Rebis gates & compressors.....

f

[795
....[1,250

.

MOR

DIGITAL RECORDERS:

£325
£675

85S DPR 502 dual MIDI gate._.......

68f

[425
[595
E350

OB% 162 stereo version of 160.
TC 1128 programmable

Telefunken M 221h, 6 available
EAR tube mit pre nigh spec 2 evadable
EAR tube console' 42.

C call
[4.500
.......[750

Neve spares psu, modules etc. loads._........
Neve V rack 8 eq, 2 dynamics. MINT..
Urei LA 4 pan. racked, silver.

[ call

Neumann

[ call
[ call
C295

_._...

[215

Tom

2

[ call

65

[250
F750

[350
E

_..
_. _...

_..

call

r call

.

Cm

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

MOST OF THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE IN STOCK
Studer A800, 827; Lexicon 480£, 224XL, PCM 70; Fairchild, Teletronix
Compressors. all valve miss and anything you have in the studio closet!

WE WANT:

PIA. BUY. SELL ANO BROKER ALL STUlD10 EQUIPMENT AND COMPLETE
STUDIOS TNRIUGHOUT THE WORLD, SPECIALISING IN ESOTERIC AND TUBE
EDUIPMENT - CALL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
OTHER SERVICES: Studio design, installation and servicing. Custom
WE

modifications. racks for Neve eq's, compressors and mic amps; phone for client
list and details. New equipment supplied, please phone for a competitive quote
on any new equipment. packages tailored to your requirements.

V7S/1

The outbreak of peace has
spun off an interesting new

development. The Bulgarian
army has set up its own CD
pressing plant, which the IFPI believe
is pressing pirate discs. The Chinese
military is already suspected of piracy.
China has over 30 CD pressing
plants, with an annual production
capacity of over 75 million discs. In
December Bulgaria tripled national
production to 10 million CDs a year
by opening three plants, including the
one owned by the military.
All the pirate plants began by
making music CDs but are now
producing multimedia ROM discs.
Publisher Dorling Kindersley recently
found copies of its family education
CD -ROMS on sale in Singapore at
one -third the normal price.
At the CD and CD-ROM Security
Conference -held in London in
February- Philips' Gerry Wirtz, best
known for his work on DCC, talked
about the speed at which home and
office copying of CD -ROMs is growing.
A few weeks before the London
Conference, at the Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas,
manufacturers were showing
CD-ROM recorders at a street price of
under $1,500.
`Within two to three years all new
personal computers will have a CD
recorder built in as standard, instead
of a CD -ROM playback drive. We see
CD-R as the ultimate replacement for
today's CD -ROM drives,' says Wirtz.
`The data world does not want to
restrict copying. People see copying
as almost a right.' Computer
companies have solved the problem of
copying by fast upgrades. Copies of
software quickly become obsolete.
This is not like music, where copies
do not go out of date. `CD -R for
personal computing will ultimately
reach the mass market and pull CD -R
as an audio product.
`You need legal backup for
technical solutions. The standard for
the new CD-Plus format is 99%
finished. But people are only now
realising that they are moving audio
out of its protected environment and
into the computer environment where
there is no protection.
`When a ROM recorder makes a
copy it is just pumping numbers from
one disc to another. Everything is
copied, whether it is encrypted or
flagged with copyright protection. The
recorder just makes a duplicate copy.'
`Is it too late to protect CD- Plus?' A
worried publisher asked Wirtz.
`No, it is not too late, it is never too
late. There is a massive lobby in the

Barry Fox

Piracy of CD ROM; CD encryption
protection and DVD taking sides
computer world against any kind of
copy protection. But how long,
though, before we see the computer
lobby swing round ?'
The British company C -Dilla
of Reading, have developed

an elegantly simple system
for controlling home copying
of CD -ROMs.
The useful data on the CD-ROM
disc, for instance the content of an
encyclopedia, is encrypted so that is
can only by read on a PC that is
loaded with de- encryption software.
This software can either be given
away, or sold, to legitimate owners of
the disc.
In each case, the de- encryption
software looks for a `signature' stored
on the ROM disc. If the signature is
there, the software de- encrypts all
data from the disc automatically.
Usually the user is never even aware
that it was encrypted. But if the
signature is not there, the
de- encryption software does not run,
so the ROM disc is useless.
When a CD- Recorder makes a
copy of an original CD -ROM, it
automatically copies all the data
files onto the blank CD. But C -Dilla
have found a way of putting the
signature on a pressed CD -ROM so
that it does not copy across to the
CD -R with the data.
All CD -ROM discs, and ROM

readers, adhere to the ISO -9660
standard. This dictates that there
must be an electronic index, or File
Descriptor, at the start of the disc,
which lists all the data files on the
disc and their location. Although a

CD -ROM drive must read the File

Descriptor, before it can read the files
on the disc and deliver them to a PC
or CD- Recorder, it does not deliver
the Descriptor to the PC or CD
recorder. So the recorder accurately
copies all the data files onto a blank,
while building its own File
Descriptor. But the CD -R does not
copy the vital signature from the
original File Descriptor. So the
de- encryptor software will refuse to
work with the copy disc.
Could this system perhaps be
modified for use with DVD and

Super CD?
ever have
predicted how fast and
how far the situation on
Digital Video Disc and
Super CD would move after
Christmas. But do not be too sure that
the standard issue is fully resolved.
The electronics companies agree
that the new format must be able to
store a whole feature -length movie, or
enough compressed audio to cope
with most of The Ring Cycle. They
also agree that new players must be
backwards -compatible, and play
today's CDs.
But the industry is still debating
one vital issue. Should DVD store
everything on a single side (as
proposed by Philips and Sony) or be
made from two sides, made separately
and then stuck together with glue (as
proposed by Toshiba and Time- Warner
and now backed by Panasonic).
Forget for a moment the technical
issues of whether it is optically easier
to focus a laser into a tighter spot
No-one could
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through the half-thickness plastics of
a glue sandwich. Forget the cost issue
of whether it is really as cheap to
press and glue two discs instead of
one. Stop thinking, for the time being
at least, about whether Toshiba's
super -high- density pressing will cope
with the public's sticky fingerprints.
Instead, just ask a couple of much
more basic questions. If DVD is a
double -sided glue sandwich, where
will the makers put the label? At a
recent press conference in new York
Toshiba and Time -Warner seriously
suggested that one on the two sides
could be overprinted with a label,
thereby destroying the whole point of
having a double -sided disc.
And if they solve the label problem
by putting the disc inside a labelled
caddy (like those used for some
CD -ROM systems), how will they build
a backwards-compatible player? It is
no mean feat to make a CD player with
a slot and mechanism for a caddy,
which also plays a bare CD of today's
type, as designed to drop into a drawer.
Audio engineers are also starting
to worry that no -one has yet given
any serious thought to audio -only
users for DVD. The movie disc will
have multichannel surround sound,
whither Dolby AC-3 or a similar
compression system. This is not the
way to deliver hi -fi to the home. What
Super CD needs is uncompressed
audio of improved standard, say
90 minutes of 96kHz, 24 -bit stereo,
with Ambisonic coding of surround
and height information.
For those who want to see this
happen, take my tip, do not waste
time looking for someone on the
Toshiba/Time -Warner/Panasonic DVD
team who knows or cares about audio,
their target is the movie industry.
Panasonic's sister company Technics
has some fine audio engineers, but
there has always been a clumsy split
between the two divisions. Thomson
and Hitachi are backing DVD as a
multimedia and movie medium. Audio
is an afterthought.
The way to get things moving is for
concerned audio engineers to get
together, under the AES banner, and
draft a proposal for Super CD. Then
present their thoughts to named
heads of all the companies involved.
That way the industry can never say
they were unaware of the issues, even
if they do not understand them. With
a bit of luck they will pass the AES
5
proposals to advisers who do
understand audio, and the
°
opportunity for a genuinely useful
Q
second generation music CD will not
J
be lost.
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Smooth and intimate, dimensional and detailed...is that the sound you're looking for?
The Aphex 107 Tubessence® Thermionic Microphone Preamplifier reveals the subtlety and
power in both vintage condensers and popular dynamic mies. Qualities that are lost on your
console's mic preamp. Tubessence, for the long journey from microphone to CD.
The Aphex Model 107, tube mic pre - two channels of Tubessence. Call or fax for a dealer
near you.
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and every audio stage in every module in every console we craft.
The result? Virtually no audible phase shift.
Is all our trouble worth it? Yes. You see, if we settled for
"industry standard" phase specs, your music and audio could stiffer up to 300% more phase shift. So thanks to our trouble your
D &R will deliver sonic ecstacy. Not sonic smear.
Like the magazine said, we're serious. True, maybe we'd
have to settle for industry standard performance
ifwe stopped handcrafting consoles, and started
assembling them. But we assure you that's
another phase we won't be going through.

IF YOU WEREN'T AWARE OF LOW POPULAR D&R CONSOLES have

became, we anderstEnd. Afnr all, we're not very good at making E lot of poise_
As thounds of D &R owners know, however, it takes more
than our 20-bit- reads- noise floor to sound good. It takes more
than our acclaimed Ei -Def EQs, and our RFI- killing, welded steel chassis Ind starroundnlg designs.
It also takes attention to s spec few console
manufacturers are willing so discuss. We're
talk_ng phase c:he -envy-which we tackle
head-on byneticuloisly phase correlating each

LUROPES LEADING I-IANDCRAFTER OF HIGH -PERFORMANCE CONSOLES
D &R EI.E(TRONK'A R.V., RIJNKADE 158, 1382(;S WErSP, THE NETHERLANDS

D&R WEED (818) 291-5855
D&R NASHVILLE:
D &R NORTH AMERICA: (409) 588 -3411
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